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Preface
In August of 2012, I started a new job as English as a Second Language (ESL) Specialist
for the Purdue University Writing Lab. The job was new for the Writing Lab as well as for me:
prior to my hire, a graduate tutor each semester served as ESL coordinator, but there was no
dedicated senior staff position for work with international/multilingual students. As the number
of international writers using the Lab’s services increased, it had become clear to the director and
associate director that the tutors needed additional training to work successfully with this special
population. A large part of my job was thus dedicated to training our tutors to work with second
language (L2) writers, and I spent the majority of my time that first semester researching the
matter and figuring out not only what they needed to learn but also how best to help them do so.
Educating tutors to work with L2 writers can be fraught with difficulty because the topic
crosses disciplinary boundaries, involving scholarship in multiple fields (e.g., second language
studies as well as writing centers), and because the need is often (always?) immediate. This
book is the one I needed that first year, the volume that collected—in one location—ideas and
activities as well as questions to be pondered and lists of scholarship to be perused. Since no one
seemed to be writing this book for me (sigh), and since I have met over the years more than a
few other people who have wished for the same thing, I offer you here my five years worth of
collected two-cents on the topic of educating tutors to work with L2 writers. I offer it in the hope
that it might ease the burden of those who must worry about their tutors’ professional
development and that it might further writing center work with all writers all the time.
The main audience of this book is those who administer writing center programs, those
tasked with ensuring that tutors can write well with others: directors, associate directors, ESL or
multilingual specialists. It is not meant as a diagnostic for writers nor as a self-help book for
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tutors, although tutors bereft of other training opportunities may find use for some of the
activities and suggested readings. It is not meant as a stand-alone, ready-to-use program.
Although I wished for that as well, in my first year of struggling with the need to train our tutors,
I have realized over the intervening years that context cannot and should not be ignored. This
book will not do away with the job of developing and implementing education for tutors; instead,
it offers a head start on the work and a few tales of what not to try. The book is meant as a
guide, offering a starting place for thinking about L2-specific training. It provides suggestions
for materials, activities, and resources, and it shares the story of one other person, one other
writing center, in the same situation so that readers will know they are not alone in their quest for
L2 expertise for their tutors. Directors, and others, will find in these pages activities they can
adapt to their circumstances and use with little preparatory work, but they will also find
questions to ponder as they think about which activities to use and about the scale of the
undertaking they are envisioning.
The Introduction explores in detail the need for L2 training, clarifies variations between
writers and between cohorts of tutors, examines the disconnects that exist between theory and
practice, and explains some of the theoretical conflicts that exist between writing center
pedagogy and second language pedagogy. Section One: Administrative Concerns opens with a
case study of one writing center’s program. Subsequent chapters in Section One: Administrative
Concerns discuss administrative concerns (including methods and criteria for creating a home

grown tutor training program), examine issues of program evaluation and sustainability, and
consider how to put it all together into a comprehensive program. Although the focus here is on
educating tutors to work with L2 writers, much of the material can apply to tutor education
programs in general. Section Two: Hands-On Activities provides information on how to create
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activities, including some cautionary tales about that process. In addition, it details many
activities that can comprise a training program. Again, while the focus here is L2 writing, the
activities can be adapted in one way or another to apply to writers generally. Each activity
includes a list of the necessary materials, a description of how to conduct the activity, some
discussion and reflection questions, and an explanation of the expected outcomes. Where
available, sample tutor responses to the activities are provided. Reproducible resources such as
observation forms are included in appendices where relevant. The activities are grouped
according to the type of materials used or the work completed: sample papers, observations,
videos, and personal interactions and other options. Section Three: Topical Resource Bibliography
is a resource list. Readings and other resources are grouped by general topics as they might
appear within an organized program. These should be considered merely a starting point, part of
the case study of my own process.
Before moving on to more important matters, a note about terminology is in order.
Because it focuses on people, the field of second language studies has suffered from an
overabundance of abbreviations and terms over the years in its attempts to accurately reference
without stigmatizing. Individuals who use English as something other than their first or primary
home language have variously been labeled English as a Second Language (ESL), Non-native
speaker (NNS), L2, international or Generation 1.5 students (see Leki, 2009 or Reynolds, 2009
for explanations of the differences), and a number of other names. In addition, the field is
plagued with EFL, ELL, TESL, TESOL, EAL, and ESP 1 (among others) as ways to describe the
teaching and learning of these individuals. To engage in the debate over correct terminology

1

In fact, I thought about titling this book Tutoring without ESP because it addresses tutors’ lack of English for
Specific Purposes (in this case, academic purposes) expertise, which joins with their lack of mind-reading ability
(extra-sensory perception) to potentially cause substantial difficulty in tutoring L2 writers.
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would be outside the scope of this text, so I will leave that to other scholars in the field. For the
purposes of this book, I will use two primary terms to describe the tutor education program—L2
and multilingual—and the phrases international students or international writers to describe the
writers who visit our center and with whom the tutors are being trained to successfully work.
L2, when paired with the word writer or writing, allows identification without some of the
remedial stigma that can be associated with the term ESL. However, in sample tutor responses,
the term ESL is most commonly used because that was how the training was designated at the
time.
A few words about the activities and sample tutor responses are in order. I developed the
activities in Section Two over the last five years, and they were often inspired by something I
was reading or learning about at the time of their creation. Where possible, I have tried to note
with each activity the literature that inspired or informed its development; however, in cases
where multiple sources contributed to my thinking on an activity, it may be that something I was
reading at the time has been overlooked, and for that I apologize. Throughout the book, much of
the information and most activities will be illustrated with examples drawn from the work of our
tutors as they completed tasks and reflections. In all cases, tutor names have been replaced with
pseudonyms. 2 Unless otherwise specified, the responses come from graduate tutors. With the
exception of correcting minor spelling errors and adjusting the format occasionally, I have
quoted the reflections exactly as tutors wrote them in our learning management system. Ellipses
indicate that the portion used starts in the middle, ends early, or skips to a different section of the
same response.

2

All of the material from the tutors was collected under IRB Protocol #1310014096.
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Finally, I would be remiss if I did not I acknowledge my debt of gratitude to the many
IWCA, ECWCA, and SSLW conference presenters and attendees and the wcenter mailing list
participants with whom I have had occasion to discuss matters of tutor education and from whom
I have heard interesting ideas and updates on research about L2 writing and tutoring. Your input
into my thinking may not be quantifiable but know that it is appreciated. More particularly, I
wish to remember a number of individuals for the ways in which they supported this work:
Linda Bergmann, who so graciously gave me the time to figure out what I was doing that first
year and who was very good at identifying what I was doing well; Tammy Conard-Salvo &
Harry Denny, who were always available to answer questions, discuss relevant topics, and offer
feedback when I needed it; Margie Berns & Tony Silva, with whom I got started in the second
language writing field in the first place; the tutors who had to endure the various versions of the
training program on which this book is based (the worst part of my job has been that tutors, as
students, tend to graduate and move on just when I am most enjoying working with them); Amy
Elliot, graduate tutor, who was always willing to be my activity tester (and I threw some really
crazy things at you!) and who, over the years she worked in the Lab, tried out at one time or
another the vast majority of materials I developed which are presented in this book. Thanks for
all your help—and for telling me exactly what you thought, even when it meant telling me the
latest idea or two were unworkable and needed to be taken back to the drawing board; Molly
Rentscher, who very graciously provided extremely precise and thoughtful suggestions for
improvement and who willingly read and re-read the various revisions I made based on those
suggestions; Mitch Hobza, for spending the time to read over a revised introduction and assure
me that I didn’t sound too cranky; and W.B., who nudged me forward when the imposter
syndrome was at its worst. What you think always matters.
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Introduction

Writing centers may be the ideal learning environment for students whose first or strongest
language is not English (Leki, 2009, p.1).

To the untrained tutor’s eye what is most immediately noticeable is that a draft written by an
ESL student looks so different (Harris & Silva, 1993, p. 526).

1
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Almost a quarter of a century ago, Harris and Silva (1993) explicated the difficulties
writing center tutors face when meeting with multilingual writers. Native speaking tutors run
into “unfamiliar grammatical errors” and “bewilderingly different rhetorical patterns,” among
other things (Harris & Silva, 1993, p. 525). Although Harris and Silva offered guidance for
tutors on topics as varied as dealing with the many facets of the error problem, determining
goals, and “resisting the urge to ‘tell’” (p. 532), writing centers today face much the same
situation as the one that Harris and Silva were attempting to ameliorate. Tutors in writing
centers increasingly meet with large numbers of multilingual writers who arrive with an
expanded array of concerns when compared with domestic students—what I describe to our pre
service tutors as “the same plus.” They exhibit the same needs as domestic students for help
with content and organization, plus they need sentence-level help beyond what most domestic
students need. More recently, Rafoth (2015) clarified the wide range of problems that L2 writers
might bring to the writing center: from unfamiliarity with the writing process and lack of
vocabulary to exhaustion due to the constant work of processing in a foreign language and the
negative emotions that might accompany the work.
Although writing centers today are moving increasingly toward hiring greater numbers of
multilingual tutors, in many centers the majority of multilingual writers work with monolingual
tutors who may possess little or no background knowledge about or first-hand experience with
multilingual writers. Sue, a graduate tutor, expressed her initial attitude this way: “I was
worried about pretty much everything [to do with tutoring international students.]” Other tutors
in Sue’s cohort—both graduate and undergraduate—indicated similar levels of inexperience:
“I assumed that writing processes . . . were fundamentally the same” (Clarissa,
undergrad).
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“I was a little intimidated at the sheer number of international students” (Sharon).
I had to “discard initial assumptions about their abilities” (Lyle).
Tutors bring to their work with L2 writers preconceived notions on the one hand (I won’t be able
to understand them, and they won’t be able to understand me; I don’t know enough about
grammar; L2 writers will have lower abilities than domestic students) and directives related to
tutoring protocols on the other (the infamous “we don’t proofread” easily becomes “we don’t do
grammar”). At the same time, L2 writers arrive at the writing center with issues and desires that
run counter to the preconceptions and directives—sent by professors who want them to get help
with grammar, specifically, or by their own desire to sound like a native speaker.
If we listen to tutor grumblings about writers asking for grammar help again, if we note
how many professors send writers to us pleading for us to fix their grammar, if we pay attention
to writers requesting to “sound like a native speaker”—it becomes easy to visualize the need for
tutor education as shown in Figure 1. The tutor and writer are attempting to meet in the middle
but are hindered by grammar and language difficulties. The tutor lacks extensive knowledge of

Tutor

I

•
•
•
•
•

1--··

Grammar terminology
Common errors
L1-transfer errors
Error correction methods
Grammar as LOC

GraAr
Ganguagc

.f----•
•
•
•
•
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Writer

I

Fossilization
L1 Transfer
Limited vocabulary
Trouble noticing errors
Grammar as HOC

Figure 1: Simple Understanding of Multilingual Tutorial Interaction Difficulties
grammatical terminology and an understanding of error correction methods; the writer struggles
with fossilized errors and a limited vocabulary. Grammar and language become the stumbling
blocks to productive tutoring, a seemingly insurmountable wall. This view of the situation leads
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easily to prioritizing grammar as a topic of education for tutors, often to the exclusion of all else.
Tutor education might encompass intensive study of grammatical terms and usage, practice
correcting errors, or time spent studying academic vocabulary.
While these are all worthwhile foci for tutor education, especially when the tutors are
monolingual English speakers (i.e., likely lacking in extensive grammatical education), focusing
exclusively on errors at the language level does a disservice to both tutors and writers.
Equipping tutors to work with multilingual writers requires a more complex view of the tutoring
situation; in particular, it requires that we look beyond the conspicuous problem of grammar and
see all three parties involved in each session. Figure 2 shows how the interactions between tutor
and writer, between writer and document, and between tutor and document can all, when
mediated by English as an L2, contribute to tutoring difficulties. Interaction between tutor and
document may very well be hindered by a tutor’s lack of grammatical knowledge, but it may also

Writer

•
•
•
•

Intercultural communication
Educational backgrounds
Power dynamics & hierarchy
Audience expectations

Tutor

•
•
•

English

•

Attitude toward language or writing
Confidence in language or writing
Knowledge about & experience with
language or writing
Instructor/advisor input & feedback

Document
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of culturally-based rhetorical differences
Grammar focus, knowledge, & ability
Vocabulary & language abilities
Confidence in knowledge & skills

Figure 2: A More Complex View of Multilingual Tutorial Interaction Difficulties
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be hindered by a tutor whose grammar focus takes precedence over all else, a tutor who misses
global problems of undeveloped content or an unexpected organizational pattern due to attention
focused on missing articles or incorrect prepositions. A writer’s interaction with the document
can be affected by confidence levels in either English or writing itself (not all L2 writers are
confident writers even in the L1) or by instructor or advisor feedback, as well as by grammatical
or linguistic ability. If we exclude the document itself from consideration, interactions between
tutor and writer can be fraught with difficulty if both parties have differing understandings of
session power dynamics (i.e., Is the tutor a teacher or a peer?) or differing, culturally-based
communication patterns (e.g., What body language indicates engagement in a conversation?).
If we ask, then, what it means to equip tutors to work with multilingual writers, the
answer depends on our understanding of the scope of the problem: Is it confined to the words on
the page (grammar & language) or does it encompass the interactions between all three parties in
the tutorial space (writer, tutor, document) as mediated by language? Thinking back to that
range of problems that Rafoth (2015) explicated, it makes sense that tutor education follow the
more complex view of tutoring interactions. While most writing centers offer their tutors some
form of professional development, such education must cover the entirety of what a tutor needs
to know, not just L2 writing-related topics. If, in addition, the staff members who provide the
education are not L2 writing experts themselves and thus are unsure where to start, addressing
the complex situation through tutor education becomes difficult. This book attempts to address
this need, providing a sort of case study of my own process of developing L2 education for the
tutors in the Purdue Writing Lab and offering examples from our tutors to illustrate both the need
for such education and its outcomes. Much of the need and many of the outcomes will apply
more broadly to various types of institutions, tutors, and writers; however, local context must
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ultimately determine programming. The case study of my process makes visible how that
worked in one specific instance and for one specific context. It is up to you, the reader, to
determine what must be adjusted to fit your local context—and in what ways. This book will
also help with that aspect of development by providing questions to ask, factors to consider, and
potential problems to avoid.
Variety within the Target Population
Educating tutors to work with L2 writers requires an understanding of the variety within
the target population. While it is customary to lump L2 writers into a single category (e.g.,
international student) for ease of administration, this tendency hides information that tutors need
as they tutor L2 writers. I regularly tell our pre-service tutors that the term international
describes a mode of matriculation and tells almost nothing about the individual’s language or
writing abilities, much as the term domestic tells almost nothing about an American student’s
language or writing ability. Remember, for instance, that a Canadian studying in the U.S. will be
an international student and, most likely, a native user of English, and the same will be true for
students from other countries in which English is the official or commonly used language.
Writer variation encompasses more than simply differences in culture and L1. Writers
will vary in their English writing ability, grammar skills, speaking and pronunciation
competence. They will have differing levels on TOEFL scores and sub-scores, differing
numbers of years spent in the United States, differing expectations for what a writing center is
and the sort of help it offers. Variation in L1 can result in varying abilities to learn and correctly
apply rhetorical moves in English. 3 In addition, variation in experience with and competence in
L1 writing can affect the ease with which students write or learn new writing skills in the L2.

3

See Hyland (2008) for information on L1-influenced variation in English hedging skills, for instance.
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Kubota (1998) found that poor L1 writing ability often resulted in poorly-written L2 essays.
Reynolds (2009) pointed to literacy awareness as one potential difference between individual L2
writers. Brown & Larson-Hall (2012, pp. 130-133) summarized research demonstrating that L2
ability and aptitude may mirror L1 ability and aptitude, and Thonus (2014) summarized research
indicating that literacy skills do transfer from the L1 to the L2. Education might simply help
tutors explore possible variations between individual L2 writers so that they are aware of the
options (for instance, they might be tasked with interviewing several different L2 writers on
questions related to the variations), or it might focus primarily on characteristics of a specific
group most common in the local context (e.g., Gen 1.5, Spanish L1 for an institution in the
Southwest, although note that as this changes for an institution the material would need to
change to keep pace). While it may be impossible to gain a sense of every individual writer’s
position with respect to these possibilities, some sense of the group as a whole in the local
context and of the areas with potential for variation can help focus tutor education programs.
Generation 1.5 vs. Visa
At many universities, L2 writers can initially be divided into two categories: those who
immigrated to the U.S. as children and who attended American high schools (Gen. 1.5 students)
and those who attended school in their home country and are in the U.S. on student visas
(international students). 4 The division can be useful because it includes several of the factors
mentioned above, such as amount of time spent in an English-speaking country and pre-college
educational system. To give an example of how these differences might affect students, a brief
comparison is in order. 5 Gen. 1.5 students may present orally as native speakers (e.g., use of

4

Although these categories will not apply to everyone—e.g., a writer who immigrates as an adult—they provide a
way to think about potential writer differences.
5
See Leki (2009) or Reynolds (2009) for a more detailed description of the two groups and potential tutoring
differences accompanying each.
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idioms, fluency, use of correct register) yet may continue to be plagued in writing with
grammatical errors that mark them as non-native. They may not have been fully literate in their
L1 before moving to the U.S (Thonus 2014). Additionally, their relationship to both their home
and target language and culture may be conflicted, affecting their sense of identity as well as
their academic abilities.
In contrast, international students are likely fully literate in their first languages, may
have been top students in their home countries, and are in the U.S. and studying in English
because they chose to study abroad, so their sense of identity may be less conflicted. However,
they may also have studied English with a reading emphasis and a focus on grammatical
terminology, and their writing instruction may have focused on TOEFL-like essay formats with
rigid structure. 6 These differences in background and attitude may affect tutoring in a number of
ways, including whether the writer feels shame for needing help.
Literacy in the L1
A writer who is fully literate in one language will likely have an advantage in a second
language over a writer who never developed full literacy in any language. 7 For instance, the
concept of organizing one’s writing according to an accepted convention will translate to another
language even when what constitutes an accepted convention varies. While the actual
organizational pattern may not transfer from the L1 writing to the L2, the knowledge that one
may need to write according to accepted notions of organization and the skill to play around with
organizational patterns in order to meet those conventions do transfer, giving the writer an
advantage over another L2 writer who was not fully literate in the L1. A writer who is fully

6

See di Gennaro (2013) for empirical evidence of the potential writing differences between Gen 1.5 and
international writers.
7
See Bigelow & Tarone (2004) for a brief overview of some literature on the relationship between L1 and L2
literacies; see Marzban & Jalali (2016) for a study on one particular language group.
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literate in one language may be expected to have a good sense of the possibilities with respect to
writing and language use. Understanding what might be possible is a first step toward
identifying and then applying those possibilities in an L2.
Primary Language (L1)
Primary languages can affect English usage and ability in a number of ways. Knowledge
of an L1 can interfere with an L2, as when an L1’s lack of verb tenses results in a writer using
incorrect verb tense in English, or it can transfer positively, as when an L1 phrase translates
directly to an English phrase. 8 While some types of errors are more common generally for L2
writers than for native English writers (e.g., verb form, articles), writers from particular L1s will
be more likely to make certain of those errors than writers from another L1. For instance, French
L1 writers may have problems with adverb placement in English or may overuse the definite
article to make generalizations (Flaitz, et al, 2003). In contrast, Chinese L1 writers may struggle
with indicating time and tense, with word order for questions, or with choosing the correct form
of a word based on its part of speech at the time of use (Flaitz, et al, 2003). An L1 may also
affect rhetorical organization. For example, written Arabic uses parallelism and coordination but
not subordination and also tends away from concision (Flaitz, et al 2003). Knowing a writer’s
L1 can aid a tutor in determining how to address particular types of errors. A useful question,
e.g., for a verb tense error might be “how do you indicate time in your L1?” This can open the
door for a conversation on how that translates into English verb tense usage.
Educational Background
The educational background of writers will vary depending on the country in which they
received most of their education. L2 writers who attended U.S. schools may be familiar with

8

See Brown & Larson-Hall (2012, p. 84) for a brief discussion of positive and negative transfer.
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group work, in-class discussion, and presenting their own ideas about the material being studied,
among other things. This will not be true for all L2 writers, who may have gone through
educational systems where the teacher is the expert and fills up students with knowledge or
where students are expected only to reproduce in writing what the teacher or textbook imparted.
Teaching style, learning style, activities, discipline and class management, and teacher-student or
student-student relationships may all vary from one country to another. Flaitz et. al (2003) offers
concise looks at the educational systems of sixteen different countries, although this list will
become outdated. For instance, several of our multilingual tutors have talked about classes in
their home educational system meant to better prepare them for the educational expectations in
the U.S. As students increasingly study abroad, this may prove more the rule than the exception.
English Background
Writers may present differently depending on how they were taught English,
specifically—as a foreign language (EFL) or as a second language (ESL), or as an academic
reading/writing skill or as a communication tool. To some extent, these differences are
determined by location: immersion in an English-language-speaking country results in ESL
(and, often, more emphasis on communication); English education in a non-English-language
speaking country results in EFL (and, often, more emphasis on academic reading/writing). An
EFL setting generally offers fewer opportunities to speak with native English speakers and may
also offer fewer opportunities to speak with any other individuals in English. I do not intend to
provide permanent definitions here. Customary practices in teaching foreign languages change
over time, and even within an English-speaking country an ESL instructor may not be a native
speaker. Note, also, that the designation English-language-speaking country is not limited to
countries such as the U.S. or Canada. In countries such as India, where English is the language
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of government and education and where multiple languages are spoken, children may not begin
learning English until school-age, but the role of English as an official language means they
begin learning it as a second and not a foreign language, in a context where people around them
speak it often.
Attitude toward English and Confidence Level
Attitude toward English may also play a role in tutorials. For this particular writer, was
learning English a requirement or a choice? Evidence of a colonial past or indication of a global
future? Seen as part of the national identity or as replacing that identity? For writers who sense
that this language requirement is erasing their national identity, the struggle to become adept at
writing in English includes an additional burden—acquiring the skill is a good thing for the
current educational circumstances and future job prospects; losing one’s identity is not. In
addition, confidence about language skills may affect attitude toward working in that language.
Writers vary in their confidence levels. I have overheard many tutorials start with the writer
saying “I’m not very good at English” or “I need help with this paper because English is not my
native language, so it isn’t very good.” Hidden factors may affect both writing and language
confidence levels. For instance, pressure from professors to write like a native speaker or to get
a document “checked” (often by the writing center!) before submitting it can decrease
confidence and affect attitude, which in turn changes the dynamics of a tutorial with an L2
writer.
Variety among Tutors
In an ideal world, multilingual writers would work with specialist tutors who were
extensively trained in both L2 writing and writing center theory and practice. The reality for
many writing centers is generalist tutors, many of whom are just beginning their study of writing
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center practices and who lack L2 writing background entirely. In fact, tutors vary in their
educational experiences and background knowledge just as much as the writers with whom they
work. The variation in tutors’ previous knowledge of or experience with L2 writing may be
related to institutional context. For instance, universities with few or no graduate programs, or
with no graduate program in TESOL or second language studies (SLS), may find themselves
with fewer tutors who have any background knowledge of L2 writing issues. In contrast, our
writing center usually has at least one tutor each year (and sometimes more) who is a graduate
student in SLS or who possesses TESOL background and teaching experiences. At the same
time, we have some tutors with no L2 writing background of any sort. The greater the variation
in tutor knowledge and experience, the more there is a need to structure education to allow for
personal choice or to allow individual tutors to participate in ways that play to their strengths.
Other tutor factors that can affect how a writing center develops its educational program
may be less obvious and less easy to identify or quantify for any group of tutors. Attitude toward
L2 writing and overall confidence levels about tutoring L2 writers may be areas that education
can address. An attitude that sees L2 writing as deficient (Severino, 1993) or a low confidence
level about helping the writers may result from the institutional context or may result from
individual tutor circumstances. Depending on the source of the problem, writing center
professional development programs may need to have their focus adjusted. Yet another factor
that may influence a tutor’s ability to work successfully with L2 writers is the tutor’s own
proofreading skills. Tutors with excellent editing skills (and not only those who have actually
worked as editors) may find themselves predisposed toward editing first and attending to global
or rhetorical matters second when the document in question is written by an L2 writer and
displays a significant number of sentence-level errors. During the development phase of a tutor
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education program, it is helpful to be aware of who the tutors are—what background experiences
and education they possess, how competent they are as self-editors, how they feel about their
abilities. All of these questions and more can guide the development of the program, resulting in
materials of great benefit to the particular group of tutors.
When we asked our tutors about their areas of concern, they were quite clear on the
knowledge they lacked, knowledge they could not therefore draw upon when tutoring:
“It was challenging to differentiate between writing concerns and language
issues” (Eleanor).
“I also worried that I might take certain things for granted, talk too fast, show
inadvertent insensitivity” (Edwin).
“I was worried about pretty much everything from not being able to pronounce
students' names to making my point clear with a minimum of extra explanation”
(Sue).
“My biggest fear was how to explain grammatical rules to them that had been
drilled into me over the past 26 years; I could barely understand them, let alone
explain them. You just KNEW that this was how and when to use articles but the
WHY - yeah, not so much” (Sharon).
“I would like more training on how to overcome language barriers during
conferences” (Stephanie).
The perceived lack ranges from name pronunciation and language barriers to grammar rules. It
includes questions about the role of the writing center with respect to L2 writers’ needs, about
how to distinguish between writing concerns (clearly the province of a writing center) and
language issues (less clearly the province of the writing center). This means that writing centers
are routinely putting into play tutors who, at the least, lack confidence in their abilities and, at
most, lack the actual abilities they are worried about. Neither scenario offers much hope for the
L2 writers who arrive at the door for help with their writing and with the language in which it
has been written.
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Tutor Disconnects between Theory and Practice
One source of tutor difficulty with L2 writers and their writing is the disconnect that
exists between writing center theory as it is internalized by tutors and actual practice when they
sit down at the table with an L2 writer. The complicated status of grammar in writing centers
illustrates the problem admirably. Writers often visit the writing center for help with grammar,
whether because they personally feel language skill weakness or because professors in contentarea coursework state zero-tolerance policies when it comes to language-level errors. “I want to
make sure there are no grammar mistakes.” “I need to check out all the grammar issues.” “I
want to focus on some grammar things.” Requests such as these are common openers to
consultations in our writing center. Our tutors frequently comment that “international students
request grammar help,” as if the request is universal for L2 writers and only for them. As a
result of the situation and its interpretation by tutors, tutorials with L2 writers too often focus on
line-by-line, sentence-level corrections. The inevitable corollary, for tutors who know their role
is not that of editor, is worry about whether they should have delivered the requested help. There
is conflict between writers’ felt, and expressed, needs (for grammar help) and tutors’
internalization of their education (that writing centers are not grammar fix-it shops). Tutors
explain the conflict as both internal and interactional, affecting their own emotional state but also
the tutorial itself:
“I also worried about getting international students to recognize patterns of error
in their writing rather than going through each sentence to fix the grammar for
them” (Sue).
“This [student wanting help to ‘fix’ a paper] happened in a recent tutorial when
the student became fixated on the idea that her application letter must sound
exactly like a native speaker. I think we both struggled to make the session useful
because I was trying to get her to bring more of her personality and experiences
(what Fang Shen calls the ‘I’ or ‘self’) into the document, while she desperately
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wanted it to be just like all the other applications the company might receive (a
very collectivist notion)” (Jason).
Grammar’s fraught status for tutors originates beyond the requests of writers who may
simply lack knowledge of tutorial options. A quick scan of representative tutor education
materials and writing center scholarship establishes grammar as a potentially conflicted topic.
According to these materials, tutors should “avoid editing the paper” while also “explain[ing]
how writers can identify and correct future sentence-level errors” (Ryan & Zimmerelli, 2016, p.
40), and, with multilingual writers particularly, they should “not focus only on the mechanical
and grammatical errors” (p. 65). Similarly, L2 and tutoring literature suggests that tutors should
“be firm about dealing with rhetorical matters before linguistic ones,” “be educators not personal
editors,” and “resist their impulse to help [too much]” (Harris and Silva, 1993, p. 531). Linville
(2009) notes the potential conflict between student goals for a grade and tutor goals for long
term writing improvement. She then reminds tutors they are not grammar teachers and instructs
them that L2 writers can learn to edit on their own, “given the necessary instruction” (Linville,
2009, p. 117). As one writing center director points out, grammar seems to be the only item
consistently stressed in the negative (Schendel, 2012, p. 6). The not onlys and this not that
phrasing imply, whether purposely or not, that writers might ask for more with respect to
grammar than tutors are supposed to provide.
Unsurprisingly, stated writing center policy often follows lines of thought similar to
writing center scholarship and retains the sense of grammar as a site of potential conflict, despite
past calls to rethink the negative focus of writing center discourse (Harris, 2010; Simpson, 2010).
Writing center web pages state clearly that tutors “won’t proofread or edit your documents for
you. . . . but we can address sentence-level concerns” (The Writing Lab at Purdue University,
1995-2019), are “happy to work on sentence-level concerns but avoid proofreading or correcting
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papers” (Gayle Morris Sweetland Center for Writing, 2016), and “do not write or edit papers for
students” (University of Notre Dame Writing Center, 2016). The general consensus is that
writing centers distinguish between methods of addressing grammar rather than prohibiting
grammar outright, a formula that implies possible conflict.
If we summarize what is prohibited and what is allowed by tutor educational materials,
writing center and L2 literature, and publicity, we find somewhat problematic juxtapositions:
•

distinctions that writers don’t understand (proofreading vs. addressing grammar);

•

apparent contradictions (tutors are not grammar teachers, but writers need to learn); and

•

fine shades of meaning that tutors struggle with (do not prioritize grammar, but it is a
legitimate request).

These juxtapositions can result in faulty interpretation. In the face of writer requests for
grammar help, “no proofreading” easily morphs in tutors’ minds into “no grammar help at all.”
The end result is that tutors are troubled if they address grammar (because it seems to be antiwriting center policy), and they are troubled if they refrain (because it seems to be anti-writer).
The continuum that tutors appear to internalize demonstrates the problem (see Figure 3). On the
one side are the definite no items—things that writing centers will not do, like editing for
NO
Proofread
Edit

YES
Grammar??

Organization
Content

Figure 3: Apparent Tutoring Continuum
students. On the opposite side are the definite yes options—things tutors address on a regular
basis and are told to prioritize. The problem with this continuum is that no one knows exactly
where to place grammar. Should it be a no because “we don’t do that” in writing centers?
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Should it be a yes because all the paperwork and web presence allow for the possibility? Is it up
to the individual tutor to determine for any particular tutorial whether or not grammar is a yes?
The situation is further complicated by the fact that tutors may or may not be aware of
their actual practice. Do their actions in a tutorial match what they claim in the agenda-setting
phase, for instance? For writing center administrative staff who are pursuing a goal of tutor
education, the answer to such a question can significantly affect the nature and direction of that
education. If confronted with writers who consistently request grammar help (and who
adamantly reject any revision of that agenda), tutors may need to learn strategies for addressing
grammar that will help writers in the long run. In contrast, tutors who negotiate revised agendas
prioritizing global issues and who then default to the original grammar-focus require, in addition,
an increased awareness of their own complicity in the problem and strategies and skills for
overcoming that complicity. Directors who start from an assumption of need rather than
exploring the basis of that need may only provide weak support for tutors or may miss the boat
entirely on the type of support needed. A brief study may be all that is needed to help clarify the
situation and to provide direction for developing useful educational programming.
In the fall semester of 2014, I undertook a pilot study of the types of disconnect that were
happening between our largely-monolingual tutors and our primarily-multilingual writers. What
were writers actually asking for? What did documents actually need? What did tutors actually
provide? The majority of our results are outside the scope of this discussion; however, the study
is useful for highlighting the types of disconnect that can occur between theory and practice.
Through tutoring practicums, our tutors become familiar with the idea of negotiating an agenda
prior to working on the document. They learn to help writers prioritize global and rhetorical
concerns (although note that grammar can become a global concern if meaning is hindered) over
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editing. They are generally skilled and competent, and they receive positive evaluations from
writers who work with them. And, in our small study, they tended to seldom apply their
knowledge. Less than half of the tutorials evaluated (8 out of 17, or 47%) included the tutor
negotiating the agenda with the writer. In addition, in seven of those eight tutorials (88% of
tutorials with no agenda-setting negotiation), tutors addressed grammar during the session even
when the writer had not specifically requested this help by name. Addressing or prioritizing
grammar tended to happen naturally when the default starting point for working with the
document was reading aloud from the beginning. Tutors who negotiated an agenda prioritizing,
e.g., organization and who started a tutorial with either tutor or writer reading a document aloud
from the beginning defaulted to a line-by-line editing style. Kim (2015) found something similar
in her study of the interactions between L2 writers and their tutors: “All three tutors started the
tutorials by reading from the beginning, stopping whenever they saw grammatical errors or
content gaps” (p. 68). Reading aloud from the beginning of a document (a theoretically sound
strategy), then, seems to have the potential to lead tutors astray in actual practice.
If we combine results such as this with additional results which showed that native
speakers (six out of eight, or 75%) asked for grammar or sentence-level help almost as much as
non-native speakers (seven out of nine, or 78%) and that even non-native speakers cited strict
professor policy (e.g., my professor won’t grade anything with grammar errors) in addition but
prior to L2 status when requesting grammar help, it becomes fairly clear that tutor awareness
plays a role in interpreting the situation. Professional development which simply provides more
strategies for addressing grammar or more knowledge and skills of grammatical principles will
not, in this situation, resolve tutor angst nor result in better tutors. Adequately addressing writing
center problems (in this case, grammar requests by L2 writers) requires first that we clearly
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identify the correct problem—in the self-study above, tutors’ unconscious complicity with
writers via the accepted tutorial practice of reading aloud. Part of this clarification involves
adjusting that mental tutoring continuum in order to obviate the false dichotomy between global
and local concerns (see Figure 4). A tutorial on organization can be problematic if a disengaged
writer wants the tutor to simply re-order the paragraphs, while a tutorial focused entirely on
grammar can be beneficial to writer as well as paper if the writer is doing much of the work and
learning from it. Writer engagement should be what defines a good tutorial. 9 Rather than ask
NO
Tutor controls
Tutor rewrites
(may include
organization/content)

YES
Writer engaged
Writer rewrites
(may include
grammar)

Figure 4: Revised Tutoring Continuum
themselves “am I allowed to address grammar,” tutors can ask “is the writer currently engaged in
what we are doing?” If the answer is yes, tutors can continue with the agenda regardless of
whether it includes grammar.
Mini-research projects such as the one described above can help writing centers pinpoint
areas of disconnect between theory and practice and can thus help staff tailor professional
development programs to their own local context and to their own tutors’ needs. Areas of
disconnect may or may not be readily apparent to the tutors themselves. It is important to note
that such disconnects can occur at other levels of the tutorial besides the grammatical. For
instance, the entire concept of peer tutoring may be thrown into question when an L1 tutor who
believes in its value meets with an L2 writer for whom tutor equals teacher equals hierarchy of

9

See Bromley, Schonberg, and Northway (2015) about the importance of engagement in writing center
consultations.
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respect and power. The tutorial may go awry as the writer wonders silently why this tutor does
not appear competent to teach anything and the tutor wonders silently why, yet again, an L2
writer is refusing to engage. In order to develop a professional development program that can
help tutors navigate such circumstances, writing center theory and the commonplaces that go
along with it (e.g., reading aloud, the rejection of grammar as a global concern, non-directive
tutoring, the use of questions) may need to be revisited, rethought, and perhaps refocused for
practical use between L1 tutors and L2 writers. At the very least, education should help tutors
themselves query their own practices, the theory that underlies them, and their reactions to the
circumstances in which that theory and those practices fail to play nicely together.
Theoretical Conflicts between Disciplines
All this talk of disconnects and hindrances implies a question that might seem of
paramount importance: Why hire tutors without appropriate backgrounds in SLS or TESOL in
the first place? There are two logistical reasons why writing centers do not hire SLS or TESOL
trained tutors: (a) Many writing centers are not L2 writing centers exclusively. Some proportion
of writers who visit will be domestic students, and that proportion may change from year to year,
making hiring impossible if the goal is to match L2 writers with TESOL-trained tutors. (b)
Tutors at many writing centers are peer tutors, which means fellow students, so if the institution
lacks TESOL or SLS programs, there may very well be no fellow students with the requisite L2
writing educational background to hire as tutors. An additional reason for not hiring speciallytrained tutors is writer-based: writers benefit from responses by a variety of readers. If L2
writers only work with L2 writing specialists, they lose the experience of having to talk about
their work with someone who is outside that field, an experience that can help provide a certain
amount of flexibility of thought and communication. Perhaps most important, however, is the
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problem of disciplinary integrity. The field of writing centers focuses on helping the writer
improve as a writer, 10 and the field’s roots in Rhetoric and Composition mean that clarity of
communication takes precedence over correctness. Grammar thus becomes a lower- or laterorder concern, while issues of content and organization are considered higher order and therefore
of primary importance. In contrast, the focus of TESOL is, as the name suggests, on the teaching
of English as a language and thus on second language acquisition (SLA), 11 and the focus of SLA
has historically been “communicative oral exchanges” (Manchón 2011, p. 6). In fact, as Ortega
(2012) pointed out, the fields of SLA and second language writing (SLW) have historically
seldom played well together due to “a fundamental difference in disciplinary goals” (p. 404)—
language development on the one hand and written literacy on the other. While teaching a
language includes the written as well as spoken forms, an emphasis on language rather than
writing tends toward greater emphasis on the grammatical sentence level and correctness or on
SLA generally. SLW, in contrast and perhaps due to its roots in composition as well as applied
linguistics, tends toward more similarity with writing center focus. 12
Because all of these fields offer extensive research (including entire books on the
subjects) and because my goal here is not to educate readers about any one of these fields in
particular, what follows will be a very brief, very general introduction to some terms and
questions that are relevant when considering how to train tutors to work with L2 writers.
How is writing viewed with respect to language?
Depending on the field of study or the particular theorists of the day, writing may be seen

10

See Ryan & Zimmerelli (2016) as an example of a guide for writing tutors that emphasizes helping writers rather
than just improving papers.
11
See the TESOL Mission and Vision Statements and the list of values for evidence that the focus is language and
not writing. The word writing does not appear anywhere on the page. https://www.tesol.org/about
tesol/association-governance/mission-and-values
12
For a detailed look at the disciplinary roots of SLW, including a comparison of composition studies and applied
linguistics that highlights the theoretical conflicts between the two, see Silva & Leki (2004).
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as a skill in its own right, as a way to think about and consolidate understanding of content
material, or as a way to practice—and hopefully learn—language. These options have been
labeled learning to write (LW), writing to learn content (WLC), and writing to learn language
(WLL) (Manchón 2011; Hirvela, Hyland, and Manchón 2016), and they arise from different
disciplinary backgrounds. LW draws from L1 composition theory (Ortega 2011), as does the
writing center field itself. WLC “converges with the Writing Across the Curriculum movement”
(Bazerman & Russell 1994 as cited in Ortega 2011), with which the field of writing center
studies also aligns. WLL is the most L2-specific in its background and pedagogy. Originally
writing was seen in SLA as a way to practice grammar and vocabulary, although more recent
research calls for seeing writing as a site of language development more generally (Ortega 2011).
Writing centers as a field tend toward LW and WLC, with language being somewhat
peripheral and tied mainly to comprehensibility and communication. In contrast, some SLA
approaches consider written production irrelevant to SLA, while others see it as exclusively for
the purposes of learning the language. 13 The range of ways to understand the role of writing
raises an important question for writing tutors: What is the writer’s goal—to learn language or
content or both? If the answer does not align with writing center pedagogy, it opens the door to
another possible source of writing tutorial conflict where the tutor is working from an LW
perspective and the writer might be working from a WLL perspective. If tutor education focuses
on SLA, specifically, tutors may learn something about the writers’ experiences, but the support

13
See Polio (2012) for a useful chart comparing the various approaches, which differ in their understanding of the
role of feedback as well. Out of six SLA approaches, two of them (Generative and Processibility) consider written
production irrelevant to SLA, two of them (Usage-based and Skill-based) allow that written production might
indicate language acquisition, and the remaining two (Sociocultural and Interaction) accept that written accuracy
indicates language acquisition. Note the emphasis on accuracy in the last two.
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they may be equipped to offer will diverge from writing center pedagogy through losing the
focus on writing, in particular LW or WLC.
How do language and writing interconnect, especially in a tutorial?
Despite the different disciplinary foci of SLA (language) and SLW (writing), recent
research has focused on the connections between writing and language learning. Ortega (2012)
explored potential areas of overlap and noted the role of often-overlooked elements (e.g., real
rather than contrived writing tasks) in strengthening future language and writing research. More
recently, Manchón & Williams (2016) noted several important areas for SLA-SLW exploration
that focus on the learner, the interaction between language proficiency and writing proficiency,
and the effects of writing instruction and feedback on SLA. They see value for both fields in
examining, for instance, how general language proficiency contributes to writing proficiency or,
in the reverse, how instruction in writing and its accompanying feedback contribute to general
language proficiency. These relatively recent calls for future research highlight an understanding
of the interconnectedness of language and writing.
Writing center research has recognized the connections between language and writing for
decades. Harris & Silva (1993) pointed out that low language proficiency rather than lack of
writing skills may be the cause of poorly developed writing. Myers (2003) saw writing tutors as
“perfectly positioned to facilitate the language learning these students need in order to develop
their ability to write in English” (p. 64) and noted that students need, in particular, writingspecific language. Writing centers would seem a logical place to acquire that vocabulary.
Rafoth (2009) issued a call for native English speaking tutors to bring a linguistic perspective to
the table when working with L2 writers, to make an effort to learn linguistic theory of English
that they (most likely) do not already know, and for writing centers to accept that the role of
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language center may be one aspect of the work accomplished there. Nakamaru’s 2010 study
demonstrated the need for lexical issues to be seen as separate from generic grammar and to be
addressed overtly in tutorials, while Severino & Deifell (2011) offered a close look at one
particular writer’s lexical difficulties and suggested strategies that writing tutors can use to
support writers at the lexical level. Severino & Cogie (2016) noted that the writing center
community has moved in the direction of considering it a requirement that tutors develop skills
for addressing all aspects of English (lexical, as well as grammatical and syntactic) with writers
for whom English is the L2. Throughout this emphasis on language, however, the focus for
writing centers is still on comprehension and communication rather than correctness.
If we place the language-writing dichotomy into the context of a tutorial, we find that
separating the global and local concerns creates an artificial construct because without language
there would be no writing. Unilaterally labeling language level concerns as less important than
other writing concerns is problematic. For instance, content may be weaker when a writer lacks
an extensive vocabulary, or organization may suffer when a writer is unable to use transition
phrases with precision or to use sentence type to adjust the emphasis of the point being made. In
those moments, language or sentence level issues become global concerns. In contrast, a missing
or misused article will almost always remain a lower-order concern as this type of error seldom
affects meaning. Global or local concerns when working with a multilingual writer may need to
be defined differently—not as content-level issues versus sentence-level issues (or writing versus
language) but as affecting comprehensibility versus not.
How important is a focus on grammatical correctness?
The question of grammatical correctness tends to be a conflicted one, both intra- as well
as inter-disciplinarily. Within the world of SLS, for instance, researchers have debated the place
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of error correction in writing classes. Truscott (1996) argued the case against including grammar
correction in L2 writing classes; Ferris (1999) rebutted his argument, considering it premature,
and the debate continued from there. In 2004, Ferris’s then state-of-the-art article about
grammar correction ended with “more research needed.” The nature of the problem as a research
problem—for instance, difficulties in controlling all variables in the same way across individuals
and contexts, or the short-term nature of most classroom instruction—makes resolving it
difficult.
Not surprisingly, fields that focus on the teaching and learning of English as a language
tend to focus on correctness. Only one of the six SLA approaches examined by Polio (2012)
allows no role at all for corrective feedback (and also sees writing as irrelevant); the other
approaches range in their thinking from qualified acceptance of the role corrective feedback can
play—it might speed up development; it helps if it is at the learner’s level—to seeing corrective
feedback as essential for language acquisition. In contrast—and I am contrasting because
correctness operates at the level of the sentence and so seems tied to the product, whether written
or spoken—writing centers have focused on improving the writer, 14 on the process, rather than
just the text, which has led to a tendency to avoid focusing on grammatical correctness in favor
of addressing global issues first. Writing, in the world of writing centers, is more than just
grammatically ordered words on a page; instead, issues of genre and audience, for instance, take
center stage. The language surrounding the work of writing centers—higher order concerns
versus lower or later order concerns—reflects this prioritization of global issues.
For multilingual writers, helping them improve their language skills generally would also
result in the writer, and not just the paper, improving. In thinking about equipping tutors to work

14

See North (1984) for an early discussion of this. Although later works revisited the idea, the goal of improving
the writer remains for most writing centers.
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with multilingual writers, then, some decision must be made about the place for correctness in a
writing center session. Given writing center pedagogy prioritizing global concerns, and given a
primary focus of writer improvement rather than textual correctness, overall correctness would
seem low on the priority list for even a multilingual session, with any sentence-level work
centering primarily on areas that lack comprehensibility. But this sort of limiting may seem
wrong-headed to those with academic backgrounds that have focused more on grammatical
correctness as an indicator of language acquisition and who may also see the goal of writing as
language attainment. For a writer whose previous educational experience tended toward WLL, it
may also conflict with the writer’s understanding of the tutorial’s goal.
If the goal really is a sentence-level focus, what types of corrective feedback work best?
Rather than enter the ongoing error correction debate, I will instead explain a few
methods of dealing with grammar and consider how they interface with writing center theory.
Unless otherwise cited, this explanation is informed by Ferris’s (2011) book Treatment of error
in second language student writing, second edition. Note that the primary audience of this book
is not writing center tutors; thus, material presented here may or may not align with writing
center theory and practice, which I will address further after explaining the dichotomies Ferris
presented around error correction.
According to Ferris, error correction may be direct (providing a complete correction
which the student simply transcribes) or indirect (indicating the presence of an error and leaving
the student to figure out the correction). With the latter method, a secondary consideration is
level of explicitness. For instance, does the instructor code the errors to indicate the type of error
(e.g., verb tense, article, subject-verb agreement) or simply mark the errors with underlines or
checks. Error correction may be focused (looking for patterns of error and choosing only a few
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to address) or unfocused (addressing any and all errors as they arise). Error correction may
involve global errors (defined in this context as sentence level errors that hinder understanding)
or local errors (sentence level errors that do not hinder understanding). Articles, for instance,
are very often local in that they do not hinder understanding anymore than a spoken accent
hinders listening comprehension, while sentence structure errors are more likely to be global
because an unexpected (or grammatically disallowed) sentence structure can prevent a reader
from following the logic of the argument. Errors chosen for correction may be treatable (rule
governed such that a rule can be taught and applied) or untreatable (lacking any rule that can be
taught or applied). In addition, there is a distinction to be made between errors (constructions
that are wrong) and style (constructions that may not be as finessed or nuanced as a native
speaker might produce but which are grammatically correct). One further aspect of error
correction was noted by Manchón (2011 chapter 4) when she distinguished between feedback for
acquisition (helping the writer acquire language) and feedback for accuracy (checking that the
writer handles language accurately already).
Error correction as applied in a classroom setting, however, will look very different than
error correction as applied in a writing center tutorial. Educating tutors to work with errors
requires that we consider how error correction methods interface with writing center theory. The
goal is not to replace current writing center pedagogy and practice with SLA pedagogy and
practice, not to make a language classroom out of a tutorial session, but rather to understand how
errors can be addressed within the context of writing center pedagogy. Manchón’s feedback for
acquisition, for instance, is already reflected, to some extent, in how tutors scaffold writers
through an understanding of a particular error—how to identify it and how to correct it—but
feedback for accuracy seems a less comfortable fit with writing center work. Tutors do not
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simply mark errors on a writer’s paper, nor do they merely offer corrections. Ferris (2011) offers
a more extended array of options that might work within writing center pedagogy. A portion of
that work explores how to help writers understand that steady improvement rather than
perfection is the goal and explains how to train writers in self-editing strategies—moves that
align perfectly with writing center practices.
If we consider the dichotomies presented in Ferris’s work, it seems clear that focused
feedback, in which only a limited number of errors are addressed at one time, and indirect
feedback, in which the writer must participate, both mesh well with writing center practices of
not proofreading for the writer. Because treatable errors are more amenable to writer
involvement than untreatable errors, this too seems very writing center-like in its focus. Rather
than avoiding all sentence level work because it appears to contradict writing center pedagogy,
we can consider the issue of error correction in terms of these dichotomies, sorting out which
ones fit within writing center pedagogy as is and which require some rethinking to be valuable
additions to writing center work.
One way to help tutors internalize how error correction might function in tutorials is
through the use of the mnemonic EDITS (see Figure 5). Rather than diving right into the
sentence level in an unfocused manner, Evaluate Errors suggests that a tutor limit the focus in

Evaluate Errors
Decide on a method
Involve the writer
Teach proofreading strategies
Specify further work
Figure 5: Mnemonic for addressing grammar in tutorials
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some way. This might be choosing to focus on sentences that hinder comprehension, on patterns
of error, on writer concerns, or on instructor feedback. Once the focus is chosen, the tutor
Decides on a Method. For this particular writer and this particular focus, will reading aloud and
letting the writer self-correct be sufficient? Can the writer handle indirect feedback, and, if so,
how explicit does it need to be? Note that with a repeat client, this step is much easier than with
a first-timer. Whatever method is chosen, the tutor should be thinking about how to Involve the
Writer, letting the writer correct as much possible or practice new rules immediately. Part of
involving the writer is Teaching Proofreading Strategies. This gives writers the means to
continue particular types of correction on their own. For instance, a writer with subject-verb
agreement problems might be helped by learning to identify all the subjects and then looking at
each subject individually to check it against its verb. In Specifying Further Work, the tutor
assesses that writers have grasped (at least for the moment) the skills or strategies they have been
taught and leaves writers with some homework related to those particular errors. If time remains
in the session, they can then move on to another type of error.
Practicalities of Tutor Education in Light of Theoretical Conflicts
Beyond the issues of disciplinary focus and considerations of how language fits into
writing, realities of life will affect how we focus or structure L2 education for tutors. One reality
is that, often, writer focus for a tutorial session is in conflict with theories about language and
writing. At our institution, writers express their needs for help through a product/outcome-focus:
“I want this [document] to sound like a native speaker.” The goal is for an end-result and not a
process, and their expressed sense of needs does not align with a WLL (or even the more
process-based LW) focus. Writers don’t say “working on this document should teach me the
language needed to sound like a native speaker.” This could mean that writer reality for us
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conflicts with SLA/SLW theory as well as writing center theory, or it could be purely semantic:
writers mean they want to learn, but they do not express it as learning. One practicality of
professional development programs, then, is that tutors will need skills to determine what writers
are really asking for (product or process), on the one hand, and the ability to refocus writer
concerns toward realistic expectations on the other. It is unrealistic to expect that one thirtyminute tutorial can make a seven-page document sound like it was written by a native speaker,
let alone that it could imbue the writer with the necessary language skills to sound like a native
speaker without help. So whether we encourage tutors to work from an LW or a WLL focus,
they will need to know how to help writers adjust their expectations about language, grammar,
and writing.
A second reality is that peer tutors’ time spent in the writing center is often limited. For
example, our undergraduate tutors may tutor for only a single semester, and our graduate tutors
may only tutor for a single academic year. Any conversations about tutor education, then, must
include some consideration of how much tutor growth is realistic over the lifetime of their
tutoring role. If tutors will only work in the writing center for one-to-three semesters, can they
(and will it help them to) become grammar experts? A graduate student whose area of study is
writing centers might very well tutor for three years and might then benefit from spending a
portion of that time (re)learning grammar. For tutors whose time is more limited, we need to
consider what help is most immediately relevant, remembering to think of all three sides of the
triangle in Figure 2. An excellent grasp of English grammar will be of little help with a writer
who sits passively expecting a tutor to simply provide all the correct answers, but an awareness
of intercultural communication and differences in educational backgrounds might very well
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ameliorate the situation by providing the tutor with the knowledge necessary to understand what
is happening and why and to address it overtly rather than struggle silently.
A third reality is that, as directors and administrators, we also make assumptions based on
what people say. Tutors complain that L2 writers always request grammar. If we take that at
face value, we are working on an assumption that what the tutors have said is in actuality the
entirety of the situation. Remember from the earlier example the complicity tutors can bear—
reading aloud from the beginning of a document tends to result in a grammar-focus no matter
what agenda was set. Instead, we might look at such complaints as indicators of the tutors’
mental or emotional state: they feel like they always have to address grammar with L2 writers,
and this leads to fatigue, irritation, guilt, and other negative emotions. Solving the problem,
then, requires that we avoid making assumptions of our own and dig a little deeper, perhaps with
research in our local contexts. Before slapping the training Band-Aid onto a problem, we must
determine what tutors actually need (not what we assume from what they say), but we must also
determine whether education is a better way to acquire it than experience.
Using This Book
Tutor education as explained in this book has a threefold purpose: to enable tutors to be
self-aware (How am I doing with this intercultural relationship?), to be other-aware (What does
this writer need in order to progress in writing?), and to be flexible in their dealings with
individuals (This strategy doesn’t seem to be working. What can I try next?). The goal is not to
provide static rules for working with L2 writers, nor to focus on one language group to the
exclusion of all others. How this book might be used will depend on whether or not senior staff
members are L2 writing specialists themselves and whether tutors are specialists or generalists.
Specialist tutors, for instance, presumably already possess extensive education about or
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experience working with L2 writers. They may already be other-aware in the sense of knowing
how to identify a writer’s needs and how to address them. They may or may not be self-aware,
and they may or may not be flexible. In this circumstance, specialist tutors may not need
comprehensive professional development. Instead, choosing individual activities that help
specialist tutors develop flexibility might seem like a worthwhile focus for this group. In
contrast, generalist tutors may need an introduction to the entire topic of L2 writers. They may
be self-aware enough to realize there is a problem in a session, for instance, but may lack the
knowledge of how to address that problem because of its intercultural components.

The

comprehensiveness of a professional development program, as well as its particular focus, will
likely be different for generalist than for specialist tutors.
For senior staff who are not themselves specialists, the book offers a few sample modules
along with the other materials. To get started in a hurry, these could be simply used as is with
tutors. However, given the importance of context (which I cannot stress enough) and given all of
the information offered in this introduction about variety among tutors and writers both, at some
point even non-specialist senior staff will need to make choices among the offered activities and
about possible formats and delivery based on their specific populations of writers and tutors.
The book offers some step-by-step guidance for making those choices. Senior staff already
knowledgeable about L2 writing may find it easier to simply step right into the activity section of
the book and choose activities to apply in professional development programs of their own, but
those who are themselves generalists might wish to go through the earlier chapters to make a
coordinated plan for their centers.
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Why and How to Develop a Professional Development Program Revisited
By now, the need for education around multilingual writing should be obvious: tutor
angst about lack of L2 writing knowledge, writer angst about English skills and professor
requirements, apparent disconnects between policy and practice. The potential for L1 tutor-L2
writer difficulty is high. In addition, expressed concerns of the broader campus—perhaps in the
form of feedback from faculty—must be factored into the why of L2 education for tutors. It
would be easy to get swept up into the moment, to see a problem and start applying duct tape
liberally, but it behooves us to pause a moment first. Why should we develop education for our
tutors? What are our objectives in doing so (beyond merely calming the storm and soothing the
spirit)?
At our writing center, we talk a lot about helping all writers, with any type of document,
at any stage of the process. In the twenty-first century academy, all writers means global writers,
and global writers means world Englishes, English as a second (or third or fourth) language,
Generation 1.5 English, and the list goes on. With global writers, any type of document means
unexpected rhetoric and unexpected phrasing and word choice (and, perhaps, fewer fiveparagraph essays, which might be a good thing!). Importantly, with global writers especially,
any stage of the process means the final stage, the editing stage, is fair game. Rather than view
grammar requests with dread—or even merely annoyance—writing centers should see them as
an opportunity to welcome this black sheep back into the writing process family. Nevertheless,
unless our tutor demographics match the writers’ demographics, there will be a weakness in our
ability to help all writers, there will be difficulty in addressing any type of document, and that
editing stage of the writing process will continue to be fraught with trouble. The why of tutor
education, then, becomes this: so that we can continue to offer help to all writers, all documents,
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and any stage of the process in ways consistent with both writing center theory and pedagogy.
In doing so, we provide professional development for our tutors that will allow them to act in a
situation rather than react to it and that will accompany them in the future into whatever diverse
situations they encounter.
Although it is tempting to wish for (or offer to provide) a fully-functioning professional
development program that can simply be applied as a solution, there is some rightness in not
offering a comprehensive program to other writing centers. No two writing centers will be
exactly the same in terms of clientele or tutoring staff, so no two writing centers will need to
train their staff in exactly the same way and on exactly the same topics and skills. As
universities seek to expand their global diversity by admitting students from a wider array of
countries, the demographic profile of the L2 writers at any one institution will change, and
writing centers will need the ability to adjust their professional development program for new
language groups, new cultural backgrounds, new L2 populations. A homegrown program can be
readily adjusted by its developers as changes occur within the local writing center context.
Creators of a homegrown program, which will most likely involve ongoing development, will
tend to always be thinking about—and therefore aware of—trouble spots in their local context.
The factors that a center must consider when undertaking initial development of such a program
can also serve as measures of the need for change along the way.
Variation in campus situation may affect the tutoring of L2 writers. For instance, the
presence or absence of a robust writing across the curriculum program may affect the amount
and type of help with English writing that L2 writers need from the writing center. The focus of
the school as either STEM or liberal arts, the percentage of students overall who are L2 writers
(i.e., the number that any one faculty member has in any one class), and their countries of origin
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(especially whether or not large numbers of students hail from the same country) can all play a
role in determining the common needs of writers on an individual campus. They are part of the
local context around which the writing center should seek to develop tutor education. In
addition, a campus with excellent language support may find that its writing center tutors need
less or different education than a campus where piecemeal or non-existent language support
results in the writing center serving as the de facto language support center, whether
acknowledged as such or not. Even here, the situation can change without much warning:
language support programs can be dismantled due to the successfulness of students (“they don’t
need the help, and we can save money”) or they can be reinstated due to the flurry of concern
following increases in enrollment from a new L1 group. Along with variations among writers
and tutors mentioned earlier, campus-level variation will make the needs of different writing
centers look very different indeed.
And so we circle back to the why. Why create professional development programs
around multilingual writing? To improve our ability to help the specific writers on our campus
with the specific documents they bring and with the concerns about writing they have. Why? To
increase our tutors’ knowledge levels and, along the way, ensure positive experiences with those
specific writers. Why? Simply this—that our tutors might write well with others, regardless of
the cultural or linguistic distances between them.
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Section One: Administrative Concerns
“Regardless of how it is implemented, a well-grounded tutor training program, then, one that would
allow tutors to explore the often asymmetrical tutor-tutee relationship, must include observation,
interaction, and reflection” (Munger, Rubenstein, & Burow, 1996, p.2).

“No theorist [in a 2001 volume] . . . mentions the phenomenon of writing centers becoming default ESL
writing labs in the absence of other language or writing support services. . . ” (Nowacki, 2012, p. 1).

“Instead of tutors automatically easing into the comfort zone of nondirectiveness, collaboration, and
confidence-boosting . . . directors and tutors must anticipate what knowledge, information, and skills are
needed in order to function in a multilingual context” (Rafoth, 2015, p. 136).
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Chapter One: A Case Study of an Intensive L2 Training Program
for Writing Center Tutors
Before systematically dissecting the elements of an L2-specific tutor-training program, it
will be instructive to describe a real-world example to which I can refer in later chapters. What
follows is a case study of the intensive L2 training program that our writing center offers tutors
each spring semester.
The Problem
As have many other writing centers, the Writing Lab at Purdue has seen significant
increases in the number of writers who self-identify as international students. During the 2006
2007 academic year, 25% of writing center visitors self-identified as non-native speakers. The
following year that number rose to 42%. By the 2013-2014 academic year, the numbers had
increased to 77%. Although these L2 writers shared the same needs for content and
organizational help as their domestic peers, they arrived at the writing center with an additional
burden—the need for language-level and sentence-level help (such as vocabulary or sentence
structure) and for cultural input (such as understanding a culturally-loaded assignment). At the
same time, the writing center tutors possessed very little specialized knowledge about working
with L2 writers and were understandably concerned about their ability to successfully tutor this
population.
The circumstances at the time were such that I conducted no official needs analysis: the
tutors needed help, and they needed it now. I had one short semester to develop the solution.
My work that first year was based on informal input (casual conversations with other senior staff
and with tutors), on tutor self-report of needs, on direct observation of tutoring sessions with L2
writers, and on a lot of assumptions based on my reading of the relevant literature. The end-of
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program evaluation thus became the needs analysis for future revisions. Bypassing the formal
needs analysis allowed us to address the problem quickly but in a rather basic way, while using
program evaluation to inform future development allowed us to increase the depth and breadth of
the program for subsequent years.
The Solution
The solution to our problem of a mismatch between writer background and tutor
experience arrived in two parts. Initially, institutional funding was provided to hire two
additional graduate level tutors to serve as multilingual tutors. The drawback to this solution was
that two specialist tutors would be unable to tutor 70% of all writing center visitors, thus limiting
the specialized help to only a fraction of those who might otherwise benefit from it. In order to
overcome that limitation, the director and associate director proposed to use the funding more
creatively. Hiring two additional tutors would add an extra 18 hours of tutoring time to the
weekly schedule. The extra hours of tutoring would permit each of the (now) 17 graduate tutors
to be removed from the tutoring schedule for one hour per week in order to receive intensive L2
training. 15 The important aspects of the solution were these: tutors would still be paid for their
time; no extra work hours would be added to tutors’ already-busy schedules; the training would
be concentrated in time (16 hours over the course of one semester); and, most importantly, the
training would result in all tutors being able to work effectively with L2 writers.
Implementing the Solution
As happens with many plans, implementing the solution was easier said than done. No
comprehensive, fully-formed training program for working with L2 writers existed. Much has
been written on adapting writing center practice to better address the needs of international

15

Undergraduate tutors are paid hourly, so they would just add one extra paid hour to their schedule to
accommodate the training.
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students (see, e.g., Bell and Youmans, 2006; Powers, 1993; and Thonus, 1993 & 2004), yet this
research seldom addresses exactly how to enable tutors to successfully adapt. The available tutor
training literature at the time covered a range of topics, from theory to practice, but most focused
on general tutor training, rather than L2-specific training. Literature on the subject offered ideas
about topic (see, e.g., Blau & Hall, 2002; Ganguly, 2004; Lape, 2008) or about method (see, e.g.,
Catalano, 2003; Hall & Kennedy, 2007; or Smith, 2005), but it was left to the reader to cobble
together a practical, comprehensive program out of all the bits and pieces.
The difficulties I experienced when first considering how to implement an intensive L2
training program resolved themselves when I read two articles: Estes and Martina (2010) and
Nowacki (2012). These authors discussed their use of online and self-guided training. Although
neither program was specific to multilingual tutoring, the suggestion that any education should
be self-guided opened worlds of possibility for the circumstances in which I found myself. Each
of my 17 graduate and 19 undergraduate tutors could have his or her one hour of weekly training
at a time convenient to the existing tutoring schedule with no need to attempt to gather all 36
together in one place at one time. The seeds of Year One were sown.
Intensive ESL Training Year One 16
Since the writing center had funding for one hour of ESL training per week per tutor, we
planned a pilot program using the ideas of modules and self-guided programming. Our intensive
ESL training was arranged as a series of one-hour “assignments” completed by each tutor

16

The majority of the Year One material was originally published in Academic Exchange Quarterly and reprinted in
Volume 4 of their Sound Instruction Series. See the citation below. I have left out of this reprint the Introduction
and Rationale sections and the Conclusion since earlier material in this book goes into more depth on those topics. I
have added additional details about the evaluations tutors made of the Year One training. This section uses the term
ESL because the original 2014 article used that term.
Kennell, V.R. (2014). ESL training for writing center tutors. In K.A. Charron (Ed.), Writing center theory and
practice, vol. 4 (pp. 149-153). Sound Instruction Series. [Reprinted from Academic Exchange Quarterly, 18(1), 71
76.] See here for reprint permission: http://rapidintellect.com/AEQweb/maca.htm
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individually at scheduled times. Despite the goal of individualized education, the pilot program
contained only two separate options: graduate or undergraduate. All [graduate tutors] completed
the same assignments; all [undergraduate tutors] completed assignments that had some overlap
with the [graduate tutors]. In general, the training for the [graduate tutors] tended to have
additional theoretical material supplementing the practical skills which comprised [the
undergraduate] training.
In order to incorporate the ESL training as smoothly as possible, it was arranged to mimic
the practice of having the reception staff hand tutors their clients’ folders when clients arrived,
thus signaling to tutors that they had appointments. Similarly, at the beginning of a tutor’s
scheduled training hour, he or she was given a manila folder by the reception staff, signaling the
start of training. The folder contained all previous work, any individual materials needed for the
current assignment (e.g., observation forms, reflection sheets), and directions for that
assignment. Materials to be shared by all tutors (e.g., books, articles, DVDs) were located in a
central spot in the writing center. The tutoring schedule allowed training to be adequately spaced
over the week so that no two tutors were training during the same hour.
In choosing materials and assignments, I sought “to introduce tutors to the professional
conversation [of L2 acquisition] without excluding them from it” (Litman, 2008). The training
needed to enable tutors to self-reflect—in particular, on the effectiveness of their interactions
with international students—while allowing them to engage with the new material rather than
merely following the dictated practices of someone else’s research. In short, as Munger,
Rubenstein, and Burow (1996) note, good tutor training “must include observation, interaction,
and reflection”; thus, good ESL training must allow tutors a means to acquire ideas and
information (input) and to express their understanding of and thoughts about the same (output).
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Because the pilot run of the ESL intensive training had to benefit tutors with a range of
background experience and because it was necessarily limited in scope due to the time frame of a
single semester (16 one-hour segments), the assignments covered a breadth of topics without
offering a chance, yet, for depth. The segments introduced tutors to culture as it plays out in
higher education, L2 acquisition, conferencing with L2 writers, the cultural aspects of
assignments, the attempts by the writing center community to address the influx of L2 writers,
general language issues, writing templates, academic writing, grammar, syntax, vocabulary, and
proofreading. The topics fall roughly into three categories: the impact of culture in seemingly
inexplicable places, the language and writing issues that accompany writing in an L2, and the
attempts of academia to address the first two.
In order to appeal to a range of learning styles and preferences, I varied the input and
output materials from week to week. The input included short videos, journal articles, book
chapters, tutorial observation sessions, web pages, sample student papers, brief sections of books
such as sample templates or short grammar lessons, and research into specific topics using the
tutor’s preferred method (e.g., web, personal interview, journal articles). The output included
written reflections shared with a small group via email, observation checklists, small group
discussion, lists (e.g., tips for tutoring, grammar problems), notes for a brief presentation, mental
exercises, the creation of grammar and proofreading handouts to use with clients, and written
grammar exercises. Each input/output module focused on a specific topic, offered some
information on the topic and the potential for tutoring problems related to the topic, and asked
the tutor to think about and respond to the information. Tutors received feedback on their work
in a number of ways: email from me or fellow tutors, direct discussion of their thoughts in a
small group, or brief written comments from me on non-electronic, asynchronous written work.
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Occasionally, an individual tutor would share thoughts on an informal basis or ask questions or
express concerns related to the training. This contact took place as casual, in-person
conversations or as email.
Because of the nature of this pilot program—in-house training rather than an official
research project—the majority of our evaluation is informal and anecdotal. As might be
expected with a program that allows for only two levels of experience (graduate and
undergraduate), some individuals found the training more useful than others. Those with less
previous experience found more aspects of the training useful; those with more previous
experience found only some parts useful. Among the latter group, the parts deemed most useful
were scattered over all of the assignments, indicating that, to be entirely successful, ESL training
in a writing center needs to be as individualized as possible.
In addition to the differing perceptions of usefulness, tutors also varied in their enjoyment
of the individual modules and in their ability to complete assignments in the time provided.
Some tutors found that their reading speed was too slow to allow them to adequately process and
reflect on the new information in one hour. These results suggest the benefit of offering
individualized programs that allow tutors to choose topics of interest and to work at their own
pace, while tracking progress over the course of potentially multiple years as a tutor. Despite the
limitations of the pilot program, tutors generally commented favorably, noting that they used the
new skills in their tutoring sessions and felt more comfortable working with international
students as a result of the new knowledge. Among graduate tutors, 82% considered more of their
tutorials with international students “successful,” and 73% felt their ability to understand L2
writing improved. As one tutor commented, “Clients seem more comfortable as a result of my
knowing more about their needs.” 84% used strategies or skills learned in the training at least
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occasionally, with more than half that number doing so on a regular basis (weekly or daily).
Undergraduate evaluations were similar, with 87% feeling more confident as a result of the
training and 93% claiming improved ability to understand L2 writing. As one undergraduate
tutor commented, “I have noticed that international students feel more comfortable with me due
to my training.” Others commented on “gain[ing] useful skills and a better insight” and
“see[ing] the common issues that occur in a tutorial with an international student.”
Intensive Multilingual Training Year Two
By the end of the first year, the immediacy of the need had been tempered enough to
allow for further thought about how to improve the program. The evaluations from Year One
became the needs analysis upon which Year Two revisions were based. For the second year of
intensive training, I modified the course to address some of the concerns tutors had expressed
about the first year and to allow for the fact that I now had a significant number of tutors who
had already participated in one year of the program. I wanted to ensure that their second year of
training would be as relevant and useful as the first year had been. I also had the time to
consider that the materials I was collecting might prove valuable as research data at some point
(i.e., for this book?), so I worked with our Institutional Review Board to complete the paperwork
necessary to enable me to share the material publicly.
The best way to address the twin problems of varying levels of reading/processing speed
and varying levels of incoming experience/knowledge was to create a course that was truly
individualized. Between the first and second years of training, I turned the paper materials
system into an online module-based course. In our particular case, we used Blackboard Learn
for the course site because that is what Purdue was offering to instructors. I was able to arrange
to be the administrator of a non-credit course site that allowed me to set up multiple individual
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courses that would not expire at the end of a semester. During this second year, the graduate
tutors and the undergraduate tutors still had two separate courses, with the graduate tutors
combining more theoretical material with the practical.
The new graduate online course was composed of one module entitled “Introduction to
Tutoring International Students” that all first-year tutors were required to complete prior to
choosing other topics, eight modules that all tutors could choose from (first-years after
completing the introductory module), and three long-term project modules that only returning
tutors could choose. The eight Free Choice modules covered the following topics, in
alphabetical order: attitudes and assumptions, cross-cultural communication, cultural impacts on
writing, grammar and proofreading, plagiarism, second language acquisition, tutoring, and
vocabulary. The long-term projects included two semester-long options that involved reading
deeply in a particular topic (for example, in Year Two, the choices were error correction or
graduate student writing) and writing a proposal for content that could then be developed at a
later time for inclusion on the Purdue OWL, if needed. The remaining long-term project (shorter
than an entire semester) involved reading the historical argument over error correction from the
Second Language Writing literature.
The new undergraduate online course was composed of four modules. All undergraduate
tutors were expected to start at the beginning, with a module called “Introduction to Tutoring
International Students” (although it differed from the graduate module of the same name), and to
work through the modules in the order given. Although all the undergraduates would eventually
cover the same materials in the same order, they ended up separated fairly quickly, as some read
faster than others or were able to produce written materials more quickly. The remaining three
undergraduate modules were titled “Understanding the Writers,” “Understanding the Writing,”
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and “Understanding the Language.” The majority of the undergraduates completed between two
and three modules in the course of 13 weeks. A single undergraduate tutor completed all four
modules prior to the end of the semester. Rather than shift her to the graduate course, I enlisted
her help on a project to improve the training of potential undergraduate tutors for future years.
She reflected on all the education she had received (in the tutor practicum required for all
prospective undergraduate tutors as well as in the intensive training from the semester) and then
considered what the best sort of training would be—topics, methods, activities. She wrote up a
proposal covering that material. The following semester, she condensed some of her thinking
into a handout for the new prospective tutors.
As in Year One, tutors were assigned weekly training hours taken from normal tutoring
hours. At the start of a scheduled training hour, front desk staff handed tutors their L2 folder,
although this year the folder held only directions for accessing the course site. Tutors worked on
modules of their choice, completing as much as they were able to during their one hour per
week. Any remaining work carried over to subsequent weeks. The online course allowed us the
option of tracking the modules tutors worked on from year to year (see Figure 6). Tutors who
returned to work in the Lab for multiple years could thus continue where they left off the
previous year. Each tutor set up a Progress Tracker journal entry into which they copied a chart
that I provided. The chart listed all the activities and readings for each module. Each week at
the end of their hour, tutors edited the entry to include the dates they completed each item. The
Progress Tracker only offers a fairly efficient administrative tracking of progress. The staff
member in charge can determine at a glance both which modules any given tutor has completed
and a rough estimate of how long it takes that tutor to complete modules or activities. It does not
function in any sort of pedagogical capacity since it gives no indication of how tutors
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Module
Introduction to Tutoring
International Students

Assignment

Date

Schedule Interview
Reflection—Where did I start?
Read pp. 9-18 in What Do International Students
Think and Feel?
Read about the importance of names from Funny in
Farsi
Interview an international student
Writing Across Borders—Part 1
Writing Across Borders—Part 2
Writing Across Borders –Part 3
Review video questions
Reflection—The cultural aspects of writing
Reflection—The surface error aspects of writing
Read Linville (2009)
Student Sample Paper 1
Student Sample Paper 2
Sample Paper Assignment Notes Uploaded
Discussion of Sample Paper Assignment
Read Williams & Severino (2004)
Reflections—Responding to Other Tutors

Figure 6: Progress Tracker Chart for Graduate Introductory Module
are progressing in their understanding or abilities. The information collected can be used to
intervene in the event of a problem (e.g., a tutor is working slowly because of problems with
scheduling observations or because materials are missing), or it can be used to update and
improve the program from year to year.
It is worth noting that technology is not always a great solution to problems. While
having an online course meant that it was much easier to accommodate self-paced study and
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choice of modules, doing so also meant having to find work-around options and having to put up
with glitches in the system. For instance, the Progress Tracker journal was the best option
available for my desired goal: an easy means for me to track various aspects of the course for
development purposes and for tutors to keep track of what they had accomplished no matter how
many years they worked in the Lab. At the same time, the journal feature was not really meant
to be used in this way. During one spring semester we had to deal with the system refusing to
save the inserted charts. We finally solved this problem by making individual charts for each
module so that the entries were shorter. 17 The system also randomly caused a small number of
tutors’ Progress Tracker journals to vanish forever, for reasons that were never fully identified.
In the end, however, the benefits outweighed the risks, so we continue to offer the training
through online modules.
As in Year One, a post-course evaluation in Year Two demonstrated that tutors found the
program useful. Among the graduate tutors, 93% agreed that the training improved their ability
to successfully tutor international students in the writing center. In addition, 86% felt more
confident about working with international students, and 79% noted that their ability to
understand non-native speakers and their writing had improved. As one tutor commented, “My
ability to approach international students in a different and possibly more productive way” has
improved. Tutors also indicated that they were able to apply during tutorials the strategies they
learned in the training: 50% did so on a regular basis (weekly or daily), and 36% did so
occasionally (more than twice but less than weekly). These results would seem to indicate that
the topics matched tutor needs quite well. Among the undergraduate tutors, 94% agreed that the
training improved their ability to successfully tutor international students in the writing center.

17

No one knows why this worked, but it did.
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In addition, 100% stated they felt more confident about working with international students as a
result of the training, with 88% noting their ability to understand L2 writing had improved. As
with the graduate tutors, the majority of undergraduate tutors were able to make use of what they
learned in the training: 18% on a regular basis and 59% occasionally.
The general consensus of the Year Two evaluations seemed to be that tutors valued the
ability to work at their own pace on topics they considered relevant, although a few would have
preferred everyone working on the same topic at the same time so that discussion board postings
would always relate to the same topic. A few preferred the paper-based system of Year One.
The one drawback of this sort of individualized program is that tutors who prefer to talk about
what they are learning spend little time doing so. Each year tutors met two to three times for
small group discussions, but the majority of the work required written rather than spoken output.
While I am aware of this limitation, no workable solution has yet presented itself. Tutors already
have regular staff meetings that must cover a multitude of topics and not just multilingual issues.
The logistics of arranging additional meetings between even three to four tutors at a time are
often difficult if not impossible and can leave tutoring time slots without any coverage at all.
Intensive Multilingual Training Year Three and Following
In the third and following years, changes to the course took the form of either new
material or general updates. No matter what I am reading, what conference I am attending, or
who I am talking to, I am always, in the back of my mind, considering the usefulness for our
training program of whatever topic is at hand. Each year, I add either several new activities to
existing modules or entirely new modules on as-yet-unaddressed topics. For instance, the
Discourse Analysis module included both new activities and a new module, complete with
readings, the new activities, and reflections. The Mirroring Observation activity was expanded
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into two separate observations based on a trial run of a conference talk. The expansion allows
for additional benefit to tutors.
Updates of our program occur whenever necessary and in any number of directions.
When an online schedule system replaced our old paper-based system (yes, we are finally in the
twenty-first century!), the set-up of the course changed. Because tutors regularly accessed the
schedule for other reasons, the front desk staff no longer had to alert tutors to the start time for
their training hours. Currently, tutors simply know from the schedule that it is time for L2
training, and they get started. A related upgrade dealt with logistics generally. In order to ensure
that tutors were familiar with material introducing the course and how it worked, I developed a
short instruction video to walk them through the course layout. 18
Other recent updates dealt with available topic options and tutor recognition for
completing modules. During one upgrade cycle, 19 I provided a number of free choice modules
for the undergraduate course so that the course format more closely mirrored the graduate course
format. In addition, the undergrads can receive more-public recognition for their work if they
wish. Our institution participates in the Passport Digital Badge program. Undergraduate tutors
can receive a digital badge that indicates they have completed a certain number of the L2
modules. Although the Writing Lab began using the badge program at the request of one of the
undergrad tutors, not many of them have actually followed through on what is necessary to
receive the badge (e.g., sign up, answer some questions about what they have learned, request the
badge) for their already-completed L2 training work.

18

Note that even so, not everyone figures out how things work without asking me first. This is one of the great
drawbacks of self-study.
19
I try to upgrade in the fall rather than during the spring semester when the program is in active use.
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The third year of training included less substantive revision of method, less substantive
revision of topic for graduate tutors, and substantial revision of topic for undergraduate tutors.
The course was still hosted on Blackboard with much the same format as Year Two. Some
minor revisions to methods were made based on Year Two evaluations. For instance, the
response writing assignments were altered so that all were considered discussion board postings
(undergraduates) or blog postings (graduates) rather than a mix of blogs, journals, and discussion
boards as in the previous year. Topic revisions to the graduate course were minimal—mainly
new semester-long options for returning tutors. Topic revisions for the undergraduate course
were more substantial. Year Two material was grouped into a newly formed Lesson 1 category.
A Lesson 2 category was created for entirely new modules that tutors could access once they had
completed Lesson 1 modules. The new modules were titled “One-on-One with an International
Student,” “Requests for Grammar Help,” “Academic Vocabulary,” and “Working with
Sentences—Subordination.” Table 1 shows course options at the time. Overall, the Year Three
changes offer a good example of what any given year might look like; revisions may occur in
method, topics may be updated, or entirely new material may be added.
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Table 1: Training Topics as of Year Five

Required
(All First
Year Tutors)

Graduate Course

Undergraduate Course

Introduction to Tutoring International
Students

Introduction to Tutoring
International Students
Understanding the Writers
Understanding the Writing
Understanding the Language

Free Choice
Modules
(Upon
completion
of required modules)

Attitudes and Assumptions
Cross-Cultural Communication
Cultural Impacts on Writing
Discourse Analysis

Discourse Analysis

Grammar and Proofreading

Grammar and Proofreading

Grammar Requests—What They Might
Mean

Grammar Requests—What They
Might Mean

Plagiarism
Second Language Acquisition
Tutor Talk
Tutoring
Vocabulary and Sentences

Vocabulary and Sentences
One-on-One with an International
Student

Returning Tutors
Only

Error Correction: The Historical
Argument

(additional free
choice modules
for tutors beyond
their first year)

Former/Current BW Coordinator
Graduate Writing
Learning Disabilities in L2 Writers
Working with Client Documents
(research-related project)

Note: Because graduate tutors often work in the Lab more than two years, the graduate course must
include a larger number of modules than the undergraduate course does.
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End-of-semester evaluations continue to show trends similar to previous years. Year 4
evaluations showed that 93% of graduate tutors believe that the training improved their ability to
successfully tutor international students; 86% feel more confident about working with this
population; and 79% think their ability to understand L2 writing has improved. Topics they
would like to see in future training opportunities included the following: setting agendas with L2
writers, disciplinary knowledge and L2 writing (e.g., documents in STEM fields); and
information about differences among cultures. Year 4 undergraduate evaluations showed that
100% of undergraduate tutors thought that their ability to successfully tutor international students
had improved as a result of the training; 88% of undergraduate tutors felt more confident as a
result of the training; and 81% believed their ability to understand L2 writing had improved.
At this point, the training course is a fairly workable system that delivers comprehensive
training in an individualized manner; however, there are a number of areas that could benefit
from improvement. Perhaps most importantly, none of the current material is specific to our
undergraduate tutors who specialize in business writing, a fact that should be addressed in the
near future. In addition, as new research is published, readings and other materials will need to
be periodically updated. One possible way to address this would be to use it as a semester-long
project for a returning tutor, especially one who had already participated in the L2 training
program at least two years. The tutor would scan current research, locate suitable articles on
relevant topics, and propose substitutions.
Creating a training program like this is not a one-and-done proposition. Updates are
necessary, and new modules or activities may need to be developed. As populations shift, the
knowledge and skills tutors need may change as well, necessitating programmatic changes. In
addition, someone must use the course platform to interact with tutors via discussion boards and
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blog postings so that they are not left entirely to their own devices. Reading and commenting
every week or so and checking uploaded assignments to be sure tutors are understanding material
can be time-consuming. 20 For our “fairly workable system,” I still spend many hours each fall
updating, creating, and setting things up for spring, and I still spend many hours each spring
reading posts, commenting, and meeting with small groups of tutors to discuss things they are
learning. Any sustainable program will have to allow for the human element, regardless of the
comprehensiveness of initial set-up.

20

See Chapter Five: Coordinating a Comprehensive Program for more information about long-term sustainability of
a training program.
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Chapter Two: Diagnosing the Problem & Evaluating the Solution
The presence of L2 writers in the writing center is not automatically a problem that needs
solving, nor are all potential solutions equally valuable. The ratio of NS to NNS, the mono- or
multi-lingual status of the tutors, the prior experience or education of the tutors, or simply their
level of confidence—all are factors involved in the determination of need. Determining need can
occur either pre- or post-training. For instance, to avoid simply jumping on the bandwagon of
multilingual training for all, it can be useful to conduct a needs analysis first, although the case
study showed that doing so is not absolutely essential. In addition, to avoid misapplying a
solution to the local situation, it is important to evaluate its outcomes. Needs analysis and
program evaluation are not two separate and distinct parts of training; post-program evaluation
can serve as another form of needs analysis, highlighting directions for future work while also
indicating the success or failure of the current attempt. Topics, methods, types of questions, and
other aspects may all overlap with one another between the initial analysis and the final
evaluation, so I will address them jointly here. Some methods will inevitably fail, often for
reasons that could not be foreseen. Sometimes the failure will be due to lack of information
about the tutors. The goal of needs analysis and program evaluation is thus to create a structure
of continuity whereby the failures are tracked and explained so that they become less and less
frequent, and the time it takes to train tutors in subsequent years is similarly reduced.
Purpose
At minimum, a needs analysis offers the chance to tailor a program to a specific group of
tutors, and an evaluation of a program offers the chance to improve it for future years or to prove
its value to the institution in question. Careful thought about purpose prior to writing questions
ensures that time is not wasted and that the data collected are what was expected. For instance,
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there is a difference between a workable program from an administrative standpoint (Are tutors
progressing smoothly through modules? Do tutors find the program valuable?) and a useful
program from a pedagogical standpoint (Have tutors actually learned anything or improved their
skills over time?). A comprehensive program can benefit from both types of evaluation—the
former because unwieldy programs will interfere with tutor growth over time, and the latter
because there is little point to an efficient, smoothly-running program if tutors never actually
progress as learners over time.
Questions to Ask:
•

How will the information that is collected be used to improve the program? Should
questions be about specific topics? Specific activities? Which parts of the program are
open to change based on the feedback tutors provide?

•

Is the data considered research? (If so, follow the Human Subjects Protocols of your
institution.)21

•

What aspect of the program is being evaluated? Tutor attitudes? Preferences for certain
topics or activities? Results of certain activities? Actual improvement in skills? Ease of
completion of modules?

•

Will information such as tutor background and experience be compared with, e.g., choice
of topics or initial lack of skills in order to direct future tutors to training based on
similarity of profile?

•

Will the material that is collected be used outside the context of the writing center world
(e.g., to demonstrate something to the institution’s administration)?

21

I recommend treating any sort of comprehensive training as research regardless of immediate intent to use data.
You never know when you will be ready to turn the material into a book.
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Topics
When asked about problem areas in L2 tutoring, tutors often mention grammar, language
concerns, and language barriers. In reality, as we saw in the quote from Sue in the Introduction,
they worry about “pretty much everything” to do with L2 tutoring. For the purposes of a needs
analysis or a program evaluation, everything divides into three general categories: knowledge,
skills (or experience), and confidence. What tutors know enables them to think, plan, adjust a
tutorial mid-stream, and keep an eye on their own assumptions. Skills they possess allow them
to address particular aspects of a paper without much advance preparation. Confidence—what
they feel about what they know and can do—can help prevent anxiety from paralyzing them in
the midst of a tutorial. The following lists offer a starting place only; for any given writing
center, there will be differences in the types of knowledge and skills necessary for successful L2
writer tutoring. The choice of topics to include will also depend on the breadth of coverage: a
needs analysis may ask a wider range of questions in an attempt to narrow the amount of
material to cover in training; a program evaluation may ask that previously-narrowed set of
questions in order to gauge the success or failure of the attempt. As with most of the material in
this book, the local context will ultimately determine the types of topics to include.
Knowledge base
•

Cultural aspects of writing on a global level

•

Cultural aspects of conferencing

•

Second language acquisition

•

Cross-cultural communication
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Skill base
•

Grammar terminology

•

Proofreading ability (to identify errors quickly and easily and to correct them)

•

Previous experience tutoring/teaching L2 writers

•

TESOL or other previous education

Confidence
•

Fear of being misunderstood

•

Fear of not being able to understand

•

Fear of not knowing enough grammar to address L2 sentence-level problems

Methods
An entire body of scholarship exists on program evaluation for those who are interested
in delving deeper into the topic. 22 Interviews, surveys, focus group-type discussions all could be
used to evaluate tutors’ needs or a training program. Portfolios, observations, transcripts of
sessions all could be used to evaluate tutors’ progression of knowledge and skills. To some
extent, separating method, time, and purpose creates artificial divisions. Time and purpose will
often dictate method, for instance, and vice versa. Having said that, I want to briefly highlight
some alternatives that are worth considering before attempting to evaluate either the need or the
program itself. Needs analyses and program evaluations can be undertaken quickly and
informally or carefully and precisely. When the need is fairly self-evident, a brief, informal
taking-stock can serve admirably to get education under way. This can always be followed by

22

Note that this field is not writing center-specific but will have material that can be adapted for writing center
contexts. See Posavac & Carey (2007), Newcomer, Hatry, & Wholey (2015), or Royse, Thyer, and Padgett (2016)
for representative samples of this field.
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something more formal or detailed at a later time, or the post-program evaluation may serve as a
more detailed needs analysis.
Formal vs. informal
•

Survey or interview format

•

Casual conversation among tutors or between tutors and senior staff

•

Pre-planned list of potential needs versus open-ended questions

•

Staff meeting dedicated to identifying knowledge or experience gaps

Self-report vs. objective measure
•

Tutor input only

•

Direct observation/coding of sessions, writer requests, or documents

Known problems vs. unknown/assumed problems
•

Writer complaints or negative evaluations

•

Previously observed events

•

Demographics (e.g., assuming that a high volume of international traffic equals a high
frequency of miscommunication)

Factors to Consider
•

Tutor personality—Are the tutors talkers or writers? Are they introverted or extroverted?
Will they have more to say if they can quietly think about things or if they can feed off of
one another’s comments?

•

Level of formality—Is this a casual check that all is well (often used mid-program) or a
collection of research data? Does it seek answers to specific, known questions, or is it an
open-ended, “tell me what you think” proposition?
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Available materials—Is there online access to the analysis or evaluation or will it be
paper-based? What software and hardware are available? For an evaluation, will tutors
have access to the training materials to refresh their memory or not? Is there space for
everyone to participate at once?

•

Privacy—Are tutors comfortable sharing their thoughts in public as a group? Will the
evaluation be anonymous (so that tutors will be comfortable sharing things they disliked
or offering other honest feedback) or identified by name (so that writing center
administration can converse further about specific details a tutor might have mentioned)?

•

Respecting time—How will tutors be compensated for their time? Will it take place
during normal work hours?

•

Administrative expectations—Are all tutors expected to attain a certain level of skill or
knowledge (as in a for-credit course), or are tutors expected to improve in comparison to
their own starting point?

Time and Timing
Timing will often be dependent on purpose. Needs analyses will most likely occur prior
to creating or implementing a program; evaluations will occur after the fact. The collection of
data for ongoing research may necessitate more frequent evaluation. Data for an institution’s
administration may need to demonstrate improvement over time that requires multiple
evaluations per tutor. It is important to note several things related to time. First, the more time
tutors spend completing evaluations, the less time they spend actually tutoring and being trained.
Second, people naturally have a rather short attention span for things that imitate busywork—
such as evaluation forms. Careful attention to purpose and method will help ensure that the
amount of time and the timing are useful rather than excessive.
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Questions to Ask:
•

How long will it take to complete the analysis or evaluation and how will tutors be
compensated for this time? Is it part of the L2 training time? Part of tutoring hours?

•

How often should tutors be required to complete the analysis or evaluation?

•

When should the analysis or evaluation take place? Prior to the training? At the end of
the program? In the middle so that changes can be made mid-way through? Just prior to
tutors leaving the writing center for good? At the end of every topic or meeting or
activity?

Sample Needs Analysis/Evaluation Questions
The following figures show the types of questions that might be included in a needs
analysis or program evaluation. Figure 7 provides sample questions about tutor demographics
and experience. Figure 8 shows the type of questions that can be used about the input or output
of a program. Figure 9 offers ideas for rating the effectiveness of the training.
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How much tutoring experience do you have with any type of students?
One year—this is my first year tutoring
Two to five years
More than five years
What types of experience with internationals have you had?
Teaching first-year composition
Teaching a university content-area course
Teaching language courses
Tutoring in a writing center
Private tutoring
Private editing/proofreading
Leading conversation group
Other business-type interactions on a regular basis
Working overseas
Personal friendship
Other
On which of the following topics did you have little or no knowledge/skill before the training?
(The list should include all topics covered by the training program that is being evaluated.)
Cultural issues related to assessing L2 student writing
Culturally-based differences in the global aspects of L2 writing
Second language acquisition
Cultural issues related to conferencing with L2 writers
Materials or services that writing centers could provide for international students
Writing templates
Grammar problems of L2 writers
Grammar and syntax in general
Vocabulary problems of L2 writers
Proofreading skills
Figure 7: Sample Evaluation Questions—Tutor Demographics and Experience
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Rate the usefulness of the materials that were used during the training (the input). For
each item, choose the option that most closely reflects how useful the material was for your
growth as a tutor.
Gebhard (2010, pp. 46-48)

Useless

Neutral

Useful

TED: The danger of a single story

Useless

Neutral

Useful

Rate the usefulness of the various forms of output required by the training. For each item,
choose the option that most closely reflects how useful the material was for your growth as
a tutor.
Reflections via Blog postings

Useless

Neutral

Useful

Activities using sample essays

Useless

Neutral

Useful

Interviews

Useless

Neutral

Useful

How do you feel about the types of input used in the training?
A good mix of reading and other forms of input.
Needs more reading, less other forms of input.
Needs less reading, more other forms of input.
How do you feel about the types of output used in the training?
A good mix of writing and non-writing (verbal sharing, mental exercises).
Needs less writing, more non-writing.
Needs less non-writing, more writing.
Figure 8: Sample Evaluation Questions—Input Materials and Output Activities
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The L2 training improved my ability to successfully tutor international students in the Writing
Center.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Please read the following statements and mark all that apply to you:
I feel more confident about working with international students as a result of the
training.
I look forward to working with my next writer when I see that he or she is an
international student.
I consider more of my tutorials with international students to be successful.
My ability to understand NNSs has improved.
My ability to understand the writing of an L2 writer has improved.
I find that I prefer tutoring international students.
During this semester’s tutoring sessions, I have used strategies or skills learned in the
training:
Not at all
Once or twice
Occasionally (more than twice but less than weekly)
On a regular basis (weekly or daily)
On which of the following topics has your knowledge/skill level improved as a result of the
training? Mark all that apply.
Cultural issues related to assessing L2 student writing
Culturally-based differences in the global aspects of L2 writing
Second language acquisition
Cultural issues related to conferencing with L2 writers
Grammar problems of L2 writers
Grammar and syntax in general
Vocabulary problems of L2 writers

Figure 9: Sample Evaluation Questions—Effectiveness of Training
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Chapter Three: Methods and Criteria for Creating a Training Program
Although we may agree that some form of L2 training will be helpful for tutors
confronted by large numbers of international writers, the number of variables involved in setting
up such training makes it unlikely that any one program will best serve the needs of any given
writing center. Differences in funding, staffing, background experiences, time, and even space
affect the formation of a training program every bit as much as numbers of international writers
determine the need for such a program. If we assume, for the purposes of this book, that the
need exists, then we can divide the variables to be addressed into three categories: those related
to the writing center itself (space, time, funding, materials, administrators), those related to the
tutors (background experience, prior knowledge, personal preferences), and those related to the
material at hand (methods, topics). 23 What follows is an attempt to impose order on the potential
chaos of creating a new program. I address each variable within its category by proposing
questions that need to be asked, factors that need to be considered, and potential problems that
might be encountered.
Writing Center Variables—Space
Any training session, including an individualized self-study one, requires a certain
amount of space. If tutors are to work on training materials in the writing center, they must have
some sort of work space in the form of tables and chairs or desks, and they must have access to
whatever resources will be used, including computer access at times. From prior experience with
our tutors, I realized during Year One that whole-group education was unlikely to work for this

23

Some writing centers will have other variables in the mix. For instance, if the writing center is part of a larger
academic success unit, and the director is responsible for training all the tutors, there may very well be other
questions that need to be considered. Or, if more than one administrative staff member is responsible for training,
questions will arise about the balance of responsibility among the various trainers.
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type of training; schedules were too variable, and everyone (especially every undergraduate
tutor) was too busy. The individual self-study option that I developed is occasionally plagued by
space-related issues: tutors must work on L2 training in the same room as tutors who are
between sessions (e.g., chatting), and, as our numbers have grown, noise levels are not always
conducive to focused work. Space, which might seem a static resource, can thus contribute to
the need for programmatic adjustment.
Questions to Ask:
•

Will the training be conducted in a large group, small groups, or individually?

•

How many individuals at one time will be participating in the training (whether in a
group or not)?

•

What sort of room arrangement will be necessary to accommodate the chosen format? Is
that arrangement readily available?

•

Is there room in the writing center for training to occur at the same time as regular
tutoring?

•

Is there an option to conduct training elsewhere than the main tutoring space (e.g., an
adjacent room)?

•

What is the noise level in the room(s) to be used for training? Will headphones be
necessary?

•

Is the room used for other sorts of work during the time it will be used for training (e.g.,
tutor hangout room between sessions, tutoring sessions taking place)?

•

Can tutors do some or all of the modules in absentia?

•

What is the current location of materials for use in the training? Are they easy to access?
How convenient is their location with respect to the space chosen for the training?
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Potential Problems:
•

Tutor distraction (by tutors not currently studying, by tutoring sessions, etc.)

•

High occupancy (Is the space too full of tutoring sessions to allow for other work?)

Writing Center Variables—Time
The issue of time is really two issues: amount of time and timing. The former refers to
the quantity of time that is available for training. The latter requires that one consider when in
the course of a tutor’s experience the training takes place: Before working in the center?
Concurrently? Although I’ve divided up the variables for clarity of consideration, there will be
overlap between them. For instance, in a small writing center with little available space, time
might be limited to non-tutoring hours, or space limitations might necessitate closing the writing
center for a short time to conduct staff professional development. While working through the
various aspects of planning an educational program, be sure to consider how each variable
interacts with or is affected by the others.
For instance, I create the training schedule by blocking tutors off the tutoring schedule for
one hour per week. As part of this process, I must consider the number of tutors in any one
tutoring time period relative to space. Generally, if I need to reserve one hour of Tutor A’s time
for L2 education, and Tutor A works in one time slot with only one other tutor and another time
slot with three other tutors, I will reserve the second time for Tutor A’s self-study. This
preserves for tutorial sessions the greatest number of available tutors while also allowing for
Tutor A’s education. More recently, however, as our total number of tutors has grown and as
available tutoring space has become an issue, I have had to consider number of tutors per time
slot in order to purposely decrease the number of tutors available to tutor, choosing to remove
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Tutor A for training from a time slot that had six other tutors available in order to decrease the
noise burden in our limited tutoring space.
Questions to Ask:
•

How many hours of training time are available per tutor?

•

How many of them can be allotted to L2-specific education?

•

How will removing tutors from the schedule for training affect the tutoring schedule?
Will there be times with no available tutoring?

•

When does other L2 education already take place for tutors?

•

Will this training replace, expand, or otherwise interact with that education?

•

Will the training be a one-time occurrence for any individual tutor? If so, when will it
occur for new tutors in a new year?

•

Does the training need to take place prior to or concurrent with tutor interaction with L2
writers?

•

How should tutors’ attention spans and energy levels be balanced between tutoring hours
and training hours so that neither occurs when tutors are exhausted?

•

How much time should be allotted for education given that tutors read and process
material at different speeds? What is the happy medium between too little and too much
time?

Potential Problems:
•

Tutor busyness

•

Schedules that do not overlap sufficiently to allow group meetings

•

Losing time that could be used for tutoring because of scheduled training
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Tutors who only work a few hours per week (e.g., can one hour of weekly training be
justified for a tutor who only works two hours per week?)

Writing Center Variables—Funding
If L2 training will replace other existing education, the question of funding may be a nonissue; however, if such training will supplement existing education, especially if it greatly
expands existing programs, possibilities may be limited by available funding. Tutors need to be
paid for their professional development time in some way. Training that occurs as part of a forcredit class pays tutors in credits; if staff meetings occur during on-the-clock status, tutors are
paid in money. In order to institute new programs, especially if the training will be of significant
length and duration, it is necessary to determine how the funding will work. As the case study
illustrated, our funding circumstances allowed for greatly expanded time for training and allowed
tutors to complete the self-study modules as a regular part of their tutoring work, removing the
need for some extra-work compensation. Should that funding arrangement ever change, the
program details would of necessity change as well, with presumably-decreased available time
and the resulting decreased extent of material covered.
Questions to Ask:
•

How are tutors currently paid (e.g., hourly, stipend, course credit, volunteer)?

•

Are different categories of tutors paid in different ways (e.g., undergraduate versus
graduate)?

•

How are they compensated for current professional development events?

•

Will a new funding source cover the cost of the L2 training? If so, what oversight does
that source claim over the contents or methods of the training, or what sort of evaluative
data will the source require?
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What is the effect of funding on available time for training (e.g., X amount of funding
allows Y number of training hours divided by all tutors)?

Potential Problems:
•

Changes to funding availability from year to year, or even mid-year

•

Extent of material to be covered exceeds available funding-based time

Writing Center Variables—Materials
One initial outlay of money for a training program may be in materials. Unless a writing
center already possesses an extensive library of L2-specific resources of the sort meant for
instructors as well as a number of such resources meant for language students, chances are high
that staff will need to purchase additional materials to have on hand for tutor use. A significant
amount of education can be accomplished using materials accessed online, but at some point it
will be worthwhile to invest in actual books. The reference list in Section Three provides a
starting point for choosing books. Early in our program, it was possible to purchase a single
copy of even heavily-used books. Numbers of tutors and timing made it possible for training
schedules to seldom overlap, although I had to consciously make decisions to that effect as I
planned the schedule each year. As we hired larger numbers of tutors, it became necessary to
own multiple copies of those heavily-used books because it became more likely that self-study
schedules would overlap at least partially. In general, a single copy of most books has been
sufficient, although at times this results in a tutor asking me where to find the book—usually
because whoever was reading it directly prior to that time forgot to reshelve it before starting a
tutorial.
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Questions to Ask:
•

What materials are already accessible, either in the writing center or online via library
connections?

•

How much physical storage space is available for, e.g., books to be used in training?

•

Is the library access reliable, readily available, and easy to use at any given moment?

•

Are there physical means to access remote materials (e.g., either a writing center
computer or a tutor’s personal laptop)?

•

How much variety is there in the accessible materials? Be sure to think about variety of
format as well as of topic.

•

Are any of the available materials consumables (i.e., needing to be replaced
periodically)?

•

Will any of the materials need to be used by more than one tutor at a time? Are multiple
copies already available, or will new copies need to be purchased prior to starting?

Potential Problems:
•

Materials that walk away or remote access that changes

•

Multiple potential users at one time for limited resources

•

Copyright issues

•

Technology issues (e.g., tutors who forget to bring or charge a laptop, or an internet
access outage)

Writing Center Variables—Administrators
For the purposes of this discussion, administrators means those senior staff who are
responsible for educating tutors. Because writing centers differ in their affiliations on campus,
the questions that need to be considered for this variable will not be consistent for all writing
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centers. For instance, some writing centers are part of a larger academic success center; others
are stand-alone units; and still others are housed in an English department. Writing centers also
vary in the number of administrative staff they have. For some, the director is solely responsible
for all aspects of the writing center, including education; for others, multiple assistant or
associate directors divide up this work. How any particular writing center structures L2 training
will thus depend in part on the characteristics of its administrative staffing arrangements.
Questions to Ask:
•

How many individuals will be developing this particular training? How will topics or
types of work be divided between them?

•

How many individuals will be responding to tutors’ work in the training (whether in
person or electronically)? How will that work be divided up?

•

If multiple people are conducting training, is there one person in charge overall who
communicates expectations, progress, etc., with the tutors?

•

If the tutors are not all writing tutors, what materials related to international students will
apply to any kind of tutoring? For instance, intercultural communication applies more
broadly; grammar errors will be more relevant only to writing tutors.

•

What background knowledge and skills do the administrative staff have related to
working with L2 writers? How much time will they need for their own learning prior to
creating worthwhile training opportunities?

•

What background knowledge and skills do the administrative staff have related to writing
centers? How much time will they need for their own learning prior to creating training
materials?
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If trainers are not themselves writing center or L2 writing experts, is there an outside
person who can/will oversee the program to ensure that tutors learn timely, relevant,
useful material (e.g., that they don’t stop at Kaplan’s doodles when learning about
cultural aspects of organization)?

•

To which inside stakeholders will trainers report about the program development and
tutor progress (e.g., a multilingual specialist reporting to the writing center director)? To
what outside stakeholders must they report (e.g., a writing center trainer reporting to an
academic success center director, or the writing center reporting to an outside funding
body)?

Tutor Variables—Prior Knowledge
Tutors’ prior knowledge about working with L2 writers can come from a variety of
places. Tutor practicums may have included at least a brief segment on L2 writers. Alternately,
a tutor may have a degree, or at least coursework, in TESOL or a related field. Any training
program for tutors working with L2 writers needs to allow for that variation in knowledge, so
that the program does not waste the time of the tutor with prior knowledge nor be too far outside
the realm of understandability for the tutor who lacks any knowledge of the topic at all. For
instance, in any given year, we have had a graduate tutor with a masters degree in TESOL or a
related field, an undergraduate whose only experience with international students is as their
classmate, and two tutors who are themselves international students and L2 writers. The TESOL
masters likely included the theoretical and the practical; the classmate experience likely included
neither; and the L2-status may have included only the practical. None of the different
backgrounds are likely to have included information about how the L2 aspects work within the
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writing center, so all the tutors could benefit from L2 training—but perhaps not the same
training.
Questions to Ask about Tutors:
•

What are the tutors’ educational backgrounds?

•

What degrees or certifications do they already possess?

•

What segments on L2 writers do other forms of writing center training include? Have
current tutors already gone through that training?

Questions to Ask Once Diversity of Tutor Knowledge Has Been Established:
•

Where does tutor knowledge overlap (that material becomes low priority for that group of
tutors) and where do tutor knowledge gaps overlap (that material becomes top priority)?

•

In what broad categories do the majority of tutors lack knowledge?

•

Are tutor knowledge gaps general or specific? That is, do tutors know the general topic
exists but lack specific or in-depth knowledge of the details, or do tutors lack any
knowledge of the general topic at all?

•

Rank the knowledge gaps in order of priority for the local context. How often will lack
of a particular piece of knowledge lead to problems in a tutorial?

•

How much of tutor knowledge and experience was theoretical versus practical?

•

How relevant is the prior knowledge to a writing center context?

•

How recently was the prior knowledge acquired? Is that knowledge likely to be out-of
date?

Potential Problems:
•

Extreme variation among tutors (e.g., one has a graduate degree in second language
studies, one has no prior knowledge about L2 writers at all)
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Prior knowledge that turns out to have been less rigorous than might be hoped for

•

Prior knowledge that does not adapt well to a writing center context or that directly
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interferes with writing center best practices
Tutor Variables—Prior Experience
Tutors may gain prior knowledge through personal experience. Depending on the
composition of the student body, students at any given institution may have some level of
personal experience with international students merely by sitting in the same classes with them.
Beyond this base level, however, tutors possess varying degrees of experience working with L2
writers. They may have taught them in first-year composition courses, tutored them in any
course, worked with them in a writing center at a previous institution, or simply worked on a
group project with them. Much as does prior knowledge, levels of previous personal experience
affect the sorts of topics and methods which will be most useful for any given tutor. As in the
examples given in the previous section, our tutors often have a wide range of personal
experience, from tutors whose only contact has been as classmates of international students to
tutors who have taught ESL overseas for a decade. For the former group, the risk is that a
program assumes too much, that it skips over things that might seem like common knowledge
but that are unfamiliar to this group. For the latter group, the risk is that much of the material
will be too basic, yet the tutors may still lack knowledge about the interplay between writing
center tutoring and cultural or linguistic issues of the writers.
Questions to Ask:
•

What prior teaching or tutoring experiences have tutors had with L2 writers?

•

What prior working experiences have they had?

•

Have tutors graded or commented on drafts by L2 writers before?
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Have tutors created lesson materials for L2 writers before?

•

Have tutors lived or worked abroad? In what capacity? To what extent did they move
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beyond simple tourism?
•

Have tutors spoken or written in a second language? To what extent or at what level?

•

Are tutors fluent in another language? Which one? Is it the L1 of most of the L2 writers
currently visiting the writing center?

•

Are tutors competent with the correct application of grammatical rules? With the correct
explanation of those rules?

•

What was the extent of tutor experience? Did it involve more than one other culture or
language, or was it limited to a single experience?

Questions to Ask Once Diversity of Tutor Experience Has Been Established:
•

Do tutor experiences overlap by category (e.g., cultural, linguistic, grammatical) even if
the particulars differ?

•

Which experiences will potentially help in L2 tutorials (e.g., personal experience being
the L2 writer in a foreign country)? Which experiences will potentially hinder L2
tutorials (e.g., working as a proofreader for L2 writers in a lab group)? In other words,
which experiences might have provided useful skills, and which might have developed
skills that need to be unlearned for the context of a writing center?

•

Did tutor experiences include any type of reflection of the experience? Was it understood
as a learning experience for the tutor or was it simply another day in the life of an
instructor, for instance?

•

What type of connections were made between prior knowledge and prior experience?
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How recent was the experience (e.g., how mature was the tutor at the time, or what is the
likelihood that cultural and linguistic experiences are still relevant)?

•

In what ways can training provided by the writing center build on an initial foundation
established elsewhere? In other words, if elsewhere was Lesson One, how can the
writing center be Lesson Two?

Potential Problems:
•

A tutor who presupposes sufficient knowledge/experience such that it precludes any
sense of need for more education

•

A tutor who actually possesses sufficient knowledge/experience such that anything
presented by the writing center is too basic

Tutor Variables—Personal Preferences
It is useful when planning a training program to consider tutor variation in work habits
and preferences, not to cater to the whims of each individual, but in order to provide a range of
learning options. For instance, a training program in which every individual must work on the
same assignment in the same time frame can disintegrate when some tutors read faster or slower
than everyone else. During our first year of training, the biggest complaint tutors had was that
they were unable to complete work in the allotted time because they read or wrote too slowly
compared to others. Perhaps the most obvious example of why it is important to factor in tutor
ability occurred during Year Two. One of our undergraduate tutors completed the entire threemodule undergraduate sequence—in the first half of the semester. In comparison, the average
undergraduate tutor completes around two and a half modules during an entire semester.
Disparity in processing speed can work either direction; a tutor may be exceptionally fast or
exceptionally slow. In addition, some tutors may not take the training seriously, completing only
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the bare minimum, so that it becomes necessary to consider what, if anything, will be done about
the situation.
Questions to Ask:
•

How outgoing or outspoken are the tutors?

•

How comfortable are they with technology?

•

How quickly or slowly do they read and write? Does it take a long time to process
material or to produce it?

•

Do they prefer to read and write or to listen and talk?

•

What level of camaraderie already exists among the tutors? What sort of interpersonal
relationships exist between tutors and senior staff?

•

Do they perceive themselves and the staff member in charge of the training as equals?

•

Are they self-motivated, independent, and reliable, or do they need constant supervision?

Potential Problems:
•

Is a tutor’s slow progress due to being a slow reader or to lack of motivation/laziness?

•

Issues of fairness (e.g., of some tutors completing more work than others)

•

Difficulty in creating a program that perfectly balances speaking with writing or working
alone with meeting in groups

Material Variables—Methods
There are two main issues to be resolved when determining method: paper-based vs.
online and group vs. individual. Once these have been decided, topics and activities can be
chosen. To some extent, the choice of methods is contingent on the answers to all earlier
questions: space, funding, time, tutor knowledge, and tutor experience all play a role in choice
of methods. From our experience, I would suggest that an extensive training program will work
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best as individual self-study and that individual self-study will work best in an electronic format.
Our Year One paper folders, for instance, were clunky at best, requiring weekly attention to the
administrivia of photocopies, and were worthless as a long-term or ongoing solution since it
would have been difficult to accommodate multi-year tutors. Because of choosing the electronic,
self-study route, however, I have had to incorporate occasional small group meetings into the
training semesters and have had to plan carefully to ensure that the assignments tutors are
completing are a good mix of reading and other work (e.g., observing, working with sample
papers).
Questions to Ask:
•

Are group meetings a viable option given constraints of time, space, and funding?

•

If small group meetings are to be held, what criteria will be used to divide the tutors into
groups?

•

If a mainly individual method is used, how will an occasional group meeting be
integrated into the self-study?

•

Will tutors meet with senior staff (e.g., the one conducting the training) at any time?

•

Does the program allow for or require input from anyone outside of writing center staff
(e.g., interviews with students, presentations by outside experts)?

•

What sort of input and output will be determined by the method chosen? Does the
method allow for a variety of both input and output?

•

Does the chosen method accommodate tutor preferences? If not, how will difficulties
between the two be resolved?
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Potential Problems:
•

Individual self-study tends to privilege writing and thinking at the expense of interacting
and learning from other tutors’ experiences

•

Online programs require both trainer and trainee to be familiar with a particular course
system

•

Changes in tutor preference from year to year

Material Variables—Topics
Topics, to some extent, are dependent on other variables. Method and amount of time
available will affect both the number and type of topics covered. Tutor experience and
background knowledge will affect the choice of topics. For instance, one of our modules,
entitled Second Language Acquisition, covers some basic information about and experiences
with the topic. Our tutors who are international students themselves have been less likely to
choose that module, while some of our second language studies tutors have chosen it. A module
simply titled Tutoring has been completed by the fewest number of tutors, perhaps because the
topic seems too basic to someone who has already completed a tutoring practicum. The range of
topics currently available to our tutors is the culmination of five years of development. Although
few tutors will ever complete all of the modules, the available breadth enables tutors to focus
their efforts on topics that will be most beneficial to their continued professional development.
Questions to Ask:
•

Will everyone cover the same topics?

•

Will the topics be covered in the same order?

•

Do tutors have a choice of topical modules, depending on their own perceived needs?
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Will topical modules cover theoretical issues or practical skills or both? What will be the
balance between the two?

•

What categories of topics will tutors have to choose from, if they have a choice?

•

What categories of topics will be covered each rotation, if they have no choice?

•

Who is responsible for choosing topics? How will new topics be developed and added?

•

Will the primary focus of the education be writing center scholarship or second language
studies? How will the two areas intersect within the program?

•

If tutors are working on different topics at the same time, how will contact between tutors
(e.g., discussion board postings) be facilitated so that the differences support rather than
hinder learning?

Potential Problems:
•

Less choice equals more tutors for whom the program is a poor fit

•

More choice equals less interactive capability among tutors

•

Amount of time it takes to develop extensive topic choice
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Chapter Four: Methods and Criteria for Creating Specific Activities
Specific activities can be used as stand-alone training events (e.g., a staff meeting) or as
part of an ongoing training program. They can serve simultaneously as professional
development for tutors and as diagnostic tools for directors. For instance, an observation activity
(Comparing Tutorial Video with Sample Paper) can help clarify that a problem (L2 writers
always ask for grammar help) has an additional facet (tutor complicity) that is invisible to tutors.
By completing the activity, the tutors learn to be more aware of relationships between what they
say they will do and what they actually do, and directors learn that the solution to the problem
may not be as straightforward as it seems.
Generally speaking, activities involve interactive content. In a tutorial setting, there are
three basic options for interaction: tutor, writer, document. As any of these can cause problems
in a tutorial with an L2 writer (e.g., lack of tutor knowledge; writer with cultural expectations
about tutor equaling teacher; or document that has been translated with an electronic translator),
all of them are useful areas of focus. My general method for creating a new activity includes
three steps: observe, research, think.
Step One—Observation
We do not train tutors in a vacuum, nor do we do so merely to occupy time. The first
step toward creating a successful, valuable activity is to observe extensively. Rather than guess
what tutors need, or assume it based on what other writing centers say, observe tutorials. Talk to
tutors about their tutorials. Pay attention to interactions throughout the writing center. Being
aware of what occurs in tutorials (and in tutors’ minds) will help with identifying an area of need
(or, realistically, several areas of need).
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Questions to Ask:
•

What are the tutors struggling with?

•

Do they realize it is a struggle or not?

•

What assumptions do they seem to be making?

•

What disconnects are occurring between tutor and writer?

•

What knowledge or skill could help tutors with the issue?

Step Two—Research
We do not train tutors in a vacuum; research continually brings to light new insights into
tutoring and L2 writing. Section Three offers some direction for where to begin a search for
materials, although since new material is continually being presented and published, it should be
used as a starting point only. Once an area of tutor concern has been identified, the next step
involves making connections with the larger writing center field, identifying what current
research has to say about the area of struggle or about the way other institutions have been
handling similar situations. Remember that the “larger field” includes not only writing center
work but also second language studies, composition, education, and other disciplines as well.
Questions to Ask:
•

What does the larger field say about this area of struggle?

•

Have other writing centers faced similar difficulties? If so, how have staff there dealt
with the problem? What sort of professional development have they offered to
ameliorate the situation?

•

What important theoretical work exists on which to base activities?

•

Will tutors already be familiar with the theoretical work, or will they need a bridge from
other existing knowledge to the new knowledge?
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What will they need to read to gain the most benefit from the activity? What readings
complement the activity?

Step Three—Thought
We do not train tutors in a vacuum; activities should exist in the gap between where
tutors are and where they need to go. It requires careful thought to take knowledge of the
problem and knowledge of potential solutions and to develop activities that work within the local
context and for the local tutors. Seeking to increase tutor awareness of their own assumptions,
for instance, requires that one see both what people might be assuming and also how to make
that assumption visible to them.
Questions to Ask:
•

What do tutors already know? What do they need to know?

•

What might they be assuming?

•

What is the desired outcome? (For instance, rather than having tutors simply observe a
tutorial, have them observe something specific—who talks the most, the type of questions
the tutor uses, the nonverbal language, etc.)

•

What materials will work best for the desired outcome? (For instance, if the desired
outcome relates to nonverbal language, tutorial observation will work better than
examination of a document.) Is access to that material readily available?

•

How much of the theoretical material should tutors be introduced to in order for this
activity to work?

•

What sort of post-activity reflection or other follow-up will help tutors to consolidate
what they have learned?
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Criteria
There are any number of criteria to consider while developing a training activity. These
range from considerations of physical aspects such as space and time to pedagogical aspects such
as outcomes and goals. Used mid-way through development or after the fact, such criteria serve
an evaluative purpose (e.g., can tutors actually complete the developed activity within the
proposed time-frame?). At the start of the development cycle, they can provide both direction to
the development (e.g., How can I turn what tutors propose as beneficial into an activity?) and
boundaries for it (e.g., What materials are available to work with as I think about the outcome I
am trying to achieve?). The list here provides a starting point for the types of criteria that can be
beneficial to activity-development.
Questions to Ask:
•

Can the activity be completed within the constraints of time, space, and material
availability? (See the Cautionary Tales for some examples of the importance of checking
an activity for feasibility.)

•

Does the activity lead to the desired outcome? As the Cautionary Tales show, sometimes
the results of a test run will be surprising. This can be a good thing or a bad thing,
depending on the nature of the surprise. Either try a new activity first with a limited
number of tutors, or evaluate it generally before offering it a second time.

•

Do the tutors find it valuable? Does anyone comment on having used what they learned
in an actual tutorial?

•

Is it sustainable? Since writing centers experience tutor turn-over from year to year,
developing activities that can be used in subsequent years (especially if some tutors are
returning and some are new) can be helpful.
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Using Multiple Information Sources to Create/Modify Activities
This section demonstrates how multiple sources of information may be used to create or
modify activities. Many L2 writers ask for help with grammar; many tutors express discomfort
in one form or another about this situation. A focus on grammar in some fashion may thus be
expected to occur in a training program. Grammar as a topic is not completely straightforward;
depending on the source of information, a tutor’s needs with respect to grammar—and thus the
focus of the resulting activity—might vary from skill with correcting and explaining grammatical
errors to knowledge about L2 writers’ familiarity with rhetorical terminology. It is not enough to
decide “tutors need help with grammar” and thus to provide them with grammar lessons. The
following material clarifies how different sources of information might yield different
understandings of a tutor’s need with respect to grammar.
•

Tutorial Observations—A common session might look like this. An L1 tutor sits
down with an L2 writer and asks what the writer wants to work on. “Grammar,”
says the writer. “I need help with grammar.” The tutor agrees they can work on
that, and the tutorial progresses with reading aloud, stopping to discuss individual
sentences and words, and perhaps a mini-lesson. There may or may not be
anything wrong with how the tutor handles the topic; the tutor may teach the
writer strategies, scaffold the writer’s learning, and conduct the tutorial in a
manner that allows the writer to learn as well as the paper to be improved.
Shortly before the end of the session, the tutor asks whether there is anything else
the writer wants to work on. “Flow,” says the writer. “I don’t know if the paper
flows all right.” The ubiquitous (among undergrad writers, anyway) flow may
mean the logic of the argument, the organization of the content, the connections
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between sentences. Regardless of which the writer means (or what the paper
might actually need), five minutes is not enough time to adequately address any of
them, but all of them were probably more important than grammar.
•

Program Evaluations—Common tutor comments about the training program
itself include items like these: “It would be interesting to see more of a discussion
on some of the grammar or writing problems that students that speak an
individual language face.” “I usually ask if there is anything specific the client
wishes to work on, and more often than not, it is not grammar, but something they
thought was related to grammar like sentence flow.” “Perhaps cover grammatical
issues more in depth earlier on in the training.” Note the range of opinion on the
topic of grammar—cover more in the training; cover it earlier in the training;
differentiate between L1 grammars; writers sometimes use the term for other
things than true grammatical errors.

•

Needs Analysis—Over a few years in the Writing Lab, the percentages of tutors
who thought they lacked knowledge of grammar problems specific to L2 writers
ranged from a low of 17% to a high of 56%.

•

Tutor Commentary—In training-required blog postings, tutors revisit their starting
point as tutors. Many of them refer specifically to grammar. Tutors indicated
they struggled with grammatical knowledge (“As a first time tutor, I worried
about being able to answer specific, complex questions about grammar or
providing detailed rules.” Jason); with engaging writers in the process rather than
just editing for them (“I also worried about getting international students to
recognize patterns of errors in their writing rather than going through each
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sentence to fix the grammar for them.” Sue); with sorting out how a writer was
using the term grammar (“In my limited experience, I had quickly learned that a
student's request for help with ‘grammar’ was often a catch-all for any number of
high or low order concerns, and that it was my responsibility to help a student
‘unpack’ what their needs really were.” Alan); and with both time and writer
resistance to non-grammar help (“As a new tutor, I was concerned with seeing
international students with lots of grammar issues that overwhelmed their papers
and how I would be able to explain how to find and fix these grammar issues in a
short tutorial. I was worried about students asking for grammar who needed help
with global issues first and who may be unwilling to work on those or hear about
those.” Brianna).
As these various sources of information show, tutors might need any of the following types of
“grammar” help: information about what a request for grammar help might mean (beyond
simply error); information about grammatical transference from various L1s; information about
grammar problems of L2 writers generally; skill with identifying, correcting, and explaining
specific grammatical problems; strategies for engaging writers in the process rather than just
editing for them; and strategies for working with a writer who is resistant to non-grammatical
help.
The type of activity that might be developed in response to tutors’ needs for “grammar”
will vary widely depending on which focus takes priority. Interviews with writers might clarify
how they use various terms to request help. Readings might elucidate the grammar problems of
L2 writers generally as well as the transference problems for specific L1s. Practice with sample
papers might improve skill with identifying or correcting specific errors, while reading about
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those errors in writing handbooks might help with explaining the corrections. Offering a diverse
group of tutors a single grammar activity, then, will be less useful than offering a number of
carefully-focused grammar activities. Both needs analyses and program evaluations can provide
a means of focusing broader topics (e.g., grammar) such that the activities developed meet very
specific needs related to those topics.
Ongoing evaluations also enable existing activities to be modified as needed. For
instance, a sample paper exercise that asks tutors to identify and correct grammar errors can be
modified to ask them to also locate instances where writers correctly used grammatical
constructions which they had previously misused. The original activity focuses on tutors’
abilities with identifying and correcting grammar; the modified activity shifts the focus so that
tutors must consider the writers’ skills with grammar rather than the grammar itself. The original
version might be useful for tutors who were (or who felt they were) lacking grammar knowledge
or skill. The modified version might be useful for tutors who had a tendency to focus on errors
to the exclusion of all else. If a writer both misuses and correctly uses a certain grammatical
construction in the same paper, a tutor might address the error in a different way (e.g., simply as
a mistake, asking the writer to compare the correct and incorrect versions); tutors who are blind
to what a writer does correctly at the sentence level will be unable to move beyond the mini
grammar-lesson model of working at the sentence level. The writers’ papers may improve, but
the writers themselves will not have had the opportunity to improve their own skills related to the
grammatical constructions in question.
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Chapter Five: Coordinating a Comprehensive Program
Training tutors to work with L2 writers can occur as a number of stand-alone events (e.g.,
staff meetings) or as a comprehensive program (e.g., semester-long self-study). Sections of
previous chapters addressed issues of time, funding, space, materials, and staffing, aspects of
training that may help determine whether or not to coordinate a comprehensive program as
opposed to stand-alone events. If time, funding, space, materials, and staffing allow an extensive
program, someone will need to arrange all theoretical and practical resources into a logical order.
For instance, with what topic will the training start? How much choice will tutors have among
topics? How should theory and practice be joined in a single module? Questions such as these
demonstrate the array of considerations necessary for finalizing a comprehensive program. What
follows are explanations, sample modules, and potential questions that can help with the final
development of an L2 training program, with putting everything together into a coherent whole,
and with ensuring the sustainability of that whole when circumstances interfere with
expectations.
Choosing Initial Topics
Whether the goal is a comprehensive program or simply a beginning L2 training event,
choosing initial topics will be the first step. Choosing initial topics requires the ability to pare
down the possible, keeping only the essential. What should all tutors know, experience, or
develop skills in? This is the starting point, regardless of eventual program size. If the only
education that can be offered to tutors is a limited amount (e.g., one staff meeting), what topics
or skills are most important? The Tutor Variables in Chapter Three: Methods and Criteria for
Creating a Training Program offer a starting place for determining this, but the question can also be

answered by considering areas of weakness identified by either senior staff via observations or
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by tutors themselves via expressions of angst or overt requests for specific help. If neither
observations nor expressions of angst nor overt requests have occurred, a pilot year with a broad
overview can provide guidance for a following year’s initial topics, or, if time permits, a needs
analysis as explained in Chapter Two: Diagnosing the Problem & Evaluating the Solution can offer
insight into possible starting points.
Choosing a broad overview for a first year requires some understanding of the
possibilities. For example, tutors might be introduced to issues of grammar, vocabulary,
intercultural communication, second language acquisition, and more. During our initial year of
training, our broad overview covered consecutively the following topics (see the case study in
Chapter One: A Case Study of an Intensive L2 Training Program for more details): culture and
assessment; second language acquisition; L2 conferencing; assignments and clarity of meaning;
the broader writing center community; grammar and understandability; writing templates and
academic writing; grammar and syntax; language; and vocabulary and proofreading. Figure 10
shows details of that first, experimental year for graduate students. It is important to note that
none of our tutors currently complete this material in this order; it truly was a sink-or-swim,
single-year solution. In subsequent years of development, I separated material into topical
modules and reformulated the introduction to L2 tutoring into a shorter module. Note also that,
despite the broad overview approach that first year, topics were generally limited to aspects of
the physical document: grammar, templates, and vocabulary. The primary issue we faced was
L2 writers asking for grammar help. As a result, tutor and senior staff focus was primarily on
sentence-level issues of L2 writing as requested by the writers rather than on intercultural
communication between the writer and tutor or on cultural aspects of writing beyond the
sentence-level. As the case study in Chapter One: A Case Study of an Intensive L2 Training
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Program and the variety of activities in Section Two make clear, over the course of five years of

development, the focus of the program has shifted to include those other aspects of L2 tutoring.
Topic

Input

Output

Culture & assessment

Writing Across Borders

Written reflection

SLA

Tseng (2009); Blau & Hall (2002)

Jot notes for sharing

L2 and conferencing

Observe tutorials

Checklists

L2 and conferencing

Powers (1993)

Small group sharing

Assignments & clarity

Minett (2009); Reynolds (2009, 34-50)

Tips for tutoring list

WC community

Read webpages

Notes for brief presentation

Grammar &
understandability

Sample papers

Reflection form

Language

Rafoth (2009; 208-216)

Small group sharing

Writing templates &
academic writing

King (2007; 1, 4-8); Graff & Birkenstein
(2006; 1-27)

Mental exercises

Writing templates &
academic writing

Skim templates

Apply to papers/written
reflection

Grammar & syntax

Reynolds (2009; 82-111)

Uncomfortable grammar list

Grammar & syntax

Grammar books

Grammar handout

Language

Swales & Feak (2012; various sections)

Written exercises
Mental exercises

Vocabulary &
proofreading

McCarthy & O’Dell (2008); Zwier (2002)

Proofreading handout

Various

Options (reading, research)

Varies, mostly reflections

Figure 10: Year 1 Syllabus for Graduate L2 Training
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Building Topical Modules
A comprehensive program that allows tutors some freedom of choice among self-study
topics may best be structured as a series of topical modules. Tutors pick and choose among the
variety of topics based on their own perceived needs and interests at the time. Building topical
modules requires attention to focus, variety, and order. A module will be most useful if narrowly
focused on a single topic, with all theoretical readings and all activities providing coordinated
input; 24 it will be most interesting if materials and requirements vary so that tutors do not
repeatedly perform the same actions; and it will be most effective if the order of presentation
follows some obvious logic. Paying attention to these three steps—focus, variety, and order—
will result in modules that are robust both theoretically and practically and that meet tutors’
needs for both information and practice.
The first step, module focus, requires that readings, activities, and reflections all relate to
a single topic. A module on second language acquisition, for instance, would not include
grammar skills related to either terminology or correction of errors, but it might include
information about aspects of SLA at the grammatical level, such as transference from the L1 or
developmental aspects of acquiring a new grammar. Choosing a focus involves more than
picking a topic. It involves identifying both the type of tutor problem the module will address
and the relevant participants. For instance, the sample SLA module mentioned above might
address a tutor’s lack of knowledge of how languages are acquired or a tutor’s faulty assumption
that L1 grammar will always interfere with L2 constructions; and it might involve interaction
with either document or writer. For any given module, there will likely be overlap among these

24

The exception to this would be an introductory module, which, of necessity, will cover a wide array of topics. An
introductory module may address cultural aspects of writing and communication as well as sentence-level aspects of
L2 writing.
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types of problems and the relevant participants. When addressing grammar in a module, in
particular, it is important to identify the correct problem and the relevant participants in order to
avoid contributing to the false dichotomy of grammar/bad versus global concerns/good that
tutors so easily internalize.
Identify the type of tutor problem
•

A lack of tutor skill (e.g., The tutor doesn’t know how to correctly identify, explain, or
fix a verb form error; or the tutor can’t correctly locate topic sentences that are not in the
expected first-sentence position.)

•

A lack of tutor knowledge (e.g., The tutor doesn’t know the role that language
transference might play in an L2 writer’s common errors, or the tutor doesn’t know how
L1 literacy might affect organization in an L2 document.)

•

A lack of tutor confidence (e.g., A tutor fears not being able to understand a writer’s
accent and so rushes into finding and correcting errors as an unconscious way to avoid
extensive conversation.)

•

Faulty assumptions (e.g., The tutor assumes that a request for “grammar” help literally
means sentence-level grammatical errors rather than being a request for the paper to be
generally understandable to native speakers, which might include global issues such as
placement of thesis and topic sentences.)

Identify the relevant participants
•

Tutor’s interaction with the written document (e.g., A tutor is unable to ignore minor
surface errors in order to deal with larger organizational errors.)
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Tutor’s interaction with the writer (e.g., A tutor considers a writer’s reticence a lack of
engagement rather than a culturally-based teacher-student interaction, and the tutor
persists in highly directive interaction.)

•

Writer’s background or ability with English (e.g., A writer’s attempts to summarize are
hindered by lack of vocabulary.)

•

Writer’s background or ability with writing (e.g., A writer’s prior experience with writing
in English included only individual-sentence grammar exercises, and the writer’s
attempts to explain the problem with a paper are hindered by lack of rhetorical or genre
terminology.)

Note again that none of these are exclusive; more than one can be at work in any given
difficult tutorial. For example, in our case study, the overt, recognized tutor problems were lack
of skill—in particular, with grammar—and lack of confidence in using what skill they had. The
primary relevant participant, then, was tutors’ interactions with written documents (their focus on
the grammatical errors), but a strong secondary participant was the writers’ background with
writing (lack of rhetorical terminology with which to request help). For that same population of
tutors, however, faulty assumptions—that L2 writers would primarily want or need grammar
help and that a request for grammar meant, literally, sentence-level grammar help—were as
much a problem despite being unrecognized, as is often the case with assumptions. Given this
set of circumstances, our initial stop-gap solution for training included a large amount of material
at the sentence-level—grammar, vocabulary, language—and a large amount of reading paired
with sample documents, but it also included more-general information about the population in
question and a first attempt (the sample paper exercise) at helping tutors see what they were
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assuming. As a result, the module was more introductory than focused, although it did meet the
identified needs at that time.
In subsequent years, I noted more precise circumstances—lack of tutor skill in drawing
out a reticent writer coupled with a writer whose background writing experiences had included
nothing similar to peer review—and formed modules to address those circumstances. Currently,
several of our modules are structured to help tutors become aware of their own conversational
skills, of how much they talk compared with a writer, and of the type of talk they each do.
Tutors’ struggles with the faulty assumption that writers just want someone to correct everything
for them turned into a module about proofreading that introduced, e.g., the idea that writers can
often correct a large percentage of their own errors once they are pointed out (see Ferris, 2011,
for more details about that ability), which means that, if they can learn to find the errors in the
first place, they can successfully proofread for at least those errors in future drafts. These
changes over time reflected changes in senior staff understanding of circumstances, but choice of
focus should also be subject to ongoing adjustment according to tutor turnover and population
changes among matriculated students at the local institution.
During the development of a new module, choice of focus is followed by the second step
of module-building: attention to variety of input and output. Varying the input and the output
helps to prevent boredom. After all, professional development need not be tedious. In addition,
variety helps ensure tutors gain the most they can from this professional development. Only
offering readings, for instance, will fill tutors’ heads with knowledge that may or may not stick.
Pairing the readings with a hands-on activity helps that knowledge become part of a usable
repertoire of tutoring skills. Similarly, limiting tutor output to written assignments neglects the
potential for learning offered by having them share the newly-acquired information in other
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circumstances, such as a staff meeting or new tutor orientation. As I create new modules, I
locate readings to provide theoretical background for or relevant insight into the current focus,
create activities to allow tutors to interact with that focus, and determine what sort of reflection
fits the combination of readings and activities. This ensures variety of input but requires an
additional check at the end to see that output is also balanced, that tutors do not always, e.g.,
work with sample papers or produce handouts.
The third step in building the module is to organize all of the selected or created material.
The order in which various pieces are completed by tutors depends on the topic and the goal. If
the purpose is an Aha! moment for tutors, a moment where they come to a sudden understanding
of assumptions they are making or thought-processes of which they had been previously
unaware, then an activity may need to come before a theoretical reading. For instance, if tutors
need to become aware of the fact that they make assumptions about a writer’s needs based on
name and presumed cultural background, then a well-chosen activity can bring that to light in a
very personal way and with maximum impact before tutors read about the problems associated
with this mindset. In contrast, if the purpose of the activity is to practice newly-acquired skills,
then background reading to teach the skills may need to come before the activity. For instance,
acquiring skill with subordination as an aspect of sentence structure requires that tutors
understand what subordination is and how it works—requirements that lend themselves well to a
reading-before-activity organization. The flowchart in Figure 11 offers some guidance on
relative placement of activities and background reading depending on the goal of the module.
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START:
Is the goal an
Aha! moment?

Yes

No

Is the goal
practicing
known skills?

Yes

Activity

No

Is the goal
acquiring new
skills?

END:
Reflection

Yes

Reading

No

Why are you
creating this
module?

Figure 11: Flowchart for How to Order Material within a Module
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Generally, my final step in building a module is to look at the module as a whole to
determine how balanced it is. If the answers to the questions below are yes, and assuming the
module covers the topic sufficiently, then I consider it ready to offer in the training program.
Questions to Ask:
•

Are readings interspersed with activities?

•

If the module is lengthy, are there multiple points for tutors to stop and reflect?

•

Does the module end with a reflection that helps tutors merge the various facets of the
topic by thinking about how those facets interact with one another in actual practice?

•

Are theory and practice woven together throughout the module rather than grouped
before or after one another?

•

Do the various theory-practice pairings follow one another in a logical order for the topic
in question?

Sample Ready-to-Use Modules
Although a primary purpose of this book is to enable writing center staff to develop
modules responsive to their local contexts and needs, I can empathize with the desire for
something ready-to-use, especially for an initial year. In addition, good writing practices suggest
that sample papers are extremely useful to students struggling with unfamiliar genres, so
presumably sample modules would prove useful to writing center staff as they develop contextspecific material. What follows are four sample modules from our training program as it
currently exists: a sample introduction to L2 tutoring module, two sample focused-topic
modules, and a sample special project module for more advanced tutors. Again, it is important
to note that, although this is what our modules looked like at the time of publication, I do a fair
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amount of updating, revising, and reformulating in any given year. Anyone who visits to see our
program in action may not see anything that looks exactly like these samples.
Figure 12 shows a module that introduces tutors generally to the practice of tutoring
second language writers. If we consider this module in the context of the Building Topical

Questions under Self-Reflection on page 248

Reflect: Where did I start?
Read: Where do international students start?

Pages 9-18 in Gebhard (2010).

Read: The importance of names

Pages 62-67 in Dumas (2003).

Interview an international student.

Questions available as Interview Assignment
Sheet I in Appendix A on page 256

View: Writing Across Borders
Reflect: The cultural aspects of writing

Questions in Using Existing Videos on page 221

Reflect: Surface error
Consider the questions raised by the film about surface error. In particular, how do you decide how
much surface error to work on during any given tutorial? Is it ever okay to just provide a “quick fix” to
a paper? What factors into making that decision?
Read: Editing Line by Line

Linville (2009), pages 116-131 in Rafoth (2009).

Sample Paper Assignment: Examining the Reader’s Assumptions

Directions on page 134

Reflect: Sample paper assignment

Questions on page 134

Read: The Writing Center and Second Language Writers
Reflect: Respond to other tutors

Read Williams & Severino (2004).

Read over the reflections of other tutors and respond to some of them.

Figure 12: Sample Module—Introduction to Tutoring International Students
Modules material, the thought process for choosing a focus included both tutor problems and
relevant participants. The tutor problems addressed by this module are potential lack of
knowledge (Where do international students start?; The cultural aspects of writing; and Surface
error) and potential faulty assumptions (Examining the reader’s assumptions). Note that the
activities do not focus on tutor skill, for the most part. The goal of the sample paper assignment,
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for instance, is to uncover assumptions, not to allow tutors to practice correcting errors or
addressing other issues in the paper. The module focuses primarily on only a subset of potential
tutor problems. In contrast, the module does include all four relevant participants to some
degree: Tutors interact with the written document in the sample paper assignment, with the
writer in the interview with an international student, and with the writer’s backgrounds in
English and in writing through the choice of interview questions. The readings, as well, cover a
range of those options. The focus, then, might be said to be an introductory look at the various
aspects of tutoring cross-culturally that might pose difficulty for a tutor. The key word here is
introductory. That word allows for the exclusion of a wide range of theoretical and practical
material from this particular module (e.g., practicing error correction on the sample paper); in
effect, it sets the boundaries of the module because the tutor problems and the relevant
participants do not, in this instance, function in that material-limiting capacity.
Within these boundaries, the module offers both varied material and logical structure, the
next two requirements for building a module. Tutors read, interview writers, work with sample
documents, and view videos in addition to reflecting on what they have learned. This variety of
material is structured in two parts: writer and document. The first five to six assignments focus
on the writer, e.g., a reading about international student experience, an interview, a video. The
final assignments focus on the document, e.g., a reading about editing, a sample paper
assignment. Within the two-part structure of the module, readings and activities alternate and are
interspersed with reflections, some of which ask tutors to connect readings with experiences.
Thus, in addition to being varied and organized, the module as a whole answers the final
questions to be asked when building a topical module: readings and activities are interspersed
with one another; there are multiple points for tutors to stop and reflect; the final reflection
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allows tutors to think about the topic as a whole (in this case by responding to what other tutors
have written in the various reflections); theory and practice are interwoven (note the alternation
of activities and readings); and there is a logical order (the two-part structure mentioned above)
to the theory-practice pairings.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show topic-focused sample modules. A quick glance at the
order of items within each module makes it clear that tutor knowledge is one of the primary
problems being addressed by both modules. They begin with multiple readings and end with
activities, rather than with an even distribution of the two as in the Introductory module. This
format allows tutors to acquire knowledge first and to interact with it second. The assumption
for both modules is that tutors do not already possess much knowledge about the topics
generally. Although the order makes sense given that constraint, as a program developer, I
would look at these modules as ripe for further development in a development-cycle for which I
had no new modules in mind. The final sample module, Figure 15, shows one of the optional,
semester-long modules that experienced tutors can choose from. These modules do not follow
the format for building modules because the goal is for the tutor to delve deeper into a single,
narrowly-focused topic. This usually involves extensive reading at the expense of activities or
materials production. Because of this, these modules are limited to tutors who have already
undergone at least one year of L2 training and who have therefore completed at least several of
the regular topical modules. This restriction ensures that tutors attain breadth of knowledge and
skill before a focused depth of knowledge.
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Pages 43, 46-48, and 110-114 in Gebhard (2010)

Read: Politeness and Praise

Bell & Youmans (2006)

Read: Basic Culture Scales

Storti (1999) (extract culture scales from the book)

Reflect: Your culture

Questions under Self-Reflection on page 248

Read about Chinese students

(local material)

Read: The Classroom and the Wider Culture

Shen (1989)

Reflect: Cultural Cues
Think carefully about tutorials in the writing center (from making an appointment all the way through
to filling out an evaluation form). Reflect on the readings and how the writing center works.
• Are there cultural cues that are specific to North American writing center tutorials?
• What are they? How do they function to help the system run smoothly?
• Are they potentially problematic for international students more so than for domestic students?
• Relate any specific instances where they have caused problems/disruptions/difficulties in tutorials.
• What should tutors be aware of in order to help L2 writers work with the cultural cues?
• To what extent is the writing center setting high-context vs. low-context—is it the same as most of
American society? Different? If different, why?
• Where does the writing center fit on Storti's other scales?
Observation: Mirroring II

(page 190)

Observation: Mirroring I

(page 186)

Reflect: Mirroring Observations

Questions under Mirroring (pages 186 & 190

View: The Danger of a Single Story

Adichie (2009)

Reflect: One Story
Write a reflection on how the idea that "one story" is harmful relates to the idea that there is an
accepted/acceptable/preferred form of "North American academic writing." Feel free to argue that
there is no connection, but be prepared to explain why you think that.

Figure 13: Sample Focused Topic Module—Cross-Cultural Communication
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Read: Language Acquisition
Read: Theoretical Perspectives on Learning a 2nd Language
Read: Hot Dogs and Wild Geese
Read: English for those who think . . .
Interview an international student
Read: English Language Challenges in Academic Settings
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Pages 6-9 in Ur (2012)
Tseng (2009), pp. 18-32 in Rafoth (2009)
Pages 8-12 in Dumas (2003)
Pages 208-216 in Rafoth (2009)
Questions available as Interview Assignment
Sheet 2 in Appendix A on page 256
Pages 12-13 in Gebhard (2010)

Reflect: Learning a Second Language
Write a reflection in which you consider any or all of the following:
• From your own experiences, what was it like to learn a 2nd language? How does your experience fit
with the readings you have done just prior to this reflection? Anything seem familiar? If you have also
lived/worked/studied in a 2nd language setting, tie that in as well.
• In your tutorials with international students, how often do you have to explain the meanings of words
or concepts (that you would not have to explain to a domestic student)? How does this affect the
tutorial?
• What did you find most surprising in any of the readings? What did you find most useful for
tutoring? Did any portion of any article give you an "aha!" moment? Why was that?
• Using the information gained in the interview, provide a picture of second language acquisition from
the viewpoint of a particular individual.
Read: Guilt-free Tutoring
Observation: Second Language Acquisition in Action
Reflection: Observing SLA in Action

Blau & Hall (2002)
Directions on page 200
Questions under SLA in Action, page 200

Figure 14: Sample Focused Topic Module—Second Language Acquisition
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Step 1: Research the topic in academic journals
Research the topic of L2 writers with learning disabilities in the academic literature. Look for material related
to writing in English as an L2, material that would be relevant to writing center tutors. Note that you may have
to look outside the writing center field and then adapt material to fit our circumstances. You should spend no
more than 4-5 training hours on this step, including the written assignment at the end of the step.
Journals and search terms to consider [suggest some].
Written Assignment: Annotated Bibliography of the Research
Write an annotated bibliography of the material that you think is most useful for tutors or most relevant to
writing tutoring. The annotations do not have to be long—just a brief indication of what the article is about, its
particular usefulness, etc. Try to choose articles to annotate that might work well as an addition to this training
program, as material for a regular staff meeting, or as a document to be included in a collection of useful
information for tutors.
Step 2: Research or interview on-campus resources
Research the topic among on-campus resources. This may include websites, emails, interviews, etc.
• Significance of the problem of multilinguals with learning disabilities generally AND on this campus
• Similarities and differences between L1 writers with learning disabilities and L2 writers with the
same (what might be the same or different for tutors?)
• Strategies that would be useful for different kinds of learning disabilities, in particular strategies that
would work in a writing center setting
• Available on-campus help to which students can be referred
• Other things that came up in the research you did
You should spend no more than 3-4 hours of training time on this step.
Written Assignment: Resource List for Students
Create a resource list for multilingual students on our campus who are seeking help with learning
disabilities. This should be short and concise, but also clear and as free of idioms as possible.
Written Assignment: Handout for Tutors
Create a 1-page handout for tutors that offers a synthesis of what you learned about the topic, including the
problem and the potential strategies for addressing it.
Step 3: Tutor Resource Packet
Create a tutor resource packet for the topic. Some of the materials will be duplicates of things you turned in for
earlier steps. You might include the following information:
• What a tutorial might look like if a multilingual writer has a learning disability
• Strategies tutors could use during such a tutorial
• On-campus resources for students needing help or tutors wanting more information
• PDF copies of useful articles
• Anything else you think might be helpful for tutors
Think about the following as you format the packet:
• Think in terms of 1-page handout-style materials
• Create them for ease of scanning and quick reference
• Can be more than 1 page total—a “packet” is acceptable
You should spend no more than 2-3 training hours on this.
Step 4: Develop/Conduct a Research Study on the Topic
[Under the guidance of senior staff, this could replace subsequent training semesters.]

Figure 15: Sample Advanced Module—Learning Disabilities in Multilingual Writers
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Sustainability
As with most of life, a training program developer will never have truly “arrived”: there
can be no definite end point in a setting (academia) which constantly changes. Sustainability is
thus not only a relevant consideration when developing tutor education opportunities but is of
primary importance. Tutor turnover can affect the need for and the type of education. Funding
changes can affect the writing center’s ability to offer such training at all. Senior staff turnover
can bring a comprehensive, successful program to a screeching halt. While it may be impossible
to fully prepare for every eventuality, a little thought early in the process can make the difference
between a sudden end to training and a relatively smooth adaptation in response to changing
circumstances. This section offers some guidance about how to keep a training program easily
adaptable through a number of common changes.
Changes in Tutor Demographics
As the Introduction and the case study of the Purdue Writing Lab demonstrated (Chapter
One: A Case Study of an Intensive L2 Training Program), tutor demographics can vary widely
between years. In the first year of our training program, very few tutors had extensive
background with multilingual writers. Those who did have this background had little or no
writing center background. The combined topic—multilingual writers in the writing center—
was thus new to almost everyone in at least some aspects. In comparison, five years later, the
new incoming tutors had more writing center background, some of which included a certain
amount of L2 training, or more TESOL background. Introductory material was less relevant to
this group of tutors. If tutors are also students, turnover happens with every internship, offcampus study semester, adjustment in an assistantship, and graduation. Changes in tutor
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demographics should mean that program development is revisited in some fashion every year or
so, depending on local turnover rates.
Factors to consider:
•

Percent of new tutors versus returning tutors (who possess some amount of experience
with local training programs)

•

Writing center background of new tutors

•

TESOL, SLS, or multilingual education or experience background of new tutors

•

Language background of new tutors (e.g., whether they are multilingual themselves)

•

Confidence levels of all tutors

•

Tutor interactions (How do the tutors feed off of each other? In positive ways or negative
ways?)

Changes in Funding
The writing center community talks often about methods and means of educating tutors.
Should professional development occur prior to or concurrent with the first semester of tutoring?
Should it be a for-credit course or a series of staff meetings? How should it be funded? The
ubiquity of the question across writing centers would seem to confirm the basic premise of this
book: that tutor training (in this case, for working with multilingual writers) must take into
consideration the local context. In our context, we were fortunate to have funding external to the
Writing Lab with which to offer intensive, semester-long training; however, precisely because
that funding is external, we have no guarantee that it will exist in subsequent years. In effect, our
comprehensive program exists at the mercy of another unit on campus, raising the question of
what would happen to the training program should that funding be withdrawn.
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Perhaps the primary answer to that question lies with the developer of the program.
Tutor turnover already necessitates a mindset of adaptability, a continual re-evaluating of method
and content for appropriateness to the current tutor audience. The potential for funding variation
requires a similar mindset of adaptability; the developer must be willing to relinquish the past
creative work of developing the now-unfunded program and must be able to turn that creativity
toward the possibilities within current funding limits. How much time does current funding
allow, and what content fits within those limits? Answering these questions requires that staff
work within the realms of both the ideal (What would we offer if we had funding for all the time
in the world?) and the real (What portions of that are most immediately relevant for this year’s
tutors?).
Possible Methods when Funding is Limited:
•

Develop tutorial-length pieces that can stand alone and be picked up quickly if a tutoring
slot happens to be empty.

•

Close the writing center occasionally to conduct professional development as a group.

•

Seek outside funding to cover the cost of the training hours (e.g., from an international
center on campus or from an academic unit that sends a large number of multilingual
writers to the writing center).

•

Develop the program as a for-credit course that students could take as an elective (note
that this may not be possible, depending on state credit caps or departmental and
institutional requirements for courses, but it is worth considering whether an intercultural
communications course, for instance, could be created that might be useful for both
writing center tutors and, e.g., study abroad participants).
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Offer training as a certification program—students can choose to do it or not; those who
participate gain a resume or vita line-item, a Passport badge, or whatever form of
recognition fits current job climates.

•

Offer training events—tutors who choose to attend receive compensation time that they
can then use later to have time off from the schedule.

Factors to consider:
•

Tutors’ personal interest levels for this form of professional development (e.g., The less
personal interest there is, the more it needs to be part of regular work hours.)

•

Availability of potential campus partners (e.g., Is there a unit for supporting international
students and scholars who might be approached about funding or developing writing tutor
training?)

•

Percentage and distribution of tutorial cancellations (e.g., How often are there empty
tutorial slots, and how evenly are those distributed among tutors?)

•

Tutors’ non-writing center schedules (e.g., Is it possible to find a time when everyone can
meet together?)

Senior Staff Turnover
Ideally, senior staff turnover will happen less often than tutor turnover, but it can and
does occur. Preparing for senior staff turnover requires an understanding of what the staff
member does and the amount of time it takes. For instance, with our training program, I am
responsible for developing new material (choosing topics, researching appropriate readings,
creating activities, building modules), updating existing material (exchanging outdated readings
for up-to-date ones), implementing the program (creating training schedules, introducing and
explaining the program to tutors, following up to see that everything is working as expected and
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that tutors are completing work, responding to tutor work, handling difficulties related to
training, etc.), and evaluating the program. My job description claims that training tutors
occupies 40% of my work hours (16 hours), but these hours are not consistent across the
academic year. A typical fall semester includes more hours developing and updating and fewer
hours implementing or evaluating, while a typical spring semester includes the reverse.
Typically, more hours during the spring are spent implementing and evaluating and almost no
hours are spent developing.
Creating a single new activity involves thought, outside reading, discussion with tutors or
other staff, physical creation of materials, and testing of those materials. The development of a
single new activity might take ten or twenty hours of work, but that work is usually spread out
over a month or more. Developing an entire module, which includes creating multiple activities
and identifying readings as well as the work of putting the module itself together, may take five
times that amount of time and an entire semester to finalize. Updating existing material takes as
much time as I allow and includes reading broadly in all relevant fields, examining existing
modules for imbalances or actual lack of useful activities, and comparing tutor evaluations from
the previous year with the existing material in order to locate weak or less useful aspects of
modules. In any given fall semester, I might create one, or possibly two, new modules, and
update a number of existing ones in at least some small way.
The work of spring semester is more like teaching a course. Getting everyone started on
the training involves explanations at new tutor orientations or staff meetings, sending email
reminders, and physically checking in with individual tutors as they begin their training.
Thereafter, I look at everyone’s progress at least once every two weeks in order to address any
gaps and to see if there is some sort of problem (e.g., unable to complete an activity due to lack
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of appropriate tutorial to observe or a missing book). During the semester, I meet with small
groups of tutors to discuss what they have been learning and how, or if, they apply it to actual
tutoring. This is also an opportunity for them to raise concerns about tutoring multilingual
writers, to share strategies with one another, and especially to be encouraged by hearing other
tutors’ stories. In any given spring, I may have 15 small groups that I meet with at least twice
during the semester for thirty minutes at a time. Usually this results in two weeks of meetings in
order to keep everyone’s chance to talk spaced more or less evenly across their training weeks.
The primary time commitment for spring, however, is responding to tutors’ input in the
discussion boards or reflection blogs and offering feedback on any work generated as part of an
activity. This work varies in time commitment depending on the number of tutors employed and
on which modules tutors choose. During Year One, for instance, the tutors generated 162 email
message threads, with up to eleven messages in a single thread. At the end of Year Five, the
graduate tutor reflection blog held 108 entries, and the undergraduate discussion board had 306
entries. 25 The length of these entries varies considerably, depending on the topic, the amount of
time a tutor has to spend on that particular part of the program, and whether or not the tutor is
someone who prefers to think in writing. The longest entries run multiple paragraphs and
possibly more than a page, while the shortest may be only three or four sentences. During any
particular week, responding thoughtfully to everyone’s work might occupy fifteen to twenty
hours.
Responding to tutor input is an especially important part of the program because tutors
may be so intrigued by something new they have read that they may not think critically about it.
For instance, one of our modules uses Kaplan’s Doodles in conjunction with Severino (1993) to

25

For around half the tutors, some blog entries are from a previous year’s training, but all of the discussion board
postings are from Year Five.
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introduce both the idea of cultural aspects to writing and the understanding that thinking this way
can be problematic. Undergraduate tutors, in particular, can be so taken with the doodles that
they fail to pay adequate attention to the problematizing of Kaplan’s work. 26 My role in
responding thus includes encouraging tutors to think beyond their initial “isn’t this great?!?”
reaction. Even for less problematic aspects of the program, tutors can miss opportunities to
explain what they know in greater detail or to share more precisely how things work for them in
tutorials, and this information could be useful to other tutors reading the postings. New tutors
very often gain useful strategies by hearing experienced tutors share their stories. My job, in
responding to posts and holding small group meetings, is to encourage that explanation and
precision. Interaction with tutors is thus a large portion even of our self-study form of training.
With an understanding of what the job entails and the amount of time it might take, it
becomes possible to consider sustainability in the event of senior staff turnover. Someone I
know worked in a job where employees and managers regularly discussed the answer to the
question “what happens if you get hit by a bus?” While this might seem somewhat macabre, the
underlying goal is valid: if any lapse in service matters, then someone needs to be prepared to
immediately take over the job when unforeseen circumstances arise. For writing center training
purposes, this results in two questions. First, how urgent is it that training continue undisturbed
in the event that the senior staff member in charge is no longer available (for whatever reason)?
If dropping a semester or year of multilingual writer training is acceptable, then the natural chain
of events could involve pausing the training program while identifying who will take over.

26

This may raise the question “why include Kaplan at all?” There are several reasons to do so. Tutors may run
across this material in other contexts (it is so memorable!), so including it allows us to also problematize it. In
addition, the training aims to include tutors in the field’s theoretical conversation. Including Kaplan and Severino
together introduces the idea that there actually IS a conversation, as well as asking tutors to participate in it.
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Second, how would the training program need to be structured so that program director absence
would have little effect on program continuation?
The answers to these questions depend in part on the actual circumstances of the absence
and in part on the structure of the program itself. For instance, the program explained in our case
study could continue for a short amount of time without any extra effort on anyone’s part
because it is a self-study Blackboard course. If the staff member in charge of the course left, the
site could be reallocated to another staff member by completing some paperwork, and the course
would run a short time without extra effort, although it would eventually become out-of-date. 27
In the event that the course administrator/developer was abducted by aliens and shipped to their
home planet—or received such a lavish windfall of book royalties so as to retire in style—
someone would have to take over the following aspects of the training: reply within the learning
management system to tutor posts and uploads (during the semester); make face-to-face small
group discussions happen (during the semester), problem solve (during the semester), update or
revise existing materials (long-term), and develop new modules (long-term). All of this takes a
certain amount of time per week—remember, my official job description says 16 hours per week
for all aspects of L2 tutor training—but a pause for seeking a replacement training developer
would not be a huge problem. If, however, the training program consisted of one or two all-staff
meetings during a semester, someone would have to immediately replace the missing staff
member or the events could not go forward as planned, nor could currently-unplanned events be
planned.
No one wants to think about the worst, but sudden death can and does happen. Sorting
things out in the aftermath can be time-consuming; when our director passed away suddenly, it

27

If a fellow staff member had been listed as a course instructor prior to the adverse event, that person would still
have access while the transfer was taking place.
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took an entire semester to install an official interim director. In the meantime, existing staff had
to fill in the gap. Preparing at least somewhat for the potential worst-case scenario means that
when the staff member in question merely moves across the country to a new job the situation
will be (and will seem) less dire. Assuming an amicable parting, the former program developer
might still be willing and available to answer questions about the training program or to offer
suggestions for directions to pursue. Planning for the eventuality of staff change helps to ensure
program continuity.
Questions to Ask:
•

Does the training format (e.g., Blackboard self-study modules) remain relatively stable
from year to year? If so, how long could the existing program continue with only
minimal (or no) staff oversight?

•

How many and which senior staff have the necessary knowledge, qualifications, or
interest to develop L2 writer materials or to interact with tutors on existing materials?

•

If the training is hosted on a course site like Blackboard, what are the requirements for
transferring control of that site to a different senior staff? Does the site require joint
control prior to an adverse event?

•

If the program as it currently exists cannot be handled by a different senior staff (whether
due to technical requirements, staff abilities, or something else), does any material exist
that could quickly replace current training on short notice? Who has access to that
material?

•

What is the minimum number of work hours that would be required to allow someone to
continue the desired level of education? What other work can be safely ignored in the
short term to make those hours available for immediate use with the training program?
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Will there be some sort of trickle-down effect? E.g., if staff member B takes over the
training for staff member A, who takes over some of staff member B’s other work?

Wrapping Things Up
Questions have been asked and hopefully answered for the local context. Focus, needs,
methods, staffing have all been considered, as have questions of funding, tutor turnover, and
long-term sustainability. Now it is time to begin choosing activities and readings, to grow a
program that answers local needs, to fit together theory and practice in a way that makes sense
for local circumstances. Section Two provides a head start on possible activities. Section Three
offers an introduction to some of the theory. Revisiting from time to time the questions
sprinkled throughout this book will help keep the train(ing) opportunities on the right track.
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Section Two: Hands-On Activities
“Understanding and accommodating cultural differences is, to a great extent, what ESL
instruction is all about. . . . Tutors are there to help with the whole spectrum of writing
processes, not to be talking grammar handbooks” (Harris & Silva, 1993, pp. 528 & 530).

“There is also a tendency among humans to see their own social and cultural group as highly
nuanced and differentiated but to be less able to fully grasp that all social and cultural groups
are equally nuanced and differentiated. . . . The most effective way for writing center tutors to
experience these nuances firsthand is to take advantage of the visits of these multilingual,
multicultural individuals to the writing center and show interest . . . and so get to know them one
by one” (Leki, 2009, p.13).

“[Native English Speaking] tutors who make an effort to understand English from a linguistic
perspective and bring this understanding to the writing conference will be better tutors than
those who do not make this effort” (Rafoth, 2009, p.209).
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Although training programs often include reading and discussing scholarly articles, tutor
education for working with L2 writers should transcend the theoretical. Tutors benefit greatly
from the chance to work directly with sample papers, to speak directly to actual writers, and to
reflect not only on readings but also on experiences. The activities in the next few chapters are
divided by type of materials used or work completed: sample papers, observations, videos,
interactions, and a miscellaneous category which includes both online resources and the
production of useful materials. This organization allows for quick comparison of activities
within each division. For instance, if a staff member conducting training wants to work with
sample papers, he or she can easily skim through all sample paper options to choose the one best
suited to current objectives.
The drawback to this approach is that a staff member planning training might not know
which sort of material is best suited to the objectives. Will it be more beneficial for tutors to
work with actual texts or with actual people? Should the activity involve interaction or merely
observation? Is the aim for tutors to produce or to reflect? A listing of activities for training
might also be usefully divided into categories such as these, so that the one setting the goals and
making the plans can choose between general goals rather than between specific materials. In
order to remedy this deficiency, the chart in Table 2 divides all of the activities into the following
categories: text-based, people-based, materials-based, and mixed (some combination of the
others).
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Table 2: Activities divided by mode of interaction
Text-Based

People-Based

Materials-Based

Mixed

Examining the
Reader’s
Assumptions (133)

Comparison
Checklist (183)

Cultural Aspects of
Assignment Sheets
(137)

Tutorial Transcripts
(202)

Reverse Template
Application (143)

Mirroring
Observations I & II
(186 & 190)

Citation Exercises I
& II (154 & 157)

Comparing Tutorial
Video with Writer’s
Paper (217)

Organization and
Reverse Outlines
(147)

Discourse Analysis
(195)

Using Existing
Videos (221)

Producing Videos
(225)

Reconstructing
Organization (150)

Second Language
Acquisition in Action
(200)

Producing
Documents (240)

Long-term Projects
(240)

Types of Error
Correction and
Analysis (161)

Video—Record and
Reflect (227)

Developing
Presentations (240)

Tutoring Narrative
(253)

Grammar Practice
(166)

Interviews (235)

Exploring Online
Resources (244)

Error Marking
Checklist (170)

Small Group
Discussions (238)

Sentence Structure
and Subordination
(173)

Self-Reflections
(248)

Sample Paper
Vocabulary Exercise
(175)

Chapter Seven: Sample Papers, Chapter Eight: Observations, Chapter Nine: Videos, and
Chapter Ten: Personal Interactions & Other Options all follow similar formats. Each chapter opens
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with any relevant general information about working with that chapter’s material type. For
instance, the chapter on sample papers opens by discussing methods of and issues related to
building a library of sample papers for use in training activities. This introductory material is
followed by the activities themselves. Figure 16 shows the general format of each activity. Each
activity starts with a very brief explanation of potential goals followed by a list of necessary
materials, a description of activity directions, some suggested discussion and reflection
questions, a more in-depth discussion of expected outcomes, and, where available, sample tutor
Activity Name
This activity will help tutors [brief explanation of goals].
Required Materials:
•
•
•

A video clip of [details about subject, location, etc.]
Copy of [observation form] [available in Appendix . . . ]
Etcetera

Activity Directions:
1. Watch the video and pay attention to [the focus of the form being used]
2. Write a brief note indicating [something about the focus]
3. Etcetera
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•
•
•

To what extent did tutor and writer [do whatever the focus indicated]?
Could you tell anything about [facets of the focus]?
Etcetera

Expected Outcomes:
Tutors must often work with writers who [details of what tutors gain from this
activity].
•

“I do feel a lot of tension in the fact that I was willing to ignore minor mistakes .
. . . [continued details of what tutor learned from the experience.]” (Tutor
pseudonym).

Figure 16: General Format of Individual Activities in Chapters Seven through Ten
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responses drawn from our training program. In addition, an appendix for each category includes
reproducible materials for the activities in that section.
The Activity Directions section of each activity contains a stripped-down version of
whatever directions I provide our tutors. Sometimes I provide them an actual document, a
direction sheet they can download from Blackboard; sometimes the directions are minimal
enough that they can be included in the Blackboard item itself. Figure 17 shows the direction
sheet I provide with the Reconstructing Organization activity (see page 150 to see how the list of
activity directions compares). I have annotated the sheet in Figure 17 with bold text in brackets
to demonstrate my thought process when creating such a document. Generally, the direction
sheet is intended to clarify things that might be confusing, to circumvent errors that previous
tutors have made when using the activity in question, and to allay tutor fears (e.g., “I can’t finish
that amount of work in one hour!”). Lack of clarity, types of errors, and particulars of anxiety
will all be context-specific, which is why I did not include my versions of direction sheets with
this book. The Activity Directions section for each activity is sufficient for carrying out that
activity; local context will determine whether or not additional information needs to be provided
for tutors.
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Paragraph Structure Activity
1. Collect the folder labeled “Paragraph Structure Activity” from the top shelf of the L2
bookshelf in room 224. [Clarity of location for any items that may not be obvious
to tutors.]
2. Inside you will find two smaller envelopes, each containing one 106 essay cut into
individual sentences. [Description of material ensures that if pieces are missing,
tutors will realize that.] It is your task to reconstruct the sentences for each paper into
an organized essay. You may need to work on each essay during different weeks.

[Explanation of expected time frame, especially if it will span multiple training
hours.] Points a, b, and c below may help, but it is not necessary to work on this task in
that order. [Hints, especially if previous tutors had certain types of difficulties
with this activity.]
a. Identify a thesis statement, if you can.
b. Group the sentences by topic. This will give you some idea of what paragraphs you
will have.
c. Within paragraphs, arrange the sentences into some logical order.
d. Decide where paragraph breaks should be.
e. Move to Step 3 only after you have the essay completely arranged.

3. In the Blackboard course, open the Complete_Paper.pdf or Complete_Paper_2.pdf
document. These are the original versions of the papers. [Explanation of material they
will be using; it is sometimes surprising how tutors will interpret something
(see the Cautionary Tales for details of that). If there is any chance of
confusion, an explanation ensures tutors interpret materials correctly.]
Compare your version to the appropriate original version. Jot some notes on any of the
following questions. You will use these notes to write a reflection of this activity.

[Highlight what is coming next, in order to allow tutors to be adequately
prepared for the upcoming portion of the activity.]
a. Did your reconstructions match the originals closely, a little, not at all? What was
similar or different between the originals and your reconstructions?
b. How easy or hard was it to reconstruct the essays? What factors in the essays
themselves made it easy or hard? What sort of clues did you use as you ordered
sentences?

c. [Continue with the rest of the Questions for Discussion and Reflection.]
4. When you are finished, please mix the strips of paper back up, return them to their
individual envelopes, and place the envelopes into the larger activity envelope for the next
person to use. [Explanation of how you want them to leave materials that other

tutors may need to use—only necessary for something that may not be clear or
that needs to be left in a certain order (e.g., in this case, mixing up the sentences
again).]
Figure 17: Sample Direction Sheet with Annotations in Bold
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Chapter Six: Considerations and Cautionary Tales
Considerations
Interactions in a tutorial setting occur between three parties: tutor, writer, and document.
In tutorials with an L2 writer, any of these can be the source of a problem; thus, all of them are
useful areas of focus for training activities. Before looking at specific activities, it is important to
remember the primary context constraint for all writing centers that I stated in the Preface:
working with L2 writers in a writing center crosses disciplinary boundaries, involving at
minimum both the writing center and second language studies fields. Research abounds about
educating writing center tutors generally or about second language writing generally (see the
Topical Resource List). Material even exists about tutoring L2 writers. In contrast, very little
specific, detailed, nitty-gritty, here’s-how-to-do-it material exists on how to train tutors to work
with this specific population, to provide them with L2 writing expertise. Hence, in searching for
theoretical materials on which to base the practical, search across disciplinary boundaries—in the
scholarship of writing centers, second language studies, education, and perhaps other fields.
In addition to the primary context constraint, there are six points worth noting. I list them
below along with brief explanations, but, for the most part, they are self-explanatory. The six
considerations are followed by three cautionary tales, drawn from events that occurred at various
times in our training program.
Consideration #1
Activities should be developed based on a local context need. Observing tutorials, talking with
tutors, listening to them talk with one another—all these methods can help with identifying an
area of need. What are tutors struggling with when tutoring L2 writers? Do they realize it is a
struggle or not?
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Consideration #2
Activities should be based on theory. Once an area of need has been identified, it is important to
research the topic in order to provide a sound basis for whatever activities are developed to
address that need. What does the larger field say about this area of struggle for tutors?
Remember, again, that larger field includes more than just writing center work.
Consideration #3
Activities should be as hands-on as possible. They should allow tutors to work with real
documents and real people often, but they should also be varied. What can the tutors touch,
manipulate, speak to, observe?
Consideration #4
Activities should be based on a desired outcome; they should be focused and specific and not
merely random. For instance, tutors are not simply observing; they are observing X in particular
(e.g., who talks the most, the type of questions the tutor uses, the body language of both parties).
Consideration #5
Activities should be developed with respect to constraints of time, space, material, and tutor
capability. In other words, consider whether or not the activity can be humanly accomplished
within the local context constraints. Read on to the Cautionary Tales for examples of what can
happen if this consideration is neglected.
Consideration #6
Activities should be structured to address tutor assumptions. Activities should make these
assumptions visible to tutors in some tangible way. Identify what tutors might be assuming and
think about how to make that assumption visible to them.
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Cautionary Tales
Prior to springing activities on unsuspecting tutors, consider this: good ideas are not
automatically equivalent to workable ideas. In the development of any training program, a
period of testing will occur, either prior to implementation, which is to be preferred, or during
implementation, with tutors as test subjects. The cautionary tales which follow help to clarify
this need for a period of testing, and they serve as a warning to those who might wish to bypass
this important step.
Cautionary Tale #1: Testing during implementation, or Outcomes are not always
predictable
During Intensive L2 Training Year One, I created the “Examining the Reader’s
Assumptions” activity. Tutors read a presumed-L1 essay; in reality, I had simply removed most
of the grammar errors from an L2 writer’s document. After reading, tutors speculated on the
identity of the writer (male vs. female, L1 vs. L2, basic vs. advanced writer, undergrad vs.
graduate), listed all the things that could be worked on during a tutorial, and rank-ordered them
in terms of importance. A week after working with the presumed-L1 text, tutors read a second
essay and completed the same tasks. Although they were unaware of the details, this second
essay was the original L2 document with errors intact. I then asked them to reflect on the
experience.
The expected outcome was for tutors to become aware of how the surface appearance of
a text may lead to faulty assumptions about what sort of work a writer still needs to do and, from
there, to inadequate tutoring of that document. For most of the tutors, this objective was met.
Tutor reflections indicated that the exercise forced them to confront some of their own biases
about writers that were based on frequency of error.
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How prejudging a paper might alter a tutorial: “Okay, so I found myself thinking that I
would approach these papers the same way and wondering if I was wrong. I had a hard
time determining the difference between the NES and the NNS other than judging
by blatant grammar errors. Trying to identify the writer made me wonder how I judge
other papers and how that alters my approach to the paper or even my grading” (Sharon).

•

How grammar can be a major distraction: “I was surprised by my response to the
second paper; I found myself way more distracted by grammatical issues than I thought I
would be. I did end up making similar comments regarding organization, citation/source
use, argumentation, etc., but doing so was more difficult because I was so focused on
issues that really didn't prevent me from understanding the essay's content” (Lynne).

•

How faulty assumptions can cause harm: “What really surprised me, though, is that in
my first read-through I pretty quickly assumed Paper 1 was by a NNS, but when I looked
at it again to prioritize tutoring concerns, I realized there actually were not any errors
specific to NNS—the grammar and articles were correct. But the simple sentences, as
well as the overall quality, led me to the assumption that the essay was by a NNS. I think
this is troublesome in some ways, since it can be dangerous to assume that poor essays
are not by native speakers; on the other hand, assuming this is a NNS's paper edited for
grammar, it really shows that simply fixing grammar, and nothing else, does not make a
good paper. The paper's need for greater sophistication remained, as well as the simple
sentences . . .” (Amanda).
From these reflections, we could easily assume the objectives of the activity were

accomplished and thus the activity was a success, but remember, this is a cautionary tale. Things
are not quite so simple. During the first year this activity was used, tutors discussed their
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reflections in a small group meeting rather than posting them in writing on a discussion board, so
there is no archive of exactly what those test-case tutors said. There is a record of my
understanding of what they said. In a subsequent year, in my discussion board responses to
tutors completing this activity, I explained the unexpected result from that first year: I had a
tutor who thought plagiarism was the most important thing to work on in the tutorial because the
one writer had obviously copied from the other writer. I would never have thought of that (but
then, I know the circumstances surrounding the two papers). For at least that one tutor, the
outcome of the activity was not even close to what I had envisioned as I created it.
In addition to outliers like this, not all tutors experience an Aha! moment during this
exercise. For some, the activity is straightforward—decide what to cover in a tutorial and how to
prioritize it. When they reflect on the exercise, they simply talk about the fact that both papers
needed the same kinds of global help and mention the differences between reserving time to
address grammar in a tutorial or not doing so even when there are global concerns. For instance,
Brenda commented that the papers needed similar help overall, but she also noted that the
addition of grammar as an issue would result in different tutoring strategies:
“I had the same basic assumptions/reactions to both papers, although my
strategies changed for each of them. . . . Overall, my largest concerns were shared
between the two papers: use of sources/citation and the problems between patchwriting, plagiarism, and quoting versus paraphrasing. I was also concerned about
organization and the use of evidence, particularly the emphasis on the problems
with medication versus the lack of attention on exercise, which was supposed to
be the main topic of the essay. The use of overly broad claims was also an issue I
had ranked towards the top for both. The difference comes primarily through
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grammatical issues, which are far more prevalent in the second essay. . . . ”
(Brenda).
Such wide variation in tutor reaction highlights the need for activities to be accompanied by both
reflection and some form of discussion, whether in person or through a discussion board.
Outlier responses are not necessarily problematic or lacking in value. In Brenda’s case,
for instance, while her reflection did not demonstrate an uncovering of her own assumptions or
biases about a writer’s identity, it did demonstrate an awareness of the issues surrounding the
problem of whether or not to, and how much to, address grammar in a tutorial:
“I would probably be more likely to recommend another near-future visit to the
Writing Lab with the second paper, too. I think in order to use the time wisely, I
would have to prioritize in a way that means the paper will still have a long way
to go to being successful. For that reason, I would encourage the student to work
through some of the larger issues and maybe some of the grammar issues, and
then to come back to go through that new draft. I feel like the second student and I
would both perhaps be a bit frustrated by the end of the appointment and need
more time/space to think it through” (Brenda).
The activity thus opened a space to discuss not only the intended issue (how do surface features
of a text interact with my assumptions to affect my tutoring?) but also to consider related facets
of that issue (when I am sidetracked by grammar, how do I approach that in a short tutorial?).
In this case, testing the activity prior to implementation may not have worked, depending
on how many or which tutors were testing it. While the reflection served as a portion of the
benefit tutors received from the activity, tracking the reflections also allowed for a closer look at
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the outcome of the activity and a deeper understanding of the various ways in which its use could
be successful.
Cautionary Tale #2: Testing prior to implementation, or The developer’s ability to
complete the activity doesn’t mean everyone else can as easily
In Year Three and following of our case study, a research project in the Writing Lab
brought to light the fact that, while tutors often negotiated a different agenda (prioritizing global
concerns) than a writer initially stated (prioritizing grammar), many tutors just as often reverted
back to the writer’s grammar-priority during the body of the tutorial. In other words, tutors
appeared to lack a real awareness of their actual focus during tutorials. At about the same time, I
was reading a book that touted the value of teachers conducting discourse audits in their
classrooms (Weissberg, 2006). The noted concern (tutors appear to lack awareness of what they
actually do) and the outside reading aligned well, and I began developing the Discourse Analysis
activity.
Weissberg’s brief explanation of discourse audits mentions the features he suggests
tracking: who speaks (e.g., number of turns per speaker, length of turns per speaker), the type of
speech (e.g., authentic or known-answer questions, uptake of the previous speaker’s comment,
back-channeling), and some other miscellaneous items (e.g., wait-time, modeling). Tutoring,
like teaching, involves a fair amount of talking, and preferably that talking is actual conversation,
so I borrowed from Weissberg’s explanation and began creating a form for tutors to use while
observing tutorials. The original form looked something like Figure 18 (no extant draft of that
tutorial—who was speaking, for how long, the types of questions and who was asking them, the
types of response. By this point in our training program (third year and following), I knew first
version is available). The idea was for tutors to note and time various events during the enough
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do a few test runs of the materials before implementing them. I quickly discovered that what I to
had been envisioning was impossible in real life. It turns out that tutorials actually take place
Speaker

Length
of
speech

Were
they
reading?

Type of questions
tutor asks: known
answer or authentic?

Tutor
uptake of
writer’s
speech

Writer
Backchannel
asks
from the
questions listener

Figure 18: First draft of the Discourse Analysis Chart
very quickly when considered on the level of speaker turn. A single turn can be only three or
four seconds long. Observers would be able to track instances of multiple things (reading,
silence, back-channeling) or to time a limited number of things, but they could not easily do
both. I took the idea back to the drawing board and tried again.
When revising newly-created activities, it is helpful to consider the relative importance of
various parts. For instance, the initial format of the discourse analysis activity asked tutors to
identify the speaker by writing down tutor or writer each time the person spoke. Tutorials by
definition are limited to two speakers—tutor and writer—so asking the observer to write in the
speaker’s identity for each turn was irrelevant and a waste of time, especially when time is
measured in seconds. The activity became immediately more usable simply by adjusting the
chart to include a column for tutor and a column for writer; tutors only had to write amounts of
time in the appropriate column rather than both naming speakers and writing amounts of time.
Similarly, having tutors mark an X in already-labeled columns for known-answer and authentic
questions took less time than having to write out the words each time a tutor asked a question.
Version 2 (also lacking any extant copies) looked something like Figure 19.
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Turn length in
seconds
Tutor

Writer

Tutor Questions
Known Authentic Back-channel
Reading Answer Question from listener?

Writer asks a
question

Figure 19: Middle Version of the Discourse Analysis Chart
For the second test-run, I solicited the help of Eleanor, an experienced graduate tutor.
She patiently tried several versions as I continued to tweak things based on her experience and
feedback. With each revision, the previous version was overwritten, hence the lack of copies of
earlier unworkable versions. The final version (Figure 20) asks tutors to count in seconds the
speaking turns of tutor and writer and the amount of silence, to mark with an X whether a turn
involved reading aloud the document, and to mark with an X whether tutor questions were
Turn length in seconds

Tutor

Writer

Tutor Questions

Known Authentic Back-channel
Silence Reading Answer Question from listener?

Figure 20: Final Version of the Discourse Analysis Chart
known-answer or authentic and whether either participant back-channeled the speaker. Whether
or not the writer asks questions was dropped because the main purpose is for the tutor to notice
tutor speech in relation to writer speech. The silence category was added due to Eleanor’s
feedback. In addition, Eleanor’s feedback turned us toward some of the practical logistics of the
activity: having tutors start with video-recordings of sessions rather than with live sessions. As
Eleanor explained after observing one session, “I also had a harder time keeping time as the
session went on. Having a watch was excellent. I just kept my head down for most of the time.
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Looking up & down a lot would have cost time. The 3 boxes to check worked pretty well. . . . It
was pretty useable but something I think would get easier with practice, too.” Videos allow for
starting over or pausing the dialogue, so having a tutor initially experience the method using a
video provides practice in a more manageable setting. As a result of feedback like this, the final
activity involved using the final version of the form with video-recorded tutorials into which I
had inserted a working clock with a second hand. After completing a few of these, tutors then
used the form with live tutorials. The concluding portion of the activity asked tutors to record
one of their own tutorials and then watch/listen to it using the discourse form. For an activity
such as this one, if I had not pre-tested and refined it prior to implementation, I would have
succeeded merely in frustrating my tutors rather than enlightening them about the way that talk
played itself out in their sessions.
Cautionary Tale #3: Testing isn’t the only way to gain new insight, or Explanations and
demonstrations for outsiders can shed new light on the activity even after it has been
implemented
Sometimes there is more to learn about the usefulness of an activity for training purposes,
even after carefully testing it before or during initial implementation. At IWCA 2016, a graduate
tutor and I offered a workshop that allowed participants to try out some of the activities that our
tutors had been doing for several years. One of those activities was the Mirroring Observation I.
This activity asks tutors to observe several tutorials from somewhere in the room and to track
nonverbal language—who makes what sorts of gestures or facial expressions and does the
opposite person mirror that in any way? Because we could not import an in-person, full-length
tutorial into a workshop half-way across the country, we decided to use clips from videos of
actual tutorials. To make it easier for workshop participants to pay attention to nonverbal
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language (and because we would not have external speakers with us at the conference), we
decided to simply mute the audio. The results were quite interesting.
First, we discovered that when the audio is entirely removed, nonverbal language and
mirroring become immediately clear and obvious. There is a lot to think about when you can
only see two people interacting rather than hear what they say. When conference attendees
reacted to the muted video in a similar manner to the way the tutor and I had responded during
our planning of the presentation, I began considering how I could adapt the set-up of the activity
for our tutors. Perhaps they could start with the muted video observation and progress from
there to live tutorials. It was certainly food for thought.
Second, and perhaps of even greater importance, was the fact that separating the video
and audio led to assumptions about what was taking place that may or may not have been
accurate. As the tutor and I were watching and preparing the video clips, we noticed one place
where the writer was very obviously mirroring the tutor during a stretch of back-and-forth
dialogue. The tutor commented on the obvious rapport the two were sharing at the moment, an
opinion she maintained only until I played her the clip again with the audio. The audio that
accompanied that close mirroring made clear that the writer was disagreeing with something the
tutor suggested. The tutor had been firm about a suggested word change; the writer was
questioning that change in a somewhat retiring yet definite way. The writer knew she was right
but seemed hesitant to clearly state the tutor was wrong. The mirroring took on a whole new
meaning—as a way to preserve the working relationship despite the disagreement, rather than as
an indication of rapport.
The end result of our presentation to an outside audience was that we came away with
two new options for adjusting the activity, both of which could strengthen educational takeaways
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for tutors. Pre- or during-implementation testing of new activities is not the only method for
improvement. Revisiting them after they have been in use for a while, especially if doing so in
an outside context, can shed new light on the familiar and can open up new possibilities for
future training.
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Chapter Seven: Sample Papers
Sample paper activities will benefit tutors the most if writing samples are similar to
papers typically seen in the local context. “Similar to,” in this case, includes a variety of factors:
nationality, gender, academic classification, course, language level, etc. Because it is often
useful to have a ready supply of sample papers, writing centers should consider routinely
collecting sample papers of various genres and ability levels. Be sure to use a written, signed
permission form for each paper collected. On that form, consider potential use of those papers
more broadly than in-house training (e.g., might a potential conference presentation someday
need to show sample writing to support the argument and thus need to be IRB-approved?). 28 Be
sure, also, to protect the writers’ identities; de-identify papers, assign numbers or pseudonyms,
store signed forms in locked cabinets, or take other measures to ensure the privacy of the writers
who generously shared their writing.
Examining the Reader’s Assumptions
This activity helps tutors become aware of the assumptions they make while reading a document
and of how those assumptions support or interfere with their ability to address rhetorical
concerns in a document rife with grammatical errors.
Required Materials:
•

A short paper written by an L2 writer. Ideally this paper will be representative of the
papers brought to the writing center, will contain linguistic features common to L2
writers, and will also contain instances of typical student difficulty with rhetorical aspects
of the paper such as organization.

28

In my experience, if the method proposed for a research project also falls under “customary writing center
practice,” it becomes much easier to gain an exemption for it. Since there are so many in-house uses for sample
papers, it makes sense to establish the routine collection of papers as common practice.
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The same paper with only the grammar errors corrected (try to preserve the meaning as
much as possible, but also the sentence structure, vocabulary level, etc.)

•

A demographic/tutoring plan sheet—1 copy for each paper (see Appendix A, page 178).

Activity Directions:
1. Give each tutor a copy of the corrected paper. The tutors are to read the paper, mark the
appropriate demographics based only on what they have read, and create a tutoring plan
for the paper.
2. Give each tutor a copy of the original paper and have them do the same three things. It is
helpful but not necessary for steps 1 and 2 to be separated by some length of time, e.g., a
week.
3. After completing both parts of the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either
in writing (e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g.,
during a staff meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Were your assumptions about the authors’ demographics the same or different? Why?

•

What did you base your assumptions on?

•

Were you surprised when you read through the second paper? Why or why not?

•

How similar or different were the tutoring plans for the two papers? Why did you make
these choices?

•

What type of additional knowledge would you need in order to help this writer?

Expected Outcomes:
Tutors commonly fall into four groups with this activity: 1) Those who don’t notice
anything about the two papers and thus miss out on anything specifically L2 about the
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experience; 2) Those who notice the similarity but assume that one student copied (plagiarized!)
from the other; 3) Those who notice but are not surprised because they have enough background
knowledge or experience to recognize both drafts as having been written by L2 writers,
regardless of the presence or absence of grammar errors; and 4) Those who experience an Aha!
moment when they realize that the presence or absence of grammar errors has caused them to
make assumptions about the writers. The second and fourth groups face a challenge to their
assumptions about writers and papers: the second because of assumptions they make about
international students and plagiarism and about L2 writers and grammar errors, the fourth
because of the realization that the presence of grammar errors results in an unconscious shift in
their thinking about the writer and the paper.
The activity has benefits for all tutors, however, regardless of which outcome they
experience. Removing the grammar errors allows tutors to focus on the rhetorical problems the
paper may exhibit. Adding the errors back into the paper allows tutors to grapple with the
question of whether or not the sentence level problems are an important concern and whether or
not they hinder communication enough to warrant immediate remedy. In addition, in reading the
paper first without and then with the errors, tutors are exposed to their own tendency to focus or
not on mechanics at the expense of other issues. Thus, the exercise can provide a level of selfknowledge about working and reading habits that might otherwise be unavailable.
The exercise also asks that tutors attempt to distinguish between male and female writers
and between undergraduate and graduate writers. These categories ultimately have no bearing
on a tutor’s ability to assist the writer in question; however, they do allow tutors to see, in
retrospect, that they can be distracted from rhetorical issues by many other factors. Interestingly,
tutors tend to have either definite opinions about, e.g., whether the writer was male or female or
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to struggle greatly with the question. Each semester, at least a few tutors mention in passing how
difficult it is to identify the writer, and they always talk about the various reasons why this is so.
The comments listed below provide a look at how tutors think about (or struggle with) this
activity overall.
•

On determining gender: “The hardest one of the categories to assign, however, was
gender. I had a difficult time deciding if I thought the writer was male or female (and
debating if one can determine gender from writing). I ultimately opted for male based on
the topic of the paper (but my inner-feminist was grumbling about it!)” (Eleanor).

•

On false expectations: “I do feel a lot of tension in the fact that I was willing to ignore
minor mistakes in Paper #1 [presumed NS] but unwilling to do the same for Paper #2
[presumed NNS]. . . . This exercise has helped make me see that sometimes the
differences we notice are less about what is actually in the document we are reading and
more about the expectations we have for who students are and what they need from a
tutorial” (Jason).

•

On self-awareness: “What I found more useful, though, was the close juxtaposition of
two papers that were for all intents and purposes identical, albeit with different levels of
grammatical fluency. The realization that two papers, one by a native writer and one by a
non-native one, had very similar global issues led me to reconsider how I approach non
native writing. That is, I tend to prioritize grammar, spending almost the entire session
addressing the student's sentence-level concerns, but fail to address other, ‘higher-order’
issues like organization, argument, and use of evidence” (Stephanie).

•

On the invisibility of one’s own assumptions: “Since I didn't pick up on any gender clues
while reading the papers, I was really struck by [another tutor’s] assumption that the
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stronger writer was a woman writer. I had to stop and think for a few minutes about this
because I was thinking about whether or not I also fall back on some of these
assumptions without even quite realizing it” (Erica).
The Cultural Aspects of Assignment Sheets
This activity helps tutors think about how cultural differences can affect a writer’s ability to
successfully complete a writing assignment, either due to lack of knowledge the writer is
assumed to have or due to cultural restrictions on addressing a topic in a certain manner (e.g.,
critically).
Required Materials:
•

A collection of writing prompts. Ideally, these will cover a variety of topics but will be of
the sort that students in the local context tend to receive.

•

One possible source for these would be first-year composition instructors.

•

A direction sheet with the questions below listed on it.

Activity Directions:
1. For each writing prompt, consider the following questions:
a. Are there aspects of the assignment that someone who is unfamiliar with
American culture 29 would have trouble with? What are they?
b. If you were working with an international writer who brought in these
assignments, how would you help the student understand what they were being
asked to do? You might start by listing what things need to be included in each
essay (for example, does the assignment prompt imply that the writer will need to

29

There is nothing particularly American about this activity. If it is being conducted elsewhere in the world, simply
rephrase the question to fit the location.
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define terms as well as argue a point?). You might also talk about how the
required parts might need to be organized for an American academic audience.
c. How easy or difficult do you find it to understand an assignment for yourself?
How easy or difficult is it to help someone else understand?
2. The questions can be answered in writing (e.g., discussion board posting or blog) or in a
group discussion.
3. If the tutors are also instructors, it can be beneficial to ask them to make an attempt to
rewrite the assignment to alleviate any problem aspects of it without substantially
changing the assignment. If this is not possible, they should offer some suggestions for
how the instructor might handle the problem (e.g., alternate assignment, extra coaching
on the cultural aspects of the given assignment, something else?).
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

In addition to the questions suggested in Activity Directions Step 1, tutors can discuss
how the problem of culturally-loaded assignments affects tutors who work with
international writers.

•

Share situations in which the problem a writer had was the result of a culturally-loaded
assignment. What strategies could be used in such a tutorial to address the difficulty?

Expected Outcomes:
Tutors must often work with writers who have either not yet begun an assignment due to
confusion or, perhaps more commonly, who have misunderstood the assignment. Understanding
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that a portion of the confusion or misunderstanding might be cultural can aid tutors as they
attempt to address the writer’s difficulties. A significant portion of what we are here calling
culture falls under the heading assumptions people make. Instructors seldom (if ever!) set out to
purposely and maliciously confuse their students. Unfortunately, like everyone else, they tend to
operate under a set of assumptions about how things work or how they should be done or about
categories of knowledge that all students will possess a passing acquaintance with. Asking
students to write an essay critiquing the public school cafeteria system may not raise any red
flags for an instructor who is not consciously considering the cultural backgrounds of the
students; however, some international students will be hesitant to write anything that is critical of
the government (including the public school system) because this was forbidden in their home
countries. 30 Often writing center tutors are confronted with writers seeking help with
understanding either the assignment or an instructor’s comments. Unlike the woman in the
video, writers in these circumstances may not be consciously aware of the assumptions they hold
that are conflicting with instructors’ assumptions.
Tutor reflections on an activity like this range from the practical to the theoretical. They
find in the activity a reminder to make use of the assignment sheet during a tutorial, but they also
speculate on whether cultural neutrality is a worthy goal for an assignment or, indeed, even
possible.
•

On why tutors must be ready to explain assignments: “First thoughts [about cultural
aspects of assignment sheets]? It's a pain. My first experience tutoring an international
student . . . was in my first semester in graduate school, working with a freshman from
China whose English class had been given the task of reading the poem Jabberwocky and

30

Oregon State University’s video Writing Across Borders (Robertson, Burton, & Ede, 2005) includes footage of a
woman explaining her experience with this exact question.
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then continuing the poem by composing two further stanzas of their own. It was an
assignment I would have loved and one I would have loved to give, but it was hell for
this poor kid who came into the lab. I had never really considered before how contextual
are the effects of not just the meanings but even the sounds of the words we use. There
was a potential learning opportunity for an ESL student in the assignment, but only if
handled with a level of care (and more time) than was given for the rest of his class.
Many of the assignments in the sample packet fall into that category of ‘potential learning
opportunity if handled well.’ . . . Because of this, tutors have to expect to do a certain
amount of explaining of assignments, both the form and content. The former, we discuss
often, and are likely to have taught, but we also need to become practiced in helping
students grasp, and find more sources to help them grasp, the sort of cultural knowledge
(like branches of government, the abortion debate, American sports culture, etc.) that they
may be expected to write about. It's also a reminder of the importance of having the
assignment prompt there in front of us during the session” (Pete).
•

On how culturally-loaded assignments affect the writing center: “One thing that
surprised me when I first started tutoring was that many international students frequently
asked questions about the expectations of instructors, particularly for [First Year
Composition and International First Year Composition]. At first I was puzzled that a
student would ask a tutor to interpret the wording of an assignment or the intentions of an
instructor rather than going directly to the instructor for clarification. After a few months
it became clear to me that the Writing Lab is often seen as a neutral area or safe space
that can be much less intimidating than going directly to an instructor for help. This
activity helped me realize a few things: first, it's really hard to completely excise
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culturally-loaded terms from an assignment sheet, in part because pedagogy is steeped in
American academic culture. Second, instructors can be oblivious to this (as I was until
recently) because it can be incredibly difficult for students to admit confusion or a lack of
understanding to an instructor; thus, instructors might assume silence to mean everything
is okay. Third, as tutors, we frequently see students’ frustration and confusion more
directly than instructors ever do because we are in a unique position between
recognizable authority figures and dependable peers (or even colleagues for grad
students). Thus tutors are either asked to answer difficult questions that involve
interpreting someone else’s assignments, or we encounter resistance, frustration, and
discouragement that seem to be coming from nowhere. This makes our job challenging
because students likely will not see their difficulties as coming from culturally-loaded
assignments; to them, the fault might lie in their own understanding rather than in the
instructor’s lack of clarity. I see this all the time when a student comes in convinced that
they don’t understand how to do an assignment but the document itself is not in as bad of
shape as they suggest. The real problem is there is no clean solution to this: both
instructors and students may not be aware of the causes of the issue, and there is only so
much we can do in a single session” (Jason).
•

On whether cultural neutrality is possible: “I don't know if consistently writing
culturally neutral assignments is possible. It's a noble goal, and one we should try for,
especially in certain pedagogical contexts, but we'll have to be gentle with each other and
be prepared to fail pretty often. Our culture wraps around us in unexpected and
unexamined ways. That context qualifier is important. Part of learning a new language is
learning about the cultures that go with it. Ideally, when an instructor includes a
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culturally bound component in an assignment, she does it deliberately, with forethought,
and prepares her students for it. But I doubt that this kind of awareness is possible in any
sort of consistent way (I can only imagine how exhausting it would be to go through my
workday cultivating a keen awareness of ALL my cultural assumptions—even assuming
such a thing were possible), and I wonder if it's really as desirable as I've started out
assuming. All a student's cultural shocks can't be pre-sanitized. Eventually the language
user is going to have to go out and encounter these things in the wild and make missteps.
Maybe getting a few of these ‘shocks’ in the safety of the classroom helps to equip the
student with the cultural sensitivity and resilience to manage the awkwardness and
misunderstandings that're bound to crop up. Looking back at what I just wrote, I think
I've probably made too much of that. In the context of a [First Year Composition] class,
where a certain minority of my students are not American-born native speakers, I need to
at least try to minimize the disadvantage I place them at. In a troubling number of cases,
the university has admitted these students in spite of the fact that they lack the language
skill to succeed on their own. This leaves their instructors in the position of providing
remedial language instruction and either grading these students on a different scale than
the rest of the class or allowing a bright and frankly plucky young person to fail in a
situation in which there was never much hope of success. I assume that when these
students meet the minimum language requirements for admission, they trust that this
means they can succeed. At their age, they don't have the experience to make this
evaluation on their own. Gaa, now I've turned this into a rant and I'm almost out of time.
Coffee. I need coffee. To try again to address the question: Because the matter of cultural
neutrality in assignments is so thorny, I, as a tutor, need to pay more attention to my
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students' prompts to try to see if they are laboring under any cultural misapprehensions. If
I discover that this is an issue, then clearing that up may be the most helpful thing I can
do” (Tom).
Reverse Template Application
This activity offers tutors a strategy for examining the rhetorical moves a writer makes, allowing
for more focus on organization and logic rather than on content.
Required Materials:
•

Sample templates and information about what templates are and how they can be used
(e.g., see Graff & Birkenstein, 2006, or King, 2007)

•

Three papers: published writing, tutors’ writing, L2 student writing. Ideally, the
published writing will be academic material on a topic that a general reader will be able
to understand at some level. The tutors’ writing should be something they have written
(or are writing) for a college level class. The L2 student writing should be similar to the
majority of international student papers seen in the particular writing center.

•

A direction sheet telling tutors how to apply the background material to the sample
papers.

Activity Directions:
1. For each of the three papers, tutors should complete the following steps. These may be
done as a group exercise or as an individual exercise followed by reflection.
a. Read the information about templates and their use.
b. In the paper, locate a sentence or sentences where the author has done something
similar to one of the templates. Ideally, this would be the thesis or a topic
sentence.
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c. Write out the sentence using that template (with the parts labeled).
d. If the sentence does NOT fit any template listed in the reference material, create a
template based on the sentence. Underline the words that would be replaceable if
someone else were trying to use the template.
e. Decide what type of template you have created (e.g., comparison, cause-effect).
f. Try writing a sentence for a paper on a different topic using the template you
wrote out in step c or d.
g. Skim through the rest of the paper and decide if that template makes sense based
on how the rest of the paper develops the ideas.
2. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What was easiest or hardest about creating templates to fit already-written sentences?

•

What did you notice about the use of templates among the three types of sources? Did
one type already have template-like sentences? Was it easier or harder to create a
template based on the writing of one type or another?

•

How well did the particular template you came up with explain or fit with the
development of the ideas over the course of the whole paper?

•

Do templates seem potentially useful as a tutoring tool for helping writers to see the
rhetorical moves they are making? Why or why not?

•

Do templates seem more useful prior to writing or as a way to revise writing for logic and
organizational clarity? Why?
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Expected Outcomes:
This activity helps tutors sidestep the content of papers and examine the work being done
by the various sentences. The writer is using sentence X (or paragraph Y or even word Z) to
[explain, argue, define, compare, reject, etc.]. Looking at the rhetorical moves of sentences or
sections rather than at the content can help the tutor and writer as they work on issues of focus
and organization.
In addition, tutors gain a strategy with which to help international writers, who may have
had no prior exposure to or education in standard forms of North American academic writing.
For instance, international students may lack extensive experience with the five-paragraph essay
structure and its accompanying thesis-statement-supported-by-topic-sentences format. 31
Although most college essays should move beyond that structure, students who have been
exposed to it generally possess some knowledge of expected organizational patterns (e.g., early
placement of thesis or topic sentences) because of their prior experiences with writing fiveparagraph essays. In contrast, international students may lack that exposure and thus be at a
disadvantage when assigned a writing task.
Tutor comments show that they struggle with the idea of using templates, thinking them
too formulaic. At the same time, they may look past their discomfort with templates and
differentiate between useful and potentially dangerous.
•

Tutors comment on the positives and negatives: “I am a little torn on the use of
templates. As a seasoned writer who comes from more of a creative writing disciplinary
background originally, I can't imagine using them myself. I feel like over-relying on them

31

The verb may is important here. Test exposure (e.g., TOEFL) may mean that writers were exposed to a version of
the five paragraph essay, though such exposure may not have been as extensive as it is for many domestic students,
nor internalized as well.
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could make it hard to know when a template is or is not appropriate for a given situation
or audience. However, I can imagine that templates would be really useful for L2
students or even L1 students who struggle with writing or organization. The templates
provide a way to delineate between the thoughts and research of others vs. one's own
original arguments or ideas. Templates also might be a great way to get out of situations
where a writer feels stuck or unsure how to start. Perhaps most importantly, I can
imagine that learning how to use templates in one's writing could set some groundwork
for learning to write your own more original sentences. The kind of structure provided by
a ‘they say/I say’ type of template or book of templates could set a pattern
for thinking about how to organize or set up an argument, even if the actual sentence
templates aren't used. A template works well as an introduction to academic writing and
academic structures, even if the actual idea of sentence templates feels a bit too much like
math for me” (Brenda).
•

Tutors wonder about balance: “The last few exercises [about using templates] were very
thought-provoking. On the one hand, I could readily see the benefit of using templates for
non-native speakers. When it comes to incorporating academic sources in their texts, non
native students would probably find the vocabulary aid of templates helpful when it
comes to features such as common prepositional phrases or action verbs (according to X,
as X comments, X argues that, etc.). . . . On the other hand, I'm thinking about the
response I received on using a template to restructure a piece of published writing. The
passage from the published writing was engaging, humorous, and colorful; the template,
by comparison, was clear but rather bland and impersonal. I'm wondering, then, how to
find the right balance for using templates: when non-native speakers can use it to aid their
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vocabulary and when it might limit their opportunities to use word choice in an
interesting way” (Edwin).
Organization and Reverse Outlines
This activity provides tutors with a strategy for checking organization prior to reading through an
entire paper, a skill that is necessary due to short appointment times, long papers, and tutor
tendency to get distracted by grammar errors while reading a document straight through.
Required Materials:
•

Two sample papers such as are commonly brought by international students to this
particular writing center. Ideally these will be in an electronic format that allows the text
to be manipulated via word processing software.

•

Computer with a blank word processing document open.

Activity Directions:
1. Without reading the whole paper, copy the thesis sentence and the first sentence of every
body paragraph into the blank document in the order they appear in the student's paper.
2. Read through only those sentences from beginning to end and consider these questions:
a. What sort of order does the thesis sentence promise? Is it delivered in the paper?
b. Does the order make sense? Do the points follow logically from one to the other
in the order they are listed, and do they all relate to the thesis in some way?
c. If not, why not? Does it help to rearrange them in some way? Try this in your
blank document.
3. In the sample paper, read through each paragraph and decide which sentence is the main
point (topic sentence). It may or may not be the first sentence. Underline the topic
sentence of each paragraph.
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4. In your blank document, copy the thesis sentence and then the underlined sentences in the
order in which they appear in the paper.
5. Read through this new set of sentences and consider the following questions:
a. How many of the topic sentences were NOT the first sentence of the paragraph?
b. How many were the last sentence of a paragraph?
c. Does this order (thesis and underlined sentences) make more sense than the
original order (thesis and first sentences)? Why or why not? Or is it the same?
6. If you think that some other order would make more sense, move the sentences around so
that you have a list in the preferred order, then go back to the sample paper and move the
paragraphs around to fit your new list.
7. Read through the paper, adjusting transition words as necessary. Make as minor of
adjustments as possible—the goal is not to rewrite the paper. Has it actually improved?
Why or why not?
8. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What was the effect on the paper of the different organizational patterns (whether in the
whole paper or just within individual paragraphs)?

•

How would you work with a writer who brought in this paper asking for help with
organization or flow?

•

How would you work with a writer who thought the organization was good?

•

Do you find it easy or difficult to spot problems with organization? Why?
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Expected Outcomes:
Two potential problems with organization can occur in L2 writing: the writer may apply
an organizational pattern that is inappropriate for the audience (native speakers of the writer’s
second language), or the writer may have used the writing as a way to figure out what he or she
wanted to say, whether consciously or not, and the writing may thus lack any workable
organizational structure. In either case, problems such as this can be overshadowed by
mechanical errors in a way that seldom happens for domestic writers. This exercise provides
tutors with a strategy for checking the organization of a paper without having to read through the
entire paper at the start. Ideally, the exercise will benefit the tutors in two ways: it will provide
practice in looking beyond the mechanical level of the paper, and it will demonstrate the efficacy
of a quick check of organization before reading the entire draft.
Tutor comments may show pre-existing knowledge about the ideas in this activity, as in
the comments below, but tutors still benefit from explaining their own method for addressing
organization and from comparing their method to the activity method. In addition, if tutors are
reading and responding to other tutors’ posts, one tutor’s commonly-used method may be new to
other tutors who read the post.
•

Tutors compare the training with previously-used tutorial strategies: “Something I
noticed while reading the sample papers was that the student would usually end with their
topic sentence. I noticed that the paragraph would build up to the topic sentence. In [the
writing center], I have had similar papers to the examples. I have a specific method I use
during these situations. I first start with the thesis. I ask specifically what the thesis is and
where it is placed. Then, I ask them to summarize their supporting paragraphs into one
sentence. When the student summarized the main point of their paragraph, they are
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forming a topic sentence. Then, I show them the sentences they made. Once we have a
bullet point list of the topics in their paper, we talk about placement and organization.
When the student sees their topic sentences in front of them, they usually know where to
place certain paragraphs. They just need help with making a list of their topics. I have
only had a few students who needed help with organization. But, my method has been
successful in the past” (Melissa, undergrad).
•

Tutors consider how to combine training with previously-used strategies: “Recently, I
have had a lot of tutorials where students wanted to work on the organization of a paper,
so this exercise came in handy. I realized that the way I tend to go about these tutorials is
to first have the student summarize their points and what they have written in each
paragraph of their paper. I then look at how they have their ideas organized and if it
seems to make sense so far. However, after this exercise, I really like the approach of
looking at the topic sentence to see the organization and simultaneously see if the topic
sentence is actually representative of the paragraph/main idea. I think that a combination
of the two approaches could lead to the best tutorials on the overall organization of a
student's paper. This method can also open up discussions for topic sentences, expanding
on an idea, thesis statements, etc. I think working with this approach and really involving
the student in the process can help them to better grasp the idea on their own” (Maggie,
undergrad).

Reconstructing Organization
This activity allows tutors to set aside grammar errors in order to focus on aspects of sentences
that aid the reader in following an argument’s logic. It allows tutors to grapple with their own
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reading practices—e.g., what words in a sentence caused them to want to juxtapose it with
another sentence—so that they are better able to explain to writers the needs of readers.
Required Materials:
•

Sample L2 paper or paragraph of the sort that is typical for the local context.

•

A printed copy of the sample paper or paragraph turned into strips—one sentence per
strip. If the document is originally a Microsoft Word document, it can be turned into a
list of sentences by using Find/Replace to replace the period (.) with period enter enter
(.^p^p). 32

•

A direction sheet telling tutors how to work with the strips.

Activity Directions:
1. Using the paper strips, reconstruct the essay or paragraph into what you think is its
original form. Use whatever organizational cues you can find (e.g., transition words, an
identifiable thesis, or topic sentences).
2. Tip: if working with a whole essay, group the sentences by topic to start to formulate
paragraphs.
3. Once you are satisfied with your reconstruction, open the original document and compare
it to your version.
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).

32

Thanks go to Nick Carbone (2014) for details of how to turn a document into a list of sentences that can be
addressed as a grammar exercise.
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Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Did your reconstruction match the original closely, a little, not at all? What was similar
or different between the original and your reconstruction?

•

How easy or hard was it to reconstruct the document? What factors in the document
made it easy or hard? What sort of clues did you use as you ordered sentences?

•

If there were large differences between your version and the author’s version, what type
of revisions will the writer need to make in order to improve the logic of their sentence
order? (Be careful not to assume that your order is the desired end result—it is, however,
one example of how a reader responded to the material.)

•

Are there cultural aspects to the differences between your version and the original
version, or do you think it is simply a matter of experience with writing and revising?

•

Assuming the paper needed help with organization, how might you address that in a
tutorial without simply telling the writer to move this here or that there? For instance,
could you adapt this exercise for use in a tutorial? Or is there some other method you
could use to help the writer see the problem with organization?

•

What if the writer disagrees with your opinion about the organization?

Expected Outcomes:
One of the goals of this assignment is for tutors to ignore sentence-level issues in order to
grapple with organizational aspects of a document. When a tutorial starts out with reading a
document aloud, it becomes easy for tutors to simply default to line-by-line editing, regardless of
their original intentions. This activity lets tutors set aside their grammar concerns and think
specifically about organization. Working with the individual sentences of a document can aid
tutors in thinking about what cues they use as a reader to follow the logic of a written document.
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Comparing their reconstructed version with the original version can help them think about what
cues might have been missing and how to talk about this with a writer.
As one of the newest additions to our training program, this activity has not yet been
widely used. Eleanor, the only tutor to attempt the activity to date, reflected on the activity in
terms of difficulties she had as a reader and translated those difficulties into suggestions for the
writer.
•

On the difficulty of distinguishing between introduction and conclusion sentences: “I
found I made the most mistakes in the introduction and the conclusion. I put sentence #3
in the conclusion, for example. In some ways, this makes sense a little as these two
paragraphs perform similar ‘big scope argument’ functions. The student and I might have
a conversation about how to structure the thesis if I could not immediately pick it out (as
it should be the most obvious sentence—in this genre especially). We could discuss what
elements need to be provided early to give context and what elements go where to
draw/explain meaning. I expect to see similar information in these paragraphs (though the
composed paragraph performs a different function)” (Eleanor).

•

On the role transitions play in helping a reader follow logic: “I could often cluster
sentences together correctly but did not always get the right order. For example, I
identified sentences 13, 14, 15, and 16 as being related, but had them in the wrong order
(e.g. 15, 13, 14, 16). This, to me, signaled a need for better transitions. The ideas clearly
went together but I was having a difficult time seeing how. I would suggest to the student
to look at connection and how the sentences build on each other (old information first,
transition phrases, etc.). I would help the student see this, for instance, by looking at the
example of the story [Eleanor mentioned earlier in the posting that the easiest sentences
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to correctly arrange were those that were telling a story]. Stories are sometimes easier to
write because students understand the cause and effect structure that defines plot. We
could look at how the story connects ideas and then build on that to help the argument
part of the paragraph” (Eleanor).
Citation Exercise I 33
This activity recalls for tutors aspects of citing sources that they may no longer consciously think
about: the location within a paper or sentence, the balance of cited and original material, and the
vocabulary used for calling attention to borrowed material.
Required Materials:
•

Two or three sample paragraphs that contain in-text citations. Ideally, the paragraphs
will be taken from different sources and from different portions of a paper (e.g.,
introduction, body paragraph). Depending on the particular goals for the activity, papers
may be from published sources, or they may be sample student writing (e.g., one
international student and one domestic student, or two international students).

•

Question sheet for each paragraph (see Appendix B, page 178)

Activity Directions:
1. Highlight all of the sentences that have any form of citation in them. Use one color of
highlighter for sentences that reference the author in the sentence and a different color of
highlighter for sentences that include only parenthetical citations.
2. Complete one question sheet for each paragraph. Note: If the goal is to end up with true
percentages, you may have to demonstrate how to do this with a sample paragraph.

33

This exercise is a modification of a tutoring tip on page 43 in Reynolds (2009).
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3. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What sorts of citation issues have you dealt with in tutorials with international students?

•

What vocabulary in the text allowed you to identify borrowed material (other than the
parenthetical material or the author’s name)?

•

What formal instruction on this topic have you personally had and at what level in school
did this occur?

•

Based on that information, can you expect international students to have had the same
experience or to possess the same background knowledge about citation? If not, how will
that affect tutorials?

Expected Outcomes:
Presumably, most tutors will already be accomplished users of correct citation format
and, perhaps, also accomplished correctors of incorrect citations and of outright plagiarism. This
exercise, therefore, aims to call attention to aspects of citation about which tutors may no longer
think consciously: the choices a writer makes related to location within the paper as a whole and
within individual sentences (parenthetical vs. in-text references); the balance a writer maintains
between source use and original material; the strategies a writer uses to call attention to the act of
borrowing words or ideas. In addition, and most importantly, the exercise requires tutors to
consider the extent to which their prior education provided them with expertise in these matters
and, therefore, whether a tutor (or instructor) can safely assume that anyone who speaks English
will know these nuances.
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Undergraduate tutors generally agreed that they had received, at times extensive,
education in in-text citation practices. The activity and its reflections helped them consider the
extent to which they should or should not assume that their own educational experience was
typical for L2 writers.
•

On the tutor’s unfamiliarity with what a writer might already know: “. . . Phrasing like
‘according to,’ ‘found,’ and ‘a more recent study’ indicates the presence of citations and
outside information. This type of citation is very familiar to me; I remember all my high
school English and writing teachers teaching the class how to use this type of citation
where the research/researcher is directly referenced. I don’t know if any of the clients
come in with the same knowledge, but I would assume there is some understanding of
citations, their importance, and how to do them. I’d be interested to know to what extent
the international students are familiar with this” (Clarissa, undergrad).

•

On potential variation among writers with respect to knowledge about citations: “I know
that I was taught this information while I was in high school, but I do not recall learning
about citations in detail at all in college. Because of this, it is very possible that the
client’s level of knowledge with citations will vary. Some will know absolutely
everything, but it is more likely that many more may need help with the specifics or the
best possible way to incorporate a citation” (Maggie, undergrad).

•

On being taught a formula for referencing an author in the text: “Because the second
selection frequently references authors in their text, it also employs language consistent
with borrowed material. In the second sentence, the writer begins with ‘According to,’
then citing an author. In the same sentence the writer references an author’s name with
‘referred to.’ I recall being taught to use some of these phrases (specifically the gerund
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phrase-comma-author’s-name combination as utilized in the second paragraph:
‘Researching status attainment among 1338 survey respondents, Tsai (2010) found that .
. . ’) in my high school composition class. I have also come to use these naturally as a
product of reading academic papers. However, it would be unwise to assume all of my
clients have been taught to use this verbiage or have read American academic papers
extensively” (Rob, undergrad).
Citation Exercise II 34
This activity helps tutors develop awareness of the range of possible ways to address citation use
during a tutorial, from the picky nuts-and-bolts of things like the placement of periods to cultural
reasons for citing sources.
Required Materials:
•

Sample student papers that use a fair amount of citation of varying kinds (summary,
paraphrase, direct quote). Ideally, the writer will not demonstrate a firm grasp of citation
practices, so that some instances are done well and some need a bit of help.

•

Direction sheet which includes definitions for any terms your tutors may not find familiar
(e.g., paraphrase vs. summary).

Activity Directions:
1. For each paper, see if you can find examples of direct quotes, summaries, and
paraphrases. Tip: you do not need to read the entire paper. Assume correct citation
practices and start with the material that includes parenthetical citations.
2. Count how many of each the writer has included and check to see whether or not they are
incorporated into the sentences smoothly and in a well-written manner.

34

This exercise is a modification of a tutoring tip on page 43 in Reynolds (2009).
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3. Note whether there are any instances where a single sentence contains multiple citations.
What impression does that give?
4. Is there a paragraph that has multiple citations within the paragraph? If so, read it
carefully and see if you can determine which content belongs to the writer and which
belongs to the cited sources. If you are able to determine this, decide which phrasing or
terminology or sentence structure allowed you to differentiate between writer and
sources.
5. Look for instances where a citation should have been used. Tip: a good place to start is
with large blocks of text that lack any citation.
6. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What sort of citations were the writers most likely to use—direct quotes, summaries, or
paraphrases? Why do you think that might be?

•

How well did writers handle the citations they used? Were they well-introduced?
Correctly cited? Would you say these writers have a good grasp of citation practices?

•

As you were skimming the documents to look for these things, did you notice any places
that lacked an in-text citation but might need one? If so, why might the writer have
handled citations correctly in one place and not in another?

•

If these writers came to a tutorial and asked for help with citations, what sort of help do
they need, or what sort of help might you provide that would be useful?
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Could you tell whether the writer was an L2 writer based solely on how citations were
used? If so, in what way do you think L2 writers use citations differently than
comparable L1 students?

Expected Outcomes:
Citation practices can be a huge issue when working with multilingual writers. Cultures
vary in their understanding and acceptance of the idea of intellectual property, so any one
writer’s experience with citation may well be zero in L1 writing and limited in English writing,
depending on whether writing beyond the sentence or paragraph level was taught in earlier
English programs. In addition, it is hard to summarize or paraphrase material when vocabulary
is limited, so even writers familiar with American expectations for source use may struggle to
handle material correctly and well. Depending on the backgrounds and English writing
experiences of the writers, tutors may need to work with citation issues anywhere from outright
plagiarism (potentially due to a lack of understanding of conventions) all the way to the picky
nuts and bolts of where the commas and periods are supposed to go in APA style.
An exercise such as this can help tutors learn to pay attention to the various types of
citations that a writer might use and (hopefully!) to think constructively about whether those
types have been handled appropriately. In addition, tutors learn to think about how they might
respond when a writer with a particular type of citation issue asks for that sort of help. Should
tutors simply show the correct way to do it? Walk the writer through step-by-step? Do one
sample and ask the writer to do the next? Have a theoretical conversation about the rationale
underlying American citation practices?
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Tutors working with these documents commented that NS writers struggle with citations
just as much as L2 writers. At the same time, they also noted differences in citation use between
two sample papers both written by L2 writers.
•

On the similarity between L1 and L2 writers when citing sources: “To me, it seemed that
these students were new to using in-text citations but they made mistakes that anyone
could have made, whether they were native [English] speakers or second-language
speakers. . . . One student seemed to use more citations than the other, especially direct
quotes. This might be because the student trusts the quoted person's words more than
their paraphrased version or their own thoughts on the subject. I think that both papers
could have used better transitions to their use of citations but I see that in domestic
writers' papers as well. Citations are a difficult thing to know how to do correctly and a
lot of second guessing comes with it when you are just starting out” (Sandie, undergrad).

•

On the differences between using sources effectively and merely citing them correctly:
“Sample Paper 3, as others have said, read more like an opinion paper due largely to the
fact that it had few citations and many broad statements. Sample Paper 6 on the other
hand, relied heavily on the use of sources to present their argument. I counted 11
citations! In general, Sample Paper 3 could have benefited from more citations, and
Sample Paper 6 could have benefited from (dare I say?) less citations and more effective
use of them. While the citation video is a good resource for explaining how to cite, I felt
that these students (especially the one who wrote Sample Paper 6) could have used more
information on how to effectively use sources, not the nuances of parenthetical citations .
. . ” (Mark, undergrad).
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Types of Error Correction and Analysis 35
This activity provides tutors with knowledge about and practice in several systems of marking
grammar errors. In addition to helping tutors think about methods for working with grammar,
the activity can help them think about working with grammar generally and about their own
tendencies when doing so.
Required Materials:
•

Four short papers written by multilingual writers. Ideally each paper will contain a
variety of mechanical errors common to second language writers. It is also helpful if the
papers contain more than one instance of the same error (or very similar errors—e.g.,
multiple problems with verbs, even if some are with verb tense and some are with verb
form).

•

Planned order in which the tutors will read/mark the papers.

•

Information about the treatment of error in L2 writing (e.g., Ferris, 2011, or Linville,
2009; see the Resource List, page 263, for more possibilities).

•

Information about using color-coding to mark errors, and an easy-to-use color-code key
(see Brown, 2010, for details about using color-coding to mark grammar). Include in the
color-code key only those errors that tutors should focus on.

•

Highlighters in the same number of colors as used in the key. Retractable highlighters
work well. In a pinch, anything with color will do (e.g., colored pencils).

35

This activity was inspired by my reading of Ferris (2011). In particular, several of the methods listed in Step 2 of
the Activity Directions were borrowed from her Questions for Discussion and Application on page 53, and the idea
of asking tutors to compare for one error type the number of correct uses with the number of incorrect uses came
from the questions on p. 112. .
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Activity Directions:
1. Have the tutors read the information about the treatment of error or hear about it at a staff
meeting.
2. Tutors should mark errors on the four papers by using each of the following categories
for one paper. Whoever directs the activity should specify which paper is to get which
error treatment so that all tutors are marking the papers in the same ways.
a. Mark all errors using any indirect system that makes sense to you. In other
words, mark errors, e.g., by circling them, but do not correct them.
b. Mark all errors using direct feedback. In other words, mark errors by making
corrections directly on the page.
c. Read through the paper without marking anything and identify three or four
patterns of error (errors that are made more than once). Go back through the
paper a second time and mark only those errors that fit one of those three or four
patterns.
d. Familiarize yourself with the color-coding system and use that to mark only the
listed errors.
3. Each tutor should conduct an error analysis on one of the four sample papers. It helps to
use a clean copy for this. The error analysis consists of the following steps:
a. Read through the paper and identify at least one pattern of error.
b. Mark all of those errors with underlines.
c. Find places in the paper where the writer used that structure correctly and
highlight all instances of correct usage.
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d. Compare the incorrect and the correct usage: Does the writer appear to
understand or misunderstand the grammatical rule?
4. After completing both parts of the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either
in writing (e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g.,
during a staff meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Which of the four types of error correction was the hardest or the easiest? Why?

•

Which type of correction seemed like it would be most beneficial to the writer? Why?

•

Do any of the four types seem usable in a writing center context? Why or why not?

•

Do you think everyone who tried the four systems would end up agreeing with your
assessment or is there a personality aspect to this?

•

Share the results of your error analysis. Did the writer understand the rule or not? If you
were working with this writer, what feedback would you give on this particular
grammatical structure?

Expected Outcomes:
This exercise generally results in a number of benefits to tutors. One thing that confronts
the tutors immediately is the strength of their focus on errors. In particular, the color-coding
exercise can prove difficult because it requires tutors to limit themselves to a small number of
error types. For tutors with a strong immediate attention to error, this proves very difficult. In
addition to learning the strength of their own error focus, tutors also gain some understanding of
their own strengths and weaknesses with respect to finding and correcting errors. This is
especially true if the reflection portion of the exercise includes verbal discussion about and
comparison among tutors of the errors found in each sample paper. The direct correction option,
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in particular, often provides much grist for the discussion mill in that many errors can be
corrected in more than one way, often with slightly differing meanings.
Beyond this sort of self-knowledge, grammar correction activities such as these offer
tutors expanded options for thinking about and working with grammar and mechanics in a paper.
For instance, although it would be difficult to use the color-coding system in a 30-minute
tutorial, the act of using the system to mark a paper provides tutors with the experience of a)
noticing a pattern of error, and b) limiting their focus to a few sorts of errors. Both of these
strategies can prove useful in a tutorial when a writer is pushing for grammar help. Rather than
merely line-editing the draft, the tutor can choose to scan for a pattern of error or to focus the
session on one or two specific sorts of errors, with the result that the writer (hopefully!) learns
something about his or her own writing, as well as how to improve it.
One tutor who completed this activity found that the exercise helped him think not only
about potential strategies to use during tutorial sessions but also provided food for thought both
about working with grammar more generally and about his own tendencies when doing so.
•

On the difficulty of focusing on one error type: “I found it surprisingly difficult to focus
on one type of error, because so many errors are connected that fixing one doesn't
necessarily make the sentence, or even the clause, correct. In one paper, I chose to focus
on verb forms, as there were a lot of misused gerunds, yet I also found myself underlining
verb tense errors, as well as verb number issues. This gets even more complicated when a
verb requires a certain preposition and the client isn't using it. Of course, in a session we
can't hold ourselves responsible for every error, but it can feel like a rabbit hole even
when I try to limit myself. I need to set boundaries for myself so I don't get sucked in,
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darting from one thing to another and not giving the client any long-term skills or
strategies” (Alan).
•

On using these skills in a tutorial: “I'm interested in trying indirect feedback with
students in the writing lab. I think that if I scan a paper and quickly identify a recurring
error, it would be beneficial to give a ‘mini-lesson’ on that grammatical issue (maybe
with the help of the OWL or a grammar book), and then use indirect feedback in the
document and ask the student to correct the sentences I marked. Sometimes, when I just
use silence to elicit a verbal response from clients, they catch on to my game and just
wait long enough so I'll offer my own idea. Asking them to work on the page might be a
way to circumvent this issue, when it comes up. . . .” (Alan).

•

On allowing the writer to retain responsibility: “I'm sure that there's a degree of
personality in identifying grammatical errors, especially when there's a cluster of errors
that makes the meaning of a sentence or phrase unintelligible. Whatever I see as the
overall purpose will determine whether I revise the nouns to match the verbs, or vice
versa. But maybe that's why it's helpful to focus on specific grammatical areas (like verb
forms) and interrogate the concept, showing the client examples of how different verb
forms are used. Then I'm not responsible for the meaning of their sentence, but I've
commented on what's confusing in a sentence, and then allowed them to fix it on their
own” (Alan).

•

On freedom to address grammar in productive ways: “One effect of this module has
been to make me feel more free in addressing grammatical issues head-on rather than
assuming that requests for grammar are a ‘trap’ or a sign of dependency . . . . At the same
time, I am working to be more frank about what can be learned in a session. I try to tell
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students that, if we choose to prioritize grammar and syntax, my primary goal . . . would
be to discuss strategies and options for particularly difficult sentences or frequently
recurring errors. This releases me from pressure to rush through the whole paper . . . . The
phrase ‘chunks of language’ in the Meyers essay is especially helpful for revising my
thinking about grammar . . . . I've begun to offer a list of verbs or phrases that might be
useful as they make their points. Clients seem glad to take the session notes home with
them when the sheet has a bunch of phrases they can actually use to make their paper
better. Before working through this module, I may have had some guilt about this—as if I
were cheating the system somehow—but now I feel freer to contribute to language
development in these ways” (Alan).
Grammar Practice 36
This activity provides tutors with knowledge about their own strengths and weaknesses with
respect to correcting grammar, and it offers a chance to practice skills related to correcting
grammar without the stress of real-time interaction with a writer.
Required Materials:
•

A sample paper from an L2 writer. Ideally, this should represent the types of documents
tutors will work with. It should also display a fair amount of grammatical error. Tutors
can either mark a physical document, in which case photocopies will be needed, or they
can work on the computer, in which case a word processing version will be needed.

•

36

The same document (pre-marked using the error guide) to use as an answer key.

This activity was inspired generally by reading about error correction in L2 writing. In particular, I developed it
to use the ESL Grading Symbols chart in Bates, Lane, & Lange (1993), updated by Lane & Lange in 1999 and then
2012 as Error Awareness charts. For this activity, the 1993 version is the most immediately usable format.
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An error-marking guide. Bates, Lane, & Lange (1993) and Lane & Lange (1999 & 2012)
offer a comprehensive chart complete with marking symbols. Lists of common L2 errors
are fairly easy to attain. Linville (2009) and Ferris (2011) both offer some information
about common errors. Alternately, simply search the Internet for the phrase common ESL
errors and see what teachers and textbook manufacturers have to say. The activity can
easily be adjusted to focus on only a limited number of errors. Simply adjust the errormarking guide to include only those errors that are a priority. Ultimately, the decision
about which errors to focus on—and about whether to be comprehensive or limited in the
approach—depends on what the tutors in question need.

•

A direction sheet that provides some sample sentences that were marked using the errormarking guide. It can be useful to include a few extra sentences for tutors to practice on
before giving them an entire document to mark.

•

A colored pen for tutors who are using a paper copy. I prefer red because it is highly
visible on black text, and, in this situation, the writer will never see the results.

Activity Directions:
1. Read the material about using the marking symbols.
2. Practice with a few sample sentences.
3. Read the sample paper and carefully mark it for all types of errors shown on the editing
guide. Use the symbols from that guide.
4. Compare your markings with those on the answer key. Keep in mind that correcting L2
errors is rarely a straightforward undertaking. There may be more than one way to fix a
sentence, so there may be variation between your marks and the answer key. Note where
there is a difference, and try to determine why.
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5. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection
•

What did you find easiest about marking errors? What was most difficult? Why?

•

Did you find that as you moved through the document it got easier to identify problem
areas and to label them?

•

Did you have more trouble identifying problems or labeling them? If you had trouble
with either of these areas, would you have been able to fix the sentence easily if you had
not had to label?

•

What, if anything, has this experience taught you about the nature of error-correction in
the classroom? In the writing center?

Expected Outcomes:
Tutors often struggle with how to explain errors to writers. Part of the problem is lack of
ability to correctly identify the type of problem, as opposed to simply knowing something is
wrong and being able to provide a correction. The presence of the writer during a tutorial adds
to the stress (I am expected to know this stuff! Or, I’m taking too long, and we won’t get
through enough of the paper!), making it harder for a tutor to think carefully or clearly about
particular errors. An activity such as this one offers tutors the chance to look carefully at
individual errors, to use an outside aid (in this case charts of error types with explanations) to
identify the type of error, and to double check that what they thought was the case makes sense.
An additional benefit is that tutors can also begin to see that there is not always one correct way
to fix a problem sentence. Some cases are clear: two independent clauses cannot be joined by a
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comma alone, so a conjunction must be added or the comma must be changed to a period or
semi-colon. Most cases are not so straightforward: general sentence structure confusion can be
solved in more than one way, usually, and even something like verb tense that seems
straightforward requires knowledge about what the author is intending to communicate.
This activity aids tutors in several ways. It allows them to identify some of their own
weaknesses when it comes to talking about grammar. It allows them to practice identifying
different types of errors without the stress of a writer watching closely. The act of looking up
descriptions or explanations for unfamiliar errors allows tutors to gain some terminology for
identifying errors. This terminology, then, can be used during subsequent tutorials.
Tutor comments mirror these possible gains, indicating that this activity can help in a
number of ways, from providing a clear picture of how tutors notice (or do not notice) errors as
they read to clarifying exactly why tutors do not correct all of a writer’s errors during a tutorial.
•

On correcting a problem versus being able to explain it: “I had some of the same
difficulties that [another tutor] had—not having the words to describe the problem, but
knowing that there was a problem. I agree that the easiest part of the activity is to point
out verb usage/form problems. I also had fewer corrections on my papers then on the
‘corrected’ [answer key] papers. I agree that this could be because of how we speak
English. I also see myself ‘skipping’ over small issues in ESL students papers. I think I
do this so I can get to the larger issues, like verb usage. We are told to not focus too much
on articles, and now I feel like I am conditioned to sometimes skip over the lack of
articles in a paper when I know the student is a second language learner. . . . I noticed
that I sometimes wouldn't know what to ‘call’ a certain error, so instead of putting in a
form of shorthand, I just put the correction above. I think this tutorial gave me a lot of
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knowledge on major errors made by ESL students, and how to address those problems . .
.” (Melissa, undergrad).
•

On why tutors do not correct writers’ errors for them: “At first, I found this activity
challenging because I wasn't sure of ‘how much’ to correct. In the first assignment I
could have easily marked up many errors regarding grammar, but I naturally stuck to
correcting what I found hard to understand. Once I submitted my version and compared it
with the answers, I realized that I had not corrected the paper enough. Just like with Face
To-Face tutoring, I had prioritized areas with grammar errors that were difficult to
understand. Once I tried the second assignment, I changed my thinking and marked all
areas that were ‘incorrect.’ Again, I compared my version with the answers, but this time
I discovered that I had overcorrected. After completing these two assignments, I realized
why tutors do not simply correct a client's grammar. Not only is it discouraging, but it
does not help the student learn from their mistakes. With international students or L2
students, grammatical errors are okay, as long as the content is still understood as the
writer intends. Additionally, using the symbols was helpful, mostly because I was able to
easily group repetitive errors. In terms of tutoring, this has made it easy for me to
recognize when errors are recurring and that they should be focused on” (Lisa,
undergrad).

Error Marking Checklist 37
This activity provides tutors with experience differentiating between errors that hinder
understanding and those that don’t. In addition, tutors gain experience identifying patterns of
error.

37

This activity was inspired by my reading of Ferris (2011).
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Required Materials:
•

One or more sample student papers written by a non-native speaker. Ideally, these would
be similar to the sort of work that shows up in the local writing center.

•

Error marking checklist (see Appendix C, page 179)

Activity Directions:
1. Read through the paper(s) and mark every grammar, punctuation, or word choice error
you find. Write down the total number of errors on the checklist.
2. Look over just the errors to determine if there is a pattern of error. In other words, does
the writer make one or more errors consistently throughout the text? Use the checklist to
determine the percentage of errors that fits the pattern.
3. Look at each error carefully. Does the error hinder a reader’s understanding of the
writer’s point? If not, remove the marking you made. Leave marked only errors which
hinder understanding. Use the checklist to determine what percentage of errors hindered
understanding.
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Did you find that most errors hindered understanding or not?

•

What does this say about what reader expectations should be for L2 writing?

•

In what ways can this exercise help you tutor students who might ask for help with their
grammar or who might want their writing to be perfect or “Like a native speaker”?
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Expected Outcomes:
It requires experience to differentiate between errors that hinder understanding and those
that do not. Often tutors are told to only address the former without really having much
experience dealing with errors other than proofreading a document and fixing everything. On
one hand, their own writing practice involves correcting all errors they find; on the other hand,
writing center education tells them to only address errors that hinder understanding. What is
lacking is the middle step, the practice: identifying all of the errors but then determining which
ones are important, and only addressing those ones.
The concept of patterns of error presents an additional point of difficulty for tutors. If a
tutor addresses grammar by focusing on a pattern of error, the idea goes, then he or she is
working on the writer’s skills rather than merely editing (which is forbidden). Again, there is a
missing step. Tutors must learn not only to determine which errors are most important (e.g.,
which ones hinder understandability), but also to notice whether or not the writer repeatedly
makes the same error (because not all writers exhibit an obvious pattern of error). This exercise
attempts to address both missing steps at once by having the writer mark all errors and then
determine both importance and pattern.
Tutors express surprise at the number of errors that do not hinder understanding. They
may also be surprised at the type of errors that cause difficulty because it may not be the type of
errors they assume will be problematic.
•

On the number of errors that hinder understanding: “I find it interesting that, although
there were over 60 errors in the exercise (that I found), only 6 actually hindered
comprehension in my opinion. Most of those errors were due to word choice or higher
order concerns such as meaning and organization, not due to syntax or grammatical
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errors. In terms of syntax errors, it was largely one problem (verb tense) that accounted
for over half of the errors anyways, so spending a ton of time on grammar would almost
be impossible once that issue is covered. Thus, in the future when a student asks
specifically for help with ‘grammar,’ I will try to focus on higher order concerns that
could actually hinder the content of their work instead of spending time on small,
ultimately meaningless errors (especially those inherent in language translation for ESL
students)” (Corrie, undergrad).
•

On types of errors that cause confusion: “When reading the paper I quickly began to
notice patterns in the student's errors. As I had very little trouble understanding the
paper, I was expecting the percentage of ‘hindered understanding’ errors to be small.
However, I counted any error that caused me any trouble in reading the paper, so my
number was a bit higher. I was surprised to find, though, that the problems with verb
conjugation (the highest percentage of errors) were not the ones that caused me the most
confusion. It was actually mispluralizations that tripped me up the most when trying to
parse the writing. This demonstrates that the perceived problem, or even the most
apparent problem, is not always the one that needs the most attention” (Rob, undergrad).

Sentence Structure and Subordination 38
Activities such as this do more than teach tutors about the particular grammatical construction; in
addition, the activity improves tutor awareness of the difference between a straightforward
grammar error (e.g., wrong singular-plural agreement) and a sentence structure problem.

38

This activity was brought to my attention by R. Scott Partridge, one of our graduate tutors, during a writing group
that we were co-leading for international graduate students.
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Required Materials:
•

Sample sentences taken from typical international student papers of the sort that show up
at the writing center. Ideally, these sentences will be either long, complicated,
convoluted, and hard-to-understand, or they will be a series of very short sentences.

•

Information on sentence subordination such as might be found in any writing reference
book used in a composition classroom.

•

Exercise page for each sentence and sample of how to complete the exercise page (See
Appendix D, page 180).

Activity Directions:
1. Tutors should read or verbally review material on sentence subordination.
2. As a group, review the sample exercise to ensure that everyone understands it.
3. For each sentence, complete the tasks listed on the exercise page. This can be done either
as a group or individually with some follow-up afterward.
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting). Task 4 on the exercise sheet involves this sort of reflection.
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Do your revisions improve the understandability of the sentence or group of sentences (as
far as you can determine without having the context of the whole paper)?

•

Did one type of revision work better than the other? Why or why not?

•

Are there any differences in meaning between the different revisions of the same
sentence? What are they? Why might an author choose one over the other?

•

How might this sort of exercise be adapted for use in a tutorial?
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Expected Outcomes:
Subordination is an important tool in English writing; however, not all L2 writers will be
familiar with the ways in which subordination works. Even when they are familiar with the
structure, writers who are working with the complexity of a new subject sometimes end up with
long, complicated sentences that are hard to follow. Rather than look at a complicated, hard-to
understand sentence as a grammar problem (which implies a relatively easy fix), tutors need to
look at it as a sentence problem and, quite likely, a subordination problem. This exercise
provides tutors with practice in handling such difficult sentences in a tutorial. Tutors can teach
writers a strategy with which to approach the problem rather than having to fix every problem
sentence themselves.
Sample Paper Vocabulary Exercise
This activity helps tutors internalize the idea that vocabulary levels can contribute to writing
difficulties, and thus vocabulary can be addressed overtly in tutorials.
Required Materials:
•

Computer access to the University of Nottingham’s Academic Word List Highlighter tool
found here: http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/alzsh3/acvocab/awlhighlighter.htm

•

Three sample papers. Ideally one will be a first-year composition paper written by an L2
writer, one will be a published scholarly article, and the other will be any paper the tutor
has written for a college-level course.

Activity Directions:
1. Read the background information for the Academic Word List found here:
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/alzsh3/acvocab/
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2. Read the directions for the AWL Highlighter Tool at the top of the web page listed in the
first bullet point under Required Materials. Note that the tool is based on a corpus
developed by Averil Coxhead, a researcher in New Zealand. Depending on the variety of
English used where you are currently studying, there may or may not be differences
between the AWL and the academic words you are most familiar with.
3. Play around with the Highlighter Tool using all three sample papers. Choose any level
for the tool you wish, but it may be interesting to try out several different levels for each
paper. Notice any similarities or differences among the papers with respect to academic
vocabulary. For instance, are there any words that all three papers use?
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What were the similarities and differences in academic vocabulary use between the three
papers?

•

What were the similarities and differences in academic vocabulary use between the
tutor’s writing and the first-year composition paper? Did the choice of Highlighter Tool
level make a difference?

•

Are the types of words used in all three papers the same or different? In what ways?

•

Does vocabulary appear to be a particular weakness for international students?

•

Have you found this to be the case in any tutorials you have had or have observed?

•

What is the relevance (for tutoring) of paying attention to academic vocabulary level?
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Expected Outcomes:
This exercises provides an object lesson about the differing vocabulary levels
international students bring to their writing. Often, assignments such as summaries cause
problems because an L2 writer may not know more than one way to explain something.
Judicious selection of sample papers can highlight (pun intended!) the problem, allowing tutors
to internalize the idea that vocabulary or word choice is a significant issue in its own right, apart
from grammar. The discussion questions then help the tutors to consider the relevance of this
understanding to actual tutoring scenarios.
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Appendix A: Writer Demographics/Tutoring Plan Sheet
Paper #1 or Paper #2
Student information:

Undergrad

Grad

Native Speaker

Non-Native Speaker

Male

Female

Advanced Writer

Basic Writer

List all the areas that could be addressed in this paper, given unlimited time. Rank them in
order of importance, assuming the tutorial occurs a week in advance of the due date.
1.
2.
3.
.
.

Appendix B: Citation I Exercise Question Sheet
1. What percentage of sentences had some form of citation? (number of sentences
with citations divided by total number of sentences, multiplied by 100)
2. Based on this single paragraph and the number of citations, speculate on what the
purpose of the paragraph might have been in the larger document (e.g.,
introduction, literature review, support for a point of argument,
conclusion). Provide some justification for your speculation.
3. Which form of citation was most often used (direct reference to the author or
parenthetical)? Why do you think that was the case? What use was the author of
the paragraph making of each citation?
4. Look back at each citation. What were some of the word choices or phrases that
allowed you to know that this material was borrowed from someone else (other
than the actual citation or use of the author's name)? List these and then consider
this: have you ever been taught this information specifically (how to use this sort
of phrase/wording to indicate citations)? If so, in what class? Do you think the
writers you work with have been taught the same information?
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Appendix C: Error Marking Checklist
Total number of errors:

If the writer has a pattern of errors, what is that pattern? Explain what the pattern is and
give a sample sentence from the paper. If there is more than one pattern, do the same for
each one.
Example:
Pattern = verb tense problems
Sample sentence = Yesterday, I will go to the store.
For each pattern of error, complete the following activity:

1. Total number of errors that fit the pattern:

2. Percentage of errors that fall into this pattern (number of errors that fit the pattern
divided by total number of errors multiplied by 100):

3. Total number of errors that hindered understanding:

4. Percentage of errors that hindered understanding (number of errors that remained
marked after you checked each one divided by the total number of errors
multiplied by 100):
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Appendix D: Sentence Structure and Subordination
1. For long, convoluted sentences, first rewrite the sentence as a series of very short, simple
sentences. If you are starting with a series of short, simple sentences, go to the next step.
2.

Mental work: Consider how these short sentences relate to one another. Is one part
more important than another part (which could then be made subordinate in the
sentence)? You do not have to write anything down for question 2; just think about the
relationships among the sentences.

3. Put all the short sentences together in at least two different ways. You may choose to
make a single sentence that is punctuated more clearly than the original. You may
choose to put the information into two or even three shorter sentences (just make sure
they connect well with one another).
4. For each original sentence or group of sentences, look over your suggested revisions and
write a short reflection in which you consider the following:
a. Do your revisions improve the understandability of the sentence (as far as you can
determine without having the context of the whole paper)?
b. Did one type of revision work better than the other? Why or why not?
c. Are there any slight differences in meaning between the two suggested revisions?
What are they? Why might an author choose one over the other?
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Example: It seems that everyone is aware of the situation and that it might result in problems,
but they seldom know what to do about it even though, at the same time, writing centers are in a
unique position with respect to this institutional problem because they provide help to students
that often transcends writing skills. . . .
1.

Rewrite the sentence as a series of very short, simple sentences.
a. Everyone is aware of the situation.
b. The situation might result in problems.
c. They seldom know what to do about the situation.
d. Writing centers are in a unique position.
e. The problem is an institutional one.
f. Writing centers provide help to students.
g. The help often transcends writing skills.

2. [Mental work only for this step.]
3. Put the sentence back together in at least two different ways.
a. It seems that everyone is aware of the situation and that it might result in
problems, but they seldom know what to do about it. At the same time, writing
centers are in a unique position with respect to this institutional problem. They
provide help to students that often transcends writing skills. . . .
b. Despite the fact that everyone is aware of the situation and its potential for
causing problems, and despite the fact that writing centers are in a unique position
with respect to the institutional situation, no one seems to know what to do about
the problem. Writing centers can provide help to students that transcends writing
skills. . . .
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Chapter Eight: Observations
Observations of live tutorials can be extremely beneficial for tutors, enabling them to see
how fellow tutors handle situations and also how writers respond to the various strategies.
Choosing strategies in the heat of the moment can be difficult; when faced with another human
being, it becomes easier to react rather than to thoughtfully act. Observing from outside a
session allows tutors the mental and emotional leisure to think about what they are seeing, about
what is happening, and about the outcomes of those events.
As with sample papers, it is important to have protocols in place to protect both members
of the tutorial—the writer and the tutor. Such a protocol involves both permission and
anonymity. Trainees who wish to observe should get their fellow tutor’s permission first.
Among other things, this can circumvent situations where multiple people try to observe the
same tutorial. The tutor-to-be-observed should then request the writer’s permission. In our
writing center, observations are so common that on any given day, during any given hour, a third
of active tutorials might be under observation for one reason or another (e.g., by the director for
evaluation, by tutors in the practicum course for an assignment). As a result, most writers
willingly agree to allow someone else to observe their tutor at work. In the rare cases that a
writer demurs, we simply ask someone else. Once permission is granted, anonymity must be
preserved for both writer and tutor. When trainees fill out paperwork about the observation (e.g.,
the Comparison Checklist below), they do not include the name of the tutor or the writer, nor the
day or time of the tutorial. All information that is included (e.g., whether the writer is a NS or a
NNS) should be relevant to the activity’s goals and expected outcomes.
Note that in-person observations generally do not require recording sessions for either
audio or video. As such, no written consent form is necessary. If the observation will include
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some form of recording and if the recording will be preserved beyond the limits of the individual
tutor’s activity, then a written permission form should be used. This form should be saved with
the recording, so that in case of future use of the recording, pre-arranged permission is easily
ascertainable.
Comparison Checklist
This activity highlights for tutors some of the ways that tutorials with domestic students may be
different than tutorials with international students. It also provides material for tutors to think
about with respect to their own tutorials.
Required Materials:
•

Tutorial Observation Checklist (See Appendix A, page 208)

•

Time to observe two different tutorials. Ideally, one tutorial will be with a domestic
student and one will be with an international student.

Activity Directions:
1. With the tutor’s and writer’s permissions, join a tutorial to observe.
2. On the checklist, record the demographic information for the writer.
3. During the tutorial, check each instance of the events listed on the checklist.
4. Repeat for a second tutorial.
5. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What were the biggest contrasts between the two tutorials?

•

What was most similar between the two?
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What did you find most surprising about the two tutorials? Why was it surprising?

•

How would you characterize each of the tutorials overall? What individual factors
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appear to be related to that general characterization?
•

Was there anything that was lacking in the tutorial with the international student that
could have improved the tutorial overall?

Expected Outcomes:
A lot of discussion takes place about the different needs of international students with
respect to writing, e.g., vocabulary help or idiomatic phrasing or grammar and sentence structure.
While these different needs may, in fact, exist, the conversation too-easily ignores the similarities
between domestic and international writers, and it sometimes ignores the differences that can
exist in how tutors and international students interact when compared with tutor-domestic
student pairs. With this exercise, the observing tutor often is confronted with the fact that there
may be significant differences between the two types of tutorials in the amount of give-and-take
or in the camaraderie that occurs during the course of a tutorial. Ideally, this will lead tutors to
pay attention to their own interactions with various kinds of writers and, perhaps, to adjust those
interactions accordingly.
Tutors may find that large differences exist between the L1 and the L2 tutorials or that
few differences exist. In either case, tutors are left with food for thought, with new strategies to
consider using, or with new understandings of how L2 tutorials may progress.
•

On surprising differences between L1 and L2 tutorials: “My first tutorial observation
was with a non-native speaker and was quite different from my second observation with a
native speaker. I notice that the first tutorial was a lot more based on the specific needs
that the student came in to discuss. He came in with a very specific concern in his head
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and that was the main focus of the tutorial the entire time. However, the second tutorial
with the native speaker was much different in that the student did not come in with a
specific concern, she just was not happy with the paper. It really surprised me that the
non-native speaker was able to accurately address the specific area he needed help with
and the native speaker could not specifically notice what was wrong. . . . The tutor in the
second tutorial also mentioned in the beginning that she would give very specific help at
first, and then the student would be more responsible for finding the errors in the paper
and suggesting the corrections. I absolutely loved this technique because it put the paper
completely in the hands of the student. The tutor helped her at first, and then expected her
to be able to see her own mistakes and fix them accordingly. This technique really
worked throughout the tutorial, and I think it allowed the student to leave feeling like she
did most of the work instead of the tutor” (Kathy, undergrad).
•

On an L2 tutorial that ran counter to expectation: “I found this observation to be very
interesting. From our readings, I expected the non-native speakers to have more
clarification questions, to not read their papers out loud, and to have more grammar
questions. But, after the tutorials I observed, I was pleasantly surprised. The non-native
speakers had more questions about content and less about grammar issues. Also, the non
native speaker was more likely to have counterarguments or questions to the things the
tutors said. These questions then led to further explanation . . . . I was pleased to see the
student work through her frustration and figure out a way to express what she wanted to
say in an organized essay. She never asked the tutor to review her essay for grammar
mistakes but found it more important to know what the tutor understood from her essay . .
. ” (Melissa, undergrad).
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Mirroring Observation I
This activity helps tutors become aware of the nonverbal interplay that occurs during tutorials
and provides a context within which they can think about how that interplay affects the outcome
or success of a tutorial.
Required Materials:
•

Time to observe at least two tutorials from a distance. Ideally, each tutorial should be
conducted by a different tutor and should have different sorts of writers (e.g., domestic
and international; both international but two very different cultures; both international but
one undergrad and one grad student).

•

Mirroring Observation Checklist (see Appendix B, page 209).

Activity Directions:
1. Observe several tutorials (or portions of tutorials) from a distance. You do not need to be
able to hear what the tutor or writer is saying.
2. Watch the nonverbal language of both parties—posture, facial expression, gestures.
3. On the Mirroring Observation Checklist, note each instance you observe and mark the
columns to indicate who performed the behavior (writer, tutor, or both around the same
time).
4. Use a new row for each new type of nonverbal language. For later repeat instances, just
add marks to the appropriate columns. The both column is meant to indicate that the
tutor and the writer performed the action around the same time but not necessarily
simultaneously (e.g., one smiles, so the other smiles would be a both).
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5. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

To what extent did the tutor and writer mirror each other's expressions, gestures, or other
forms of nonverbal communication?

•

Was there a difference between the two tutors (e.g., one did more mirroring than the
other)?

•

Could you tell anything about the level of tension in the tutorial from watching? (e.g.,
did the writer seem happy or upset at the end?). If so, does it seem like there was any
connection between the mirroring abilities of the writer or tutor and that level of tension?

•

Think about your own tutoring sessions—do you find yourself mirroring the writer? If
so, when or how much? What is the result of doing this?

•

Do you notice differences between newer arrivals (say, first-year composition students)
compared to those who have been in the country awhile (say, seniors)?

Expected Outcomes:
Nonverbal communication is an easily-overlooked aspect of tutoring generally and of
intercultural tutoring specifically. Differences in nonverbal communication can cause difficulty
in at least two ways: overtly, as when a tutor interprets a writer’s nonverbal language as
signaling lack of engagement rather than expressing politeness, which is what the writer meant to
indicate; or implicitly, as when a tutor feels vaguely uncomfortable during a session and
unconsciously reacts based on that feeling without realizing that the feeling is due to, e.g., a
cultural difference in acceptable interpersonal space between the tutor and writer. The goal of an
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observation such as this one is for tutors to gain awareness of the role nonverbal communication
plays in intercultural tutoring and relationships. Awareness of the various facets of intercultural
interactions can help tutors to interrogate their own reactions to a writer, preferably prior to
setting off a train of events that might derail the tutorial entirely.
As tutors begin to be aware of the nonverbal interplay between themselves and writers,
they will hopefully gain greater awareness of what a writer is feeling during a tutorial, of how
successfully they are communicating with writers, and of what might be done (albeit simply and
quietly) to repair what might otherwise be an ever-expanding breach in communication.
Mirroring the other party’s nonverbal communication is one strategy interlocutors can use to
help preserve a sense of ease and connection in the conversation.
When asked to focus on nonverbal communication specifically, tutors note its role in the
success of a tutorial, but they also mention that often mirroring occurs unconsciously.
•

On using nonverbal language to communicate with one another: “Looking at my
markings on the provided worksheet, I'm surprised to see how frequently the tutor and
client's responses mirrored one another. When it came to physical activities . . . the client
and tutor performed nearly the exact same number of responses . . . . Though I could not
hear the conversation, I could tell that a large focus of this session was on reviewing
textbook resources in preparation for an assignment. The tutor therefore adopted a more
directive role, which is reflected in her body language . . . . In contrast, the client . . .
adopted passive ‘listening positions,’ which suggest that their dynamic was more
instructive than collaborative. When the session finished, both participants appeared
happy and, based on their smiles and familiar ‘goodbyes,’ I'd guess both felt it was a
successful tutorial . . . . I've certainly become more aware of my body language in
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sessions over the course of the last two semesters; in attempts to establish familiarity and
a collaborative atmosphere, I find myself unconsciously mirroring clients' body language
by nodding, gesturing, and moving inwards. I've also noticed how I physically respond to
a session that is not going as well; in these instances, I tend to be more physically distant,
closed off (arms crossed), and speak with a gruffer tone. I've found that type of body
language does not necessarily mean the tutorial is unproductive, but it does effectively
communicate with the clients. Usually, I find that clients either match positive body
language or attempt to mediate negative body language through their own responses. . . .
Regardless of the number of times students have attended, it seems this is universally the
case” (Lynne).
•

On nonverbal communication indicating comfort levels: “I noticed that [the tutor’s]
gestures and body position were relaxed and consistent throughout the session. The
student, however, started the session very stiff and reserved but seemed to be opening up
toward the mid-point of the session. I think because the student was more reserved I did
not just observe much mirroring. In fact, I only noticed a significant amount of eyecontact then one instance each of both writing on the page at the same time, pointing at
the same time, and leaning in at the same time. . . . The amount of animated gesturing and
eye-contact seemed to increase as the session went on, which suggests to me that the
student was feeling more comfortable (this is confirmed by an increase in laughter and
general attitude of both). As far as differences, [the tutor] was far more active, with a
noticeably higher amount of gesturing, writing, and pointing. The student had higher
instances of drumming on the table and touching the face or hair. Again, this suggests
[the tutor] was very comfortable and relaxed while the student was nervous, at least at the
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beginning of the session. As far as mirroring goes in my own tutoring, I think this is
something I am constantly doing but only occasionally is it conscious. In particular, if a
student leans in or points at the paper I often reciprocate this gesture to show that I am
following what they are saying. But sometimes I feel like this a more ambient cue and
that I pick up from the students; because of this, I think if a student is more active I am
more likely to be more active as well. In general, I think newer students are more likely
to have decreased gestures and to focus more on eye-contact, but this is something I want
to pay more attention to in the future” (Jason).
Mirroring Observation II 39
This activity helps tutors see how nonverbal communication may either support or contradict
verbal communication.
Required Materials:
•

A video clip from a real L2 tutorial in your center. (See Chapter Nine: Videos for
information about the ethics and logistics of recording videos in a writing center.)
Ideally, you should choose a 5- to 10-minute segment during which both parties display
obvious nonverbal language and at least one of the parties is mirroring the other to some
extent. The video clip should be saved in two versions: one without the audio and one
with the audio.

•

Mirroring Observation Checklist (see Appendix B, page 209) on which you have already
listed the nonverbal communication you expect the tutor to notice. Only list each type of
interaction (e.g., gesture) once.

39

The Bedford Guide for Writing Tutors (Ryan & Zimmerelli, 2016) suggests that tutors try observing tutorials for
body language or watching video clips with no sound (p. 25), but their exercise is less developed than what I offer
here. In addition, the material here was developed independently (see the Cautionary Tales for a detailed
description).
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Activity Directions:
1. Watch the video without audio.
2. Watch the nonverbal communication of both parties—posture, facial expression,
gestures.
3. On the Mirroring Observation Checklist, mark the columns to indicate who performed
each type of nonverbal communication (writer, tutor, or both around the same time). The
both column is meant to indicate that the tutor and the writer performed the action around
the same time but not necessarily simultaneously (e.g., one smiles, so the other smiles
would be a both).
4. Write a brief note on the form indicating what you would assume about the conversation
based on the nonverbal communication alone (e.g., Was it congenial? Did it seem that
tutor and writer were on the same page in terms of goals and suggestions?).
5. Watch the same video, this time with audio.
6. Pay attention to whether the verbal communication matches the speculations you made
based on the nonverbal communication.
7. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

To what extent did the tutor and writer mirror each other’s nonverbal communication?

•

What speculations did you make about the conversation when you had video but no
audio?
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When you compared the video-only version with the video-audio version, did your
speculations prove true? When did the tutor and writer mirror the most? When the
conversation was going well? When they were disagreeing? Some other time?

•

Could you tell anything about the level of tension in the tutorial when you could only
watch but not hear what was going on?

•

Did it seem like there was a connection between the mirroring abilities of the writer or
tutor and the level of tension in the tutorial?

Expected Outcomes:
This second version of the mirroring observation expands the original one by including
both the nonverbal communication and, after the fact, the verbal. As in the initial version of the
activity, tutors get a sense of the types of nonverbal communication used in tutorials, of how
tutors might differ from one another in their use of nonverbal communication, and of how writers
differ from one another but also from tutors. For instance, in some of our sample videos, it was
easy to note that the American tutors were very expansive with gestures and other forms of
nonverbal communication, and the international students were more reserved. Note that the goal
of the activity is not to identify cultural trends (a writer’s reserve could be due to personality or
uncertainty in a new setting rather than culture), but rather to observe the role that gestures,
smiles, and mirroring behaviors might play in a tutorial.
This version moves beyond that initial activity by asking tutors to speculate about the
tutorial based solely on visual cues and then to compare that understanding with what actually
happened verbally. This allows tutors to see that intense mirroring by the writer might indicate
that all is well and everybody feels comfortable, or it might indicate that the writer is attempting
nonverbally to repair a problematic situation (e.g., one in which she is having to disagree with
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the tutor’s suggestions). Because tutoring L2 writers is often an intercultural event, tutors need
to be aware of how their own nonverbal communication might be perceived by others as well as
becoming aware of how others might be using nonverbal communication in a way that was
formerly invisible to the tutors. That is a large goal for one small activity, so this may be thought
of as an introduction to the issue.
Because this is a relatively new activity, few tutors have had the chance to try it. Eleanor,
one of the tutors who has tried it, reflected on how the activity allowed her to see the way in
which nonverbal communication was an important part of the interaction, but she also discussed
how she tested the idea in one of her own tutorials later.
•

On comparing verbal and nonverbal communication: “. . . Throughout the video,
though, the client did mirror the tutor, particularly with small gestures . . . . Mirroring is
often a sign of engagement and rapport, so it appeared that the session was productive.
Both tutor and client appeared invested and responsive to the other. When I re-watched
the video, this time with the audio, I found that the client and tutor were actually
disagreeing at one point. The tutor had misread a sentence and was trying to suggest a
word/construction change. The client, however, was correct and was attempting to clarify
and explain what she meant. Eventually, the tutor saw his mistake, said (something to the
effect of) ‘oh I see. I'm so sorry. You're absolutely right.’ What's interesting though is
that even though the tutor and client were disagreeing (not actively. The client was a
rather quiet, reserved international student but was still trying to explain her idea), they
still displayed clear mirroring. This indicates the productivity of the session and the
engagement and rapport. . . . It's interesting to see the difference in mirroring based only
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on body language versus with verbal context to see how tutor and client are relating”
(Eleanor).
•

On using mirroring consciously during a tutorial: “For my own tutoring, I will now
watch my client's body language more closely to gauge level of investment and dynamic.
It's always easy to find a detached student, who comes in, leans way back in his/her chair,
doesn't look at the paper, arms crossed, etc. (Thankfully this does not happen in the
writing center very often.) I'm talking about other more subtle differences that can tell me
more about engagement in the session. This will sometimes differ based on culture,
gender, personality, etc., but mirroring does not need to be extravagant. It can be subtle.
Once, in an hour-long session, I was working with a client from Brazil who I had worked
with once or twice before. We were having a productive session where the client was
making lots of his own suggestions and edits based on our conversation, and I realized
that he was very closely mirroring me. (I tend to use my hands a lot when I talk.) To see
if it would continue, I started moving a little more purposely, such as touching my cheek
and pausing or putting my hand closer to the paper, to see if he would mirror. He
repeated the gesture within a few seconds of me moving. (I only did this once or twice; I
promise I focused on the client's concerns!) It just indicated to me his level of
engagement and his reception to strategies as we worked on his document together”
(Eleanor).
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Discourse Analysis 40
This activity helps tutors develop awareness of how tutorials work at the conversational level.
By focusing on turn-taking and turn length, tutors can see the extent to which a tutor might
become more teacherly during a tutorial with an L2 writer.
Required Materials:
•

One or more videos of L2 tutorials from your center. Ideally, these would represent a
range of types of writers, types of documents, and ability-levels of tutors. You do not
necessarily want perfect tutorials. If your tutorials are longer than thirty minutes, you
might consider just choosing a lengthy clip (20-30 minutes) that demonstrates the quality
you wish tutors to note.

•

A clock with a second hand. If you are good with video editing, you might simply insert
the clock into the top corner of the video itself. Alternately, have tutors wear a watch
with a second hand, which allows them to keep a paper observation form in close
proximity to the second hand and minimizes the need to continually look up and down
between the paper and the clock.

•

One copy of the Discourse Analysis Observation Protocol Form and the Data Analysis
Form (see Appendix C, page 210) for each tutorial video or live tutorial a tutor will
observe. Printed copies may be easier to work with than electronic, but note that for a
30-minute video clip, tutors will need about six pages of the observation table. Since
they will only need the demographic information on the form once, you may want to

40

This activity is based on Weissberg’s (2006) discussion of the discourse audit (pages 73-74 and page 95). I
formalized his suggestions into an observation protocol and (of necessity—see the Cautionary Tales for a full
explanation) limited the scope of the analysis based on objectives of my own. The activity can easily be adjusted so
that the analysis focuses on different aspects of discourse depending on local needs.
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adjust the document to include more pages of only the table without that extra
information.
•

Video-recording device, if you wish to complete Activity 3. An external microphone can
be helpful for use with writers who speak softly.

Activity 1:
1. Read over the directions on the Observation Protocol form very carefully prior to starting
this activity.
2. Watch the video. While watching, mark the form according to the directions. You are
tracking the number of seconds that various events last during the tutorial.
3. Write a brief assessment of the tutorial. This should be a general impression you have
formed separate from any data you recorded. Overall, did it go well? Poorly? This
should be less than one page in length.
4. Use the Data Analysis Form to condense the data from the Observation Protocol Form.
This provides a general picture of the speech that occurred during the tutorial.
5. Repeat these steps for other videos, as desired.
6. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Activity 2:
Repeat the entire Activity 1 process during an observation of a live tutorial. You might wish to
observe one tutorial with a NNS and one tutorial with a NS for the sake of comparison.
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Activity 3:
1. Video record one of your own tutorials. While an audio recording could be used, it can
be more difficult to understand the speakers when replaying it later. When possible,
video should be recorded. An external microphone is also helpful.
2. After the tutorial, complete the steps for Activity 1 with the recording of your tutorial.
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Compare all of the data from the various observations using the Data Analysis forms.
Who speaks most? How much silence is there? How much time is spent reading? What
things were similar across tutorials? What things were different? What surprised or
troubled you about the tutorials?

•

If there is a lot of variation between tutorials, what factors went along with a more
positive or successful session? Length of turn? Turn-taking? Type of questions?
Something else? Or does it seem undefinable?

•

Compare the data analysis for a single observation with your own brief assessment of that
observation. Do the two ways of thinking about the tutorial seem to present the same
overall picture (e.g., of a good tutorial or a difficult/problematic one)? Or do they seem
to present opposing views of the tutorial? Why do you think that is?

•

Consider the experience overall. As a tutor, what have you learned about tutoring and
about your own skills as a result of looking at tutorials in these two ways (brief written
assessment vs. data analysis)? What was valuable about the experience of conducting the
analysis on your own tutorial? What was difficult? What was surprising?
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Expected Outcomes:
This activity aims to help tutors become aware of how much they talk in a tutorial
compared to how much the writer talks. With L2 writers, it is easy to slip into teacher-mode,
offering writers specific directions for improving sentences or papers. Writers from some
cultures will find the student-teacher roles more comfortable in an educational setting than peer
interaction roles, and tutors often tend to respond by filling in the silence with more explanation,
more ideas, more commentary of their own. Quantifying the number of times and the number of
seconds each person speaks allows tutors to see how talking plays out in the tutorial. Does
excessive tutor talk result in a less successful tutorial, for instance? Recording and collecting
data on their own tutorial allows them to see whether they actually conduct themselves in
tutorials in the manner they claim to. The goal is not, of course, to make tutors talk less or stop
talking entirely. It would be hard to have a productive tutorial without talk from both parties.
Rather, the goal is for tutors to become aware of this as an area to watch, something to keep tabs
on during a tutorial.
Tutors may comment on a number of different aspects of this activity: the data itself, its
comparison with informal assessment of the tutorial, or the experience overall.
•

Tutors comment on the data: “I think I had perhaps initially assumed (how’s that for a
hedging opening sentence) that international students would speak less than a native
English speaking tutor, but that doesn’t seem to be the case. I’m conflicted on this
though. I’ve tutored a lot of international students and many seem to speak less, but now
I’m not so sure. For some observations, the numbers are pretty balanced. The observation
with a larger difference between the client and tutor is observation two (Sharon and an
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international undergrad), but even then, the student still had 30 turns. The balance of time
spoken though was greatly different . . .” (Eleanor).
•

Tutors compare data with their informal assessment: “. . . I also wonder if back channel
by the writer is any indication of how involved they are in the session/engagement, etc. I
hesitate because this could very likely be cultural (the most back channel I saw came
from the domestic student—who was Armenian, but born in the US I believe—and a
Japanese grad student) or a personal idiosyncrasy (I do it all the time; I feel I’ve read
somewhere that women do it more than men too.) The length of silence was interesting
too. Lynne’s session had the longest silence and it seemed to be because of listening/oral
English as it took the client quite a while to process, respond, and fix . . . ” (Eleanor).

•

Tutors reflect on the experience overall: “I was really interested in the difference
between types of questions we ask. I’m sure this came up in some training, but honestly I
don’t remember it explicitly. Certain types of questions can generate significantly more
discussion and give the clients more ownership and chance to work with their text. I
wonder if we adapted grammar queries to AQ [authentic questions] rather than KA
[known answer questions] if that would change how international students responded to
their own text or allowed them more voice? Would that help remove the ‘fix it Felix’
approach some people might have about the lab (that we work to avoid of course.) In
monitoring my own tutorials, I was relieved that there was lots of back and forth between
me and the client (which I think I intuitively knew but didn’t always explicitly consider).
And I found myself getting nervous when I was timing myself on the recording and
realized that I probably had talked too long. What I had said, I thought, was helpful and
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the client seemed to agree, but I might have a belief/stigma around the tutor talking too
much . . .” (Eleanor).
Second Language Acquisition in Action
This activity helps tutors develop a deeper understanding of how language is acquired in actual
practice and of how language struggles might intersect with writing struggles.
Required Materials:
•

A list of potential observation sites. This might be within the writing center (e.g.,
tutorials, conversation groups, workshops) or external to it (e.g., interviewing a first-year
composition instructor teaching international sections of the course, observing at some
other support service).

•

A document that provides a focus for the tutors. What is the purpose of the interview or
observation? What sorts of things might they be looking for? See Appendix D, page
213, for sample questions that might be used with different observation settings.

Activity Directions:
1. Observe a session from the list provided.
2. Note how language issues are addressed (or not) in the session. Be sure to focus on
language issues specifically rather than writing or grammar more generally.
3. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What was the language focus of the session you observed? Was that the main goal of the
session or just one part of it?
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•

How did the instructor/person in charge address language? Was it overt?

•

What sorts of issues do L2 writers seem to have with English as a language (as opposed
to with writing in English)?

•

Did you find anything surprising about what you observed (e.g., that learners had
problems with something particular or did not know the meanings of certain words or
certain types of word)?

•

How will the sorts of things you observed play out in tutorials? For instance, if you
observed that students had trouble with adjectives, how might that show up in a tutorial?
How might it be addressed?

Expected Outcomes:
The goal for this activity is for tutors to gain greater awareness and understanding of the
pace of and difficulties attendant on second language acquisition. At times, international
students have troubles with coursework due to instructors who seem unaware of how long it
takes to learn a second language. We see writers in our center who ask for grammar help
because their professors will give a zero to any document with more than three errors, for
instance. To be fair, we also see domestic students with the same concern, but for L2 writers the
scope of the problem is so much larger. The errors in question are not simply a matter of
misplaced commas or forgetting to proofread one final time. For tutors who also may have little
knowledge of language acquisition, an activity such as this one can be enlightening. In one of
our conversation group game-playing sessions, I observed L2 speakers discussing adjectives they
did not know: hardy, frilly, agile, baggy, chubby. As an L1 speaker of English, my immediate
reaction was to think of word difficulty (e.g., none of these struck me as particularly difficult
words) and not type of word (e.g., less common in academic settings), yet their lack could affect
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a student’s ease of interacting with L1 speakers or abilities with writing and reading in English.
Through learning about aspects of second language acquisition, tutors can become more aware of
aspects of writing they might not otherwise have thought about, such as vocabulary, and they can
help writers who might be struggling with these aspects while lacking the words with which to
explain their struggle.
Tutorial Transcripts 41
This activity helps tutors develop an awareness of what they actually do during a tutorial, of the
role that their speech acts play in the conversation, or the results for their interlocutor of the
choices tutors make (e.g., continual tutor interruption may lead to writers who volunteer to speak
less often).
Required Materials:
•

Sample transcription of a portion of one tutorial.

•

That same sample with commentary added by writing center staff. The choice of topic
for the commentary will depend on the proposed focus of the activity (e.g., wait time,
questioning strategies). See Appendix E, page 214, for short sample transcriptions with
commentary by tutors. The focus for this sample was the broad one listed in the
directions below.

•

Recording device (audio alone is fine; video can be easier to work with).

•

One or more tutorials to record. Ideally, one would be with a NS and one with a NNS so
that tutors can compare the two.

41
In the first year of our training program, I read Blau, Hall, Davis, & Gravitz’s (2001) explanation of how they
used transcription to research a topic with their tutors. At that time, I was not yet developing extensive activities on
a variety of topics, so the material remained dormant for the next few years. The immediate impetus for using
tutorial transcription as a training activity came from Molly Rentscher’s talk at the 2016 Symposium on Second
Language Writing.
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A suggested focus—how should tutors choose a segment of their own tutorial to
transcribe and reflect on?

Activity Directions:
1. Read the sample transcription and note how it was done. How were different speakers
indicated? How were speech errors marked? How were pauses, trailing off speech, or
overlapping speech marked?
2. Record any tutorial you have with an L2 writer (be sure to ask the writer for permission
first).
3. Choose a 10-minute segment of your tutorial. Transcribe it in the manner of the sample
you read. Try to choose a section for a particular reason, rather than just randomly.
4. Read the sample transcription with commentary. Note the types of things the commenter
focused on. Was it language? Interaction? Skills? Something else? Note what the
commenter thinks the tutor did well or poorly and how the commenter explained that.
5. Using the comment feature of a word-processing program, comment on the transcription
you made of your own tutorial. Think about identifying what is going on in the various
parts of the transcript. What were you doing in each part, or how were you reacting or
responding to the writer? What is being accomplished? How is the writer responding to
what you are trying to do? What work is accomplished in the course of the segment?
6. Repeat for any further tutorials.
7. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
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Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

How easy or difficult was it to comment on your transcription(s)?

•

Assess the tutorial segment overall. Was it effective? Why or why not? Does it provide
a good example of some aspect of tutoring? In what way? What did you learn about
yourself as a tutor from looking back at a tutorial in this way? What does this segment
say about you as a tutor?

•

Imagine if you were able to think about these things during the actual tutorial. What
would be the effect of this sort of self-awareness in a tutorial? Do you think you are
generally aware of the type of interactions you are having in a tutorial (e.g., you are
recasting something the writer said or scaffolding in some way) as it is happening?

•

How purposeful are your interactions during a tutorial? Do you tend to act or to react?

•

How similar or different were the segments from the two tutorials? Did you tend to
conduct yourself (and the tutorial) the same way for both NS and NNS writers?

•

If there were differences between the two, how did those contribute to the success or
failure of the tutorial during those minutes?

Expected Outcomes:
As with other activities, the primary goal here is for tutors to become more aware of what
they actually do during a tutorial. Once they become aware of how they handle something (e.g.,
asking questions) during a tutorial, it can be easier to pay attention to that while tutorials are
taking place. It can also be easier to make adjustments to that tendency, if necessary. In addition
to noting their own actions, transcriptions can allow tutors to consider how the writer responded
to their method of tutoring, something that can be difficult to pay attention to in the moment, as
well. This sort of activity provides another means for self-reflection and the subsequent
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increased self-awareness that can accompany it. Transcribing the tutorial before thinking about
it removes the distractions of how one sounds or looks and illuminates the details of how people
interrupted or overlapped, paused or ran on.
Because this is a newer activity, very few tutors have completed it. Eleanor’s comments
are representative of those that might show up in tutor reflections.
•

On time: “I think one thing tutors should pay attention to is length of turns and how long
it takes to get an idea expressed. For instance, in the transcription I completed, the client
(an MBA student, L2 learner, Japanese native speaker) took a long time to express his
ideas orally. We were working on a presentation and he had slides made. The
presentation was supposed to be interactive and he was not sure how to do that. Some of
the uncertainty may have come from the assignment at hand but he also then
(understandably so) had a difficult time explaining what he did not understand.
Sometimes some of my turns were longer than his as I attempted to clarify, rephrase,
recast, etc. what he was trying to say. It's interesting to watch the balance too because in
the first 10 minutes of this appointment, I feel I did a lot of rephrasing and suggestions
were embedded into that. In the transcription, there was very little directive tutoring. In
terms of length, it's also interesting to see how long it took us to get to "actual" tutoring.
The transcription is 10 minutes of a 30-minute appointment and we don't start making
changes until near the end of this. This isn't necessarily bad as we talked through a lot of
what the assignment required, which hopefully helped him execute the presentation.
Sometimes clients don't know exactly what they need help with or how to express it so it
takes longer to negotiate the genre and parameters” (Eleanor).
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On self-awareness: “I think this self-awareness prevents tutors from dominating a
session and helps privilege the client's voice. As a (perceived) ‘expert,’ it's sometimes
easy to get caught up in explaining things and that detracts from what the client can learn
and his/her ownership of the paper. It helps the tutor be aware of what is/is not working
in terms of negotiation. In my case, I was working through a genre and clarity problem
and I could see that the client was struggling with terms/understanding the assignment
rather than just difficult oral expression. It would be interesting to look at transcriptions
of other types of tutorials that perhaps focus on sentence-level concerns, appointments
that can easily slide into directive tutoring, to be aware of when we feel compelled
toward that mode and how to avoid it as needed” (Eleanor).

•

On transferring the experience to actual tutoring sessions: “I try to be fairly aware of my
strategies during the tutorial. (This may also be because I did the discourse analysis
training too and am thinking about turn length.) After doing the reading about recasting
and then completing the transcription, I could recognize the strategy much faster (and that
what I was doing had a name!) Now being more aware of the technique, I've found
myself metacognitively noting this step in my subsequent tutorials and employ the
technique more consciously. Agenda setting can be tricky and I sometimes feel bad
during sessions that it takes me a long time to understand what the client really wants.
Listening to the recording and transcribing it, I can see how the discussion we had not
only helped me clarify the ideas so I could help the client, but may also have helped the
client understand the assignment, because he was able to answer my own
misunderstandings. In paraphrasing back to the client, ideally I could give him language
to help him in future projects. Whether this applies to every single tutorial is hard to say
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given the level of confusion we had to overcome (and not all my agenda setting takes
time) but it's helpful (and comforting) to know that this can be a productive use of time
for the client as well, as we think through genre and purpose . . . ” (Eleanor).
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Appendix A: Observation Checklist
Directions: Circle the appropriate information at the top of one column for your first tutorial and at the top of the
other for your second tutorial. During the tutorial, put a mark in the appropriate column each time that event occurs
in the tutorial.
Tutorial One
Tutorial Two
Grad/Undergrad/Other
Grad/Undergrad/Other
Native/Non-Native Speaker
Native/Non-Native Speaker
First/Repeat visit
First/Repeat visit

Writer appears to understand
assignment/genre/etc.
Writer reads own paper
Tutor reads paper
Writer comments on own ability in language
or writing
Writer requests
grammar/vocabulary/sentence help
Writer requests other help (HOCs)
Writer finds own errors while (R)eading or
while (T)utor reads
Writer corrects own errors when tutor points
them out
Writer indicates lack of understanding of
tutor’s words/comments/questions
Writer challenges or disagrees with tutor’s
suggestion
Tutor interrupts reading to talk about
grammar/vocabulary/sentences
Tutor interrupts reading to talk about other
concerns
Tutor suggests options/corrections after the
reading (no interruption)
Tutor comments on positive points
Tutor asks a question for clarification
Writer clarifies what he or she meant or
otherwise talks about the writing
Writer adds content or sentences at the
tutor’s prompting
Writer and tutor talk in an equal-partner
back-and-forth manner
Writer replies in an extended manner to
something the tutor says/asks
Writer and tutor laugh together

(R)—
(T)—

(R)—
(T)—
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Appendix B: Mirroring Observation Checklist

Sit somewhere that allows you to see tutors and writers working on papers. You do NOT have to
be able to hear them. Watch their posture, facial expressions, and gestures. Note these on the
checklist below, marking whether only one or both used the form of nonverbal communication
you observed. Use a new row for each new posture, etc.
Posture, Gesture,
Etc.
Ex. Pointed at place
in the paper

Writer performed

Tutor Performed

llll

llll llll

Both Performed
(at the same time)
ll
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Appendix C: Discourse Analysis Observation Protocol
Fill out the demographic information at the top of the first page, and then fill out the chart as you observe a tutorial.
Start AFTER the agenda-setting. Each time the speaker changes, start recording on a new (subsequent) line. Stay
on that line until that speaker’s turn has ended. If the listener interjects comments/questions/etc. (called backchanneling) into the speaker’s longer utterance, do NOT mark that as a speaker change. Mark that as Backchannel from the listener on the same line as the current speaker. So, in the example chart below, when the tutor
speaks for 20 seconds, at some point in that 20 seconds the writer interjected a comment or noise that indicated
agreement, uncertainty, etc., so the Back channel space is marked. On the line below that, the writer speaks for five
seconds and sometime in that five seconds the tutor made a sound of agreement, so that back channel space is also
marked.
Below are some definitions and tips for filling out the various columns. Read over this material carefully BEFORE
you begin your first observation.
Turn length: Mark in seconds (even if it goes above a minute). As a general rule, you will consider it the end of a
turn if one speaker is done with a longer stretch of time and the next speaker begins a longer stretch of time. In a
quick back and forth where it might be difficult or impossible to count seconds, one person is usually the primary or
dominating speaker (it is that person’s turn) and the other person is back-channeling (very loosely defined).
Reading: Place an X in this column if the current speaker is reading a section of the document (do not count re
reading single sentences). Mark the time on the same line in the column for whoever is reading. If one person reads
and then switches into speech (or vice versa), count each as a separate turn, mark the times in the appropriate
column, and place an X in the reading column for whichever turn was composed of reading.
Tutor Questions: A Known Answer question is when the tutor knows the answer and is trying to elicit it from the
writer. An Authentic Question is one that the tutor does NOT already know the answer to. Place an X in the
appropriate column if the tutor asks a question.
Back-channel from listener: Place an X in this column if the non-speaker makes sounds or inserts short speech
into the longer speech of the current speaker. Examples include mm-hmm, uh-uh, oh I get it, yeah, like this? A
complete sentence can be back-channel if it is in direct reply to the speaker and if it does not significantly interrupt
the speaker’s longer turn. See the discussion of turn length above, and use your best judgement.
Sample Chart
Turn length in seconds

Tutor

Writer

Tutor Questions

Silence

Reading

Known
Answer

Authentic
Question

15

X (the tutor spoke)

20

X
5

60

Back-channel from listener?

X (the writer spoke)
X (the tutor spoke)

X

Information on possible categories to include in this observation protocol was gleaned from the following source:
Weissberg, R. (2006). Connecting Speaking & Writing in Second Language Writing Instruction. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
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Circle the appropriate designations for the writer in this observation:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Native Speaker/Domestic Student

Senior

Masters

Writer

Post-Doc

Non-Native Speaker/International Student

Turn length in seconds

Tutor

PhD

Silence Reading

Tutor Questions
Known Authentic Back-channel
Answer Question from listener?
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Data Analysis for Discourse Analysis Observation Protocol
Using the data you collected with the Discourse Analysis Observation Protocol, fill out the form
below (round to the nearest whole number):

Tutor
Number of turns
Length of speaking time in seconds
Average turn length (length of speaking
time divided by number of turns)
Number of turns for back-channeling
(remember to count the rows when the
person was NOT the main speaker)
Length of time spent reading
Number of Known Answer questions
Number of Authentic questions

Writer

Silence

Total
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Appendix D: Questions for Second Language Acquisition in Action Observations

Note that these are sample questions. Either the tutors or the person arranging the training
might expand or alter the focus. This is especially true for the interview an instructor option.
•

If observing a fellow tutor working with a second language writer: As you watch, focus
less on overall tutoring strategies and more on how the tutor must address language
issues. What does the writer NOT know about English? Does the writer know enough to
ask the right questions about things? How does the need for language support affect the
course of the tutorial or the types of strategies the tutor uses?

•

If observing a Conversation Group: As you watch, take note of the types of words that
attendees are unfamiliar with, as well as the individual words themselves. Think about
whether you would have predicted that particular lack of familiarity. Note how the
conversation group leader deals with words. When does he or she assume attendees will
be unfamiliar with a word? When does he or she wait for an attendee to ask? Does there
appear to be any pattern to assuming knowledge versus waiting to be asked?

•

If interviewing an instructor about the place of language-learning in international
sections of First-Year Composition: Does the instructor address vocabulary or grammar
during the normal class time? If so, how? If not, why not? What sorts of second
language acquisition issues arise in the class? How are they dealt with? Does the
instructor have opinions about what sort of intervention or help best enables international
freshmen to progress along their path of second language acquisition? How does this
relate to tutoring these students?
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Appendix E: Sample Tutorial Transcription with Commentary (Eleanor)
Speaker Speech

Commentary

Tutor

This sounds like what you want the audience to do is
come up with more examples. So they [oh yea] and
that’s a great strategy because what they can do is take
this concept and sort of internalize it, where they’re like
“oh, I have heard of this, you’re right. What about the
Enron scandal or what about the big, when uh, all the
banks embezzled money, like Ponzi schemes or
something?” [oh]. So they can come up with these and
then they’ll understand your concept better. [ah yes]. So
as a strategy that makes a lot of sense. The question just
doesn’t, it was confusing me. [ah yes]. As soon as you
explained it, I knew exactly what you meant. [uh] I
might just rephrase that for the slide purposes.

The tutor attempts to paraphrase
what the client is really looking
for and provides examples. The
client’s frequent affirmative
back channeling seems to
suggest his understanding and
his agreement. The tutor
attempts to use examples and
explain how the audience may
react to the inclusion of
examples/rephrasing.

Writer

Okay, so, you’d recommend “unethical behavior”?

The client asks for the tutor’s
suggestion again.

Tutor

Something like that

The tutor does not say “yes”
though. This could potentially
confuse the client. [I know I
didn’t say “yes” definitively as I
did not want to take too much
control over the client’s word
choice, though I did think this
was the best answer.]

Writer

Unethical behavior (while writing/typing).

Tutor

And you might specify from a company since you’re
speaking of business ethics

Writer

Ah, yes, yes.

Tutor

We don’t want, you know, little kids stole my toys or
something.

Writer

(Laughing) yea yea. Behavior in business (while
writing) [yes]

Tutor

And I think that’ll give you the answers you’re looking
for, [ah yes yes] from your audience more so.

Tutor suggests making it a bit
more specific as they discussed
earlier.

Tutor tells a joke [she thinks
she’s funny:-P] It’s nice to keep
a session light too.

Tutor explains how this change
will help him in his presentation.
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Sample Tutorial Transcription with Commentary (Ahmad)
Speaker Speech

Commentary

Tutor

[asks for clarification] What is the Holland Code? This
is the first time I hear of it.

It is important for the tutor to
ask for clarifications, and
asking the student questions
invites him/her to the
conversation.

Writer

[clarifies] It is a code that uhhh like … has its own
code and you can do … like … do … do some test
and you can find your Holland code.

Tutor

Ahaaaa

Writer

[clarifies] and there are some personalities … it is
about personalities … like social, conventional,
enterprising, investigative … there are six codes

Tutor

So they try to match your personality with what is
suitable for you as a career?

Writer

Yeah

Tutor

And this is called your Holland Code. Okay … you
taught me something new today [laughs]. I have not
heard of Holland’s code before.

The tutor gives the student
credit. It is important to
maintain rapport in the
session, and this is an example
to remind the student that
tutorials share power dynamics
and focus on learning and
open communication.

Writer

Yeah … [laughs]

The student responds well.

Tutor

What is the congruence between your code and that
of the major? Okay did you find your own major?
What was it?

Compare the terminology the
tutor used with the
terminology the student used
… interesting!

Writer

Uhhh … my contrast between my code and my
major?

That was a good move. The
student is asking questions for
clarification. The student is
imitating the tutor’s strategies.

The student did a good job in
giving examples to clarify
Holland’s Code, a score you
get from taking a personality
test.
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Chapter Nine: Videos
Videos of actual tutorial sessions have a number of potential educational uses, and, as they can
be re-used for any number of different objectives, they should be retained indefinitely. The
following points should be considered when planning an activity that involves recording a
tutorial:
•

Collect the writer’s permission in writing so that the video/audio can be kept on file for
later use. Store an electronic copy of the form with the video file.

•

If possible, copy the writer’s paper as well, again using an appropriate permission form.
Some training will be enhanced if tutors can compare the actual document to the events
of the tutorial.

•

Plan a good location for recording: choose a spot with low or nonexistent foot traffic;
avoid areas where phones will ring or other people will speak during the allotted time;
and pay attention to the background. 42

•

Be sure the camera’s memory storage is sufficient for the length of the tutorial. Few
things are more frustrating than losing the second half of a very useful tutorial because
the memory card filled up.

•

Have a second memory card so that videos do not need to be immediately downloaded.
This allows multiple recordings in a short space of time.

•

If a computer is used for recording, check that the resulting video will not be reversed. It
can be very distracting if the people onscreen are writing English right to left.

42

In one of my recording sessions, the participants were sitting in front of a bookshelf full of books. When I
reviewed the footage later, I realized that the camera had been unable to decide whether to focus on the people or the
books, so the faces of the people periodically went out of focus throughout the entire video.
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Use an external microphone. Many students speak very quietly, and camera microphones
can have a hard time picking up their voices with sufficient clarity to allow later viewers
to understand what was said.

Comparing a Tutorial Video with the Writer’s Paper
This activity helps tutors become aware of potential disparities between what a paper needs,
what a writer asks for help with, and what a tutor actually addresses during a tutorial. In
addition, tutors may have to grapple with the fact that tutorials do not always follow the agreedupon agenda.
Required Materials:
•

Video-recording of a tutorial for which a copy of the document used in the tutorial is
available.

•

The document used in the tutorial.

•

A copy of the Video Observation Checklist (see Appendix A, page 231).

•

Note: Do not tell tutors that the video and the document are from the same tutorial.

Activity Directions:
1. Read through the sample paper and list all possible areas that could be covered in a
tutorial. Give some indication of specifics (e.g., if you say “organization” explain
whether it is within paragraphs or between paragraphs or involves splitting paragraphs).
2. Rank the items on your list in order of importance (assuming a paper due date of at least a
few days away). Highlight the ones you think you would be able to cover in a single
tutorial.
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3. Watch the tutorial video. Use the Video Observation Checklist to number each topic in
the order in which it occurs during each part of the tutorial. Not all topics will occur in
any given video. Each column should be numbered separately.
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

The video you just watched was the tutorial conducted on the paper you read previously.
Look at the checklist you made from the observation (which contains what the writer
asked for, what the tutor said he or she would work on, and what the tutor and writer
actually worked on) and compare it to the list of potential revisions you created while
looking at the actual document (which is what you think the paper actually needs).

•

Is there agreement among the three sources of commentary on the paper (writer, tutor,
you)? If not, what is the disagreement? Who wants what or who provides what?

•

What might be the reasons for any disparity between what you noticed and what
happened in the tutorial?

•

When you first watched the video, did you think the session was successful? After
comparing it to your notes on the paper, do you still think the same? Why or why not?

•

Think about your own experiences tutoring. Are there times when you know you are not
giving the writer what the paper actually needs? What are the circumstances when that is
happening?

•

What has this experience taught you about tutoring generally? About yourself as a tutor?
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Expected Outcomes:
The primary goal of this activity is for tutors to see that writers and tutors do not always
agree on what would most benefit a document, nor does a tutorial necessarily cover what the
document most needs. This awareness can help tutors as they negotiate agendas in tutorials—
asking the writer’s goals is only one aspect of the tutorial. Tutors can also assess the document
and make suggestions, renegotiating the use of time. Tutors who take at face value a writer’s
request to look at the grammar may be doing a disservice to the writer if the document could
benefit from other work as well and if it transpires that the writer simply lacked the vocabulary
to request that other work. This activity can also help tutors see that stated tutor goals do not
always correspond to actual events during the session. That is, asserting that the focus will be
content—and grammar will come at the end—may prove impossible to carry out in actual fact, if
the grammar so hinders understanding that tutors cannot identify gaps in the content. The
activity definitely needs reflective follow-up: is this disjunction between stated plans and the
carrying out of those plans a problem or simply the nature of tutorials, a case of best-laid plans
going awry? If it is a problem, how should it be handled?
Tutor comments on this activity range from expressing reminders (e.g., the writer’s
concerns are of primary importance) to analyzing and critiquing the interplay between writer,
tutor, and the trainee’s own opinions of the document (e.g., the session could have been better).
•

On the writer’s needs: “. . . This video helped me to appreciate that clients often come to
a session unsure of what their paper really ‘needs.’ While the clients’ wishes should
always be honored, a tutor can provide a fresh perspective to be explored. I do think
clients sometimes immediately identify grammar as an area of concern because it is an
element that rises the most evidently to the surface” (Carol).
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On the interplay between writer and tutor while agenda-setting: “. . . While the student
only expressed interest in working on her introduction, conclusion, and grammar, I think
the tutor was very careful in convincing the student to work on content before ‘checking
grammar.’ I also liked that the tutor provided a rationale for doing so, rather than just
doing what she thought was best. While the agenda privileged higher order concerns, I
did notice that the tutor did address issues of vocabulary/word choice, grammar and
sentence structure along the way. I'm not sure this is necessarily a bad thing because the
tutor also placed issues of organization, focus, and audience at the center of the tutorial
session” (Erica).

•

On balancing the needs of a document with the writer’s concerns: “For the most part,
there is an agreement among my notes, the tutor's, and the client's. We all
identified grammar as something to work on, although I did not put it as high as the
client. In my original observation (looking only at the essay), I thought that the
organization of the paper and the organization of the thesis took top priority over
grammar. . . . However, in the tutoring session the client worried most about her
grammar, and the tutor worked hard to cover the grammar and organization of the
paper. . . .Watching the tutorial versus only reading the client's paper reminded me that
the most important aspect of tutoring is the client's concerns. While I can, and should,
guide based on what I feel is the top priority, I need to remember their concerns as well”
(Lisa, undergrad).

•

Critiquing the tutor: “I was most concerned with the paper's thesis and organization and,
though many of those concerns were addressed throughout the tutorial, thought more
time could be spent agenda-setting to make the student cognizant of my thoughts on the
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paper. . . . I thought the tutor did great sentence-level work. However, I thought the
session could have produced a better experience for the student were the higher order
concerns made more clear. I'm also sometimes crunched for time when addressing a
conclusion section, and I liked what the tutor did on that paragraph despite neither the
student nor I identifying it as a very salient issue. She did a good job of communicating
the significance of those issues to the student. It definitely made for a stronger paper
overall” (Rob, undergrad).
Using Existing Videos
This type of activity has many outcomes depending on the type of video chosen and the purposes
behind that choice, which will be reflected in the follow-up discussion or reflection questions.
Required Materials:
•

Videos on chosen topics (examples listed here)
 Writing Across Borders (Robertson, Burton, & Ede, 2005).
 TED Talk: The Danger of a Single Story, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (2009)
 TED Talk: What Our Language Habits Reveal, Steven Pinker (2005)
 Purdue Writing Lab Tutor Training Videos 43
 Videos of actual tutorial sessions from your writing center

•

List of questions for reflection or discussion

Activity Directions:
1. Watch the video, either individually or in a group (e.g., staff meeting)

43
An Internet search of the phrase “Purdue Writing Lab Tutor Training Video” will lead to three videos titled with
that phrase plus a subtitle. These videos offer different instances of writers asking for grammar help. They are
staged scenarios: both parties were Writing Lab tutors. While they can be used in an activity such as this one, they
also provide an example of how producing a video (e.g., for a staff meeting) can serve as a training activity in its
own right.
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2. Use the list of questions to reflect, either in writing (e.g., discussion board post) or
verbally.
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

The producers of Writing Across Borders provide questions (http://writingcenter
.oregonstate.edu/using-film-writing-tutor-training or http://writingcenter.oregonstate
.edu/using-film-faculty-development) that may be tailored to fit local writing center
concerns. In addition, tutors may be asked to consider questions such as the following:
What was the most surprising thing you learned about the intersection of culture and
writing? In what ways does your own writing have a cultural basis?

•

For other sorts of videos, the person leading the activity should decide what the goal is
and generate questions that are designed to elicit comments focused on that goal. For
instance, with videos from your writing center, the goal might be to look at different
tutoring strategies for working with the same type of student or document, so the
questions would focus on what strategies the viewers observed and how well they
worked. In addition, questions might require the viewers to think about whether or not
they themselves have ever used the strategies in question and with what results.

Expected Outcomes:
The expected outcomes of video watching depend to some extent on the video chosen
and the goals of the one who chooses. Generally, there are a number of potential benefits to
using video: to break up the method of input used in order to appeal to tutors with various
learning styles; to put a face and a voice to the too-easily-stereotyped group that is the main
focus of the concern (in this case, multilingual writers); to provide exposure to a more varied
array of voices on the topic (e.g., to move beyond writing center literature); and, in the case of
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videos from one’s own writing center, to allow a close look at what is really taking place, with
the ability to pause and discuss in the middle of that event.
Tutor comments on Adichie’s TED talk, for instance, demonstrate that tutors may
struggle with their own complicity in contributing to the single story system by virtue of being a
writing center tutor in the U.S. The video allows them to reflect on topics such as the balance
they must maintain between not reinforcing the single story and, at the same time, not harming a
writer’s grade or job prospects by ignoring its existence in the real world.
•

Tutors comment on the conflict between the real and the ideal: “The ‘single story’ as
dangerous certainly relates to the idea of an ‘accepted’ or ‘preferred form for ‘North
American writing.’ Anytime we pigeon hole someone into a narrow form, we run the
risk of a) inhibiting their potential, b) curbing their expression, and c) creating more
confusion and a necessity to re-learn. There is no ‘one way’ to persuade, analyze, inform,
etc. . . . Another sticky point is professional/business/application writing. When students
come to the writing lab, I don't want to inhibit their style and voice but if they want the
job or admission to graduate school, there are certain things they cannot do/say. Though
the danger of a single writing approach is certainly an ideological problem, as there is
currently no systemic change, I would feel I'm not doing my job if I don't help elevate
professional tone and word choice. (Of course I realize I then fall into the system and the
whole thing is a bitter Catch 22.). . . . Perhaps there needs to be a more widespread
understanding of cultural writing styles that are accepted beyond the tyranny of the North
American academic style. Creating that change, though, seems a daunting task”
(Eleanor).
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Tutors comment on transforming material for successful application in a tutorial: “One
thing that really resonated with me about Chimamanda Adichie's TED talk is the notion
of a single story that presents an authentic view of a subject. . . . This notion of a
preferred or correct form of North American academic writing produces for many
students (and instructors) an ‘authentic English writing’. . . . I will never forget the look
of absolute disbelief on the face of a Chinese student when I told him in a tutorial
that there was nothing ‘wrong’ with his paper. He and I both knew the paper was filled
with mistakes, and what I was really trying to say was ‘the mistakes do not impede my
ability to understand your meaning’ (which is my new go-to phrase for these kinds of
situations). But telling him his paper was fine did not help him at all if a professor grades
him down for the mistakes that I had just convinced him were not really mistakes. . . . .
‘Authentic writing’ thus becomes this semi-unobtainable object that everyone—students,
instructors, professors, employers, colleagues, tutors—push international students
towards, knowing full-well that we are asking them to accept a single story of authentic
English. . . . This semester I have started a new tactic: instead of telling an international
student that there are no problems with their writing, or focusing on all the problems and
thus reinforcing the ‘authentic academic writing,’ I have instead tried to help them see
that mistakes in their writing are mistakes that even native speakers make; that there are
some rules I, as a native speaker, cannot explain and do not understand; and that being
able to identify their own errors makes them a better writer than learning how to write
‘like a native speaker.’ I'm still working on this approach and I haven't had a tutorial yet
where it's had a noticeable impact, but I want to keep working at it” (Jason).
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Producing Videos 44
This activity helps tutors examine their own understandings—of themselves as tutors, of writers
and their needs, of the circumstances of intercultural tutorials—and see first-hand the disparities
between what they plan to say in a tutorial and what they actually say in the moment.
Required Materials:
•

A topic. Ideally, the topic will focus on an issue of current relevance to a fairly large
number of tutors. Has a certain issue come up repeatedly in recent tutorials? Is there a
certain aspect of multilingual tutoring that the tutors tend to struggle with?

•

A Starter Script (see Appendix B, page 232, for a sample). A Starter Script provides the
actors the basic information necessary to their portrayal of a particular writer-type or
tutor-type within a particular situation-type. The act of creating the actual script is part of
the experience.

•

Camera, tripod, memory capability sufficient for the length of the proposed video,
external microphone, props (e.g., typical materials for a tutoring session), etc.

•

A location conducive to video-recording—quiet, away from foot traffic, good
background, etc.

Activity Directions:
1. Meeting 1—actors and director review and discuss the Starter Script together
a. Talk about the purpose of the proposed video.
b. Divide up characters.

44
I did not conceive of this type of event as a self-training activity when we initially created videos for a staff
meeting (see the section on Using Existing Videos for a brief description of that event). It was only after hearing the
informal responses of the participating tutors (e.g., how they were affected by having to pretend to be the various
types of writers) that I realized such an activity could serve a dual purpose. For more information about the training
opportunities of involving a tutor in someone else’s training, see Vega-Rhodes (2012).
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c. Walk through the Starter Script and allow actors to suggest additions or changes.
d. Conduct a rehearsal with interruptions to suggest changes.
2. Post-Meeting 1—actors work on their individual parts, jot themselves notes, plan how to
play their parts, etc. If the videos are of a tutorial situation, it is helpful if this
information gets communicated to the actors playing the other roles, so that the Tutor has
some idea how the Writer is planning to act in the tutorial.
3. Meeting 2 and following—Run through the script as often as necessary for everyone to
feel confident about their parts. Although interruptions can be helpful for tweaking
things, before the official video session occurs, the cast should have run through the
entire skit several times without interruption.
4. Video recording session—This may occur as a stand-alone event or as part of another
event (e.g., during a staff meeting with the purpose being to train the staff plus end up
with a video for future professional development events).
5. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting). If the recording takes place during a staff meeting, all tutors should reflect;
those who acted will have an expanded or different set of questions than those who
merely observed.
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

These can be of the “what do we get out of this video” nature if the vignette is used
during a staff meeting as well as being recorded. Additionally, whoever is in charge
can generate a list of questions for discussion based on the impetus behind creating
the video in the first place.
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It can also be useful to have a small group discussion with the actors themselves to
allow them a chance to reflect over what they learned through the process of creating
the video. For instance, in what ways were they enlightened by putting themselves
into the place of various types of writers?

•

If the video will be used in the future or posted on a website somewhere, the
producers may want to create a list of discussion questions to be posted with the
video.

Expected Outcomes:
One of the interesting occurrences in sessions like this is that tutors often can say the
right things during the script discussion portion of the meetings, but they find it more difficult to
carry through with that during the actual run-through (whether in practice or during filming). In
addition, the discussion that takes place in order to determine the actual script often elicits
thoughts, comments, and questions about various aspects of the tutoring situation being
discussed (and its participants—the writer and the tutor), questions such as how the writer is
likely to phrase a request or about strategies that a tutor should use to address or counter that
request. The act of putting the film together in this way allows tutors to examine their own
understanding of the writers they see, as well as to consider (outside of the pressures of a realtime tutorial) how to interact with that understanding in a productive way.
Record and Reflect 45
This type of activity helps tutors compare their assumptions about themselves as tutors with the
reality of what they do and say in a tutorial.

45

My earliest inspiration for having tutors work with recordings of their own tutorials came from Catalano (2003).
Almost any activity I develop that asks tutors to work with recordings of other tutors (e.g., to track turn-taking) ends
with tutors recording one of their own sessions and applying the same methodology to that recording.
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Required Materials:
•

Permission from a writer to record the tutorial session (whether audio or video).

•

Written permission from both tutor and writer, if the recording will be kept on file
indefinitely

•

Camera, tripod, memory capability sufficient for the length of the proposed video,
external microphone, etc. See the note at the start of the chapter for details.

•

A location conducive to video-recording—quiet, away from foot traffic, good
background, etc.

Activity Directions:
1. The tutor records his or her own tutorial session.
2. The tutor watches the video (or listens to the audio if no video recording was available)
and reflects on the session. The following offers two variations on the activity:
a. The tutor chooses a short segment of the tutorial to focus on (maybe five
minutes). The tutor saves that short segment in its own file, reflects on it, and
then shares the segment plus the reflection with other staff in the writing center (a
mentor, a supervisor, members of a practicum, etc.)
b. The tutor watches the entire session and notes various things about it. The focus
should be determined in advance (e.g., focus on agenda setting, focus on
nonverbal communication). It would be helpful to have some sort of observation
checklist for this activity (see the various observation activities in Chapter Eight:
Observations for ideas about possible ways to focus the self-observation). The

tutor then reflects on what he or she found while observing for that specific focus.
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Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

What were the best or worst segments of the tutorial? What made them best or worst?

•

Were any aspects of the tutorial easier or more difficult than others or than usually
experienced in tutorials generally? In what way were they easier or harder, and why do
you think that happened?

•

Was there any moment where you felt that you and the writer really connected? What
caused that to happen?

•

What do you wish you could go back and do differently?

•

What did you try that was an experiment or a risk? What led you to try that? Was it
successful?

Expected Outcomes:
Exercises of this sort allow tutors to observe themselves from outside of the pressures of
the real-time tutorial session. A discrepancy can exist between what tutors say they are doing (or
think they are doing) and what they are actually doing, and recording a session allows them the
leisure to actually notice those moments. Reflecting upon what they have noticed can enable
tutors to determine whether they need to adjust what they are doing or what they are saying, and
in what way. It should be noted that tutors may choose to focus on a segment in which they are
doing something well, which is also a valuable exercise.
•

On self-awareness: “[Recording a session and discussing it] made me more aware of my
own habits, practices, and blind spots, and gave me strategies to improve in the future”
(Alan).

•

On showing versus telling: “The first time I watched myself in a video, I noticed that I
gesture a lot, but that is something I reconciled with a long time ago. . . . I consider using
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such videos a constructive learning experience. You get to reflect on your practices and
understand why and how students interact with you in certain ways. It can also be an
enlightening experience for other colleagues/tutors to learn from your experiences.
Learning by ‘showing’ is indeed more powerful than learning by ‘telling’ . . .”
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Appendix A: Video Observation Checklist
As you watch the video, number each topic in the order in which it occurs during the appropriate part of
the tutorial (not all topics will occur in any given video). Each column will be numbered separately.
The Agenda-Setting columns should be numbered during the beginning moments of the tutorial. The
Writer column will reflect the order stated by the writer. The Tutor column will reflect the order
suggested by the tutor.
The Writer Mentions column should be numbered if the writer introduces a topic to address at any time
after the agenda-setting has concluded (this may not happen during any given video).
The They Discuss column should be numbered as the topic is dealt with during the tutorial, whether or not
it was part of the original agenda.
Agenda-Setting
Writer
Understanding the assignment
Generating ideas
Thesis statement
Argument
Focus
Audience
Organization
Content development
Introduction/conclusion
Using sources
Citation
Document design
Sentence structure
Grammar
Vocabulary/Word Choice
Instructor Feedback

Tutor

Writer
Mentions

They
Discuss
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Appendix B: Starter Script

This script was used for a staff meeting about what a request for “grammar” actually means. The
video that was recorded during that staff meeting was then used for additional tutor education.
What follows is the agenda for the staff meeting itself, but it includes the starter script we used
for planning the video.
Introduce the topic
• Percentage of international writers who visit the writing center
• Large number of writers ask for help with grammar/proofreading/editing
• Writing Lab policy says “no proofreading or editing,” so what do you do in this situation?
• We have three scenarios—pay attention to the differences among the three writers. The
assumption here is that all three are NNSs, undergrads, with argument papers requiring
outside sources.
Skit One
Writer: Non-native speaker; undergrad
Document: A first draft
Wants: Asks for help with “grammar”
Needs:
Disposition: This student knows the paper has problems but lacks the language to specifically
ask for anything beyond grammar help. In this case, grammar means help rather than just
grammar.
Tutor:
To Do: Determine that the problem is the writer’s lack of vocabulary about writing; identify
what the paper needs; ensure that the writer goes away with both the knowledge about and
vocabulary of revision and with a plan for revising the paper
Goals: Session results in a well-defined revision plan for rhetorical concerns and in the writer
setting up another tutorial to address language later in a final draft
Timing: 2-5 minutes of the beginning of the tutorial; 2-5 minutes of the end of the tutorial
Skit Two
Writer: Non-native speaker; undergrad
Document: A rough draft
Wants: Asks for help with “grammar” and may talk about some specifics (articles, verbs,
vocabulary…)
Needs:
Disposition: This student knows what grammar means and knows the paper does not sound like
an American writer. The student may use those terms: “make it sound like a native speaker.”
However, the student is still open to the idea (when it is explained) that the paper can benefit
from other forms of revision as well.
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Tutor:
To Do: Clarify that tutors do not just proofread papers but instead help the writer learn to revise
in all areas of the paper that are weak; explain the priority of understandability (which may
include organization, etc., or may involve sentence structure or mechanics) over sounding like a
native speaker;
Goals: Session results in writer identifying structures/sentences he or she has problems with,
tutor teaching the structure, and writer revising sentences (both the initial one and others in the
draft) to practice the new knowledge; depending on the paper, the session may also address more
global revision.
Timing: 2-5 minutes of the beginning of the tutorial; 2-5 minutes of the middle; 1-2 minutes of
wrap-up
Skit Three
Writer: Non-native speaker; undergrad
Document: A draft that is considered a final draft, even though it may be very rough
Wants: Asks for help with “grammar” (or may ask for help with editing or proofreading)
Needs:
Disposition: This student means proofreading and will accept nothing but proofreading,
preferably with the tutor doing all of the work. The student wants an editor, not a tutor. The
student may try to speed things up (interrupting when the tutor tries to explain things), may
appeal to a close deadline, may mention that the professor said to get help with grammar, or may
try to tell the tutor how to do his or her job (“I’ve been a tutor, and you are supposed to work on
what the student wants, and I want you to work only on . . .”).
Tutor:
To Do: Identify that the writer is resistant and not confused; uphold the no-proofreading policy
in a diplomatic fashion; get the writer engaged in the revision process in some way
Goals: If the paper is really due in a short time, it may be appropriate to work on sentence level
issues, but this should be done in a manner that engages the writer and requires him or her to do
the work. In addition, the writer should be encouraged to make appointments earlier in the
writing process instead of waiting until the last minute. The session should result in the writer a)
identifying sentences or sections where he or she believes there is a problem; b) learning
something new or having a refresher course related to that problem; c) correcting errors related
to that material (the writer should suggest and write the changes, although the tutor can provide
feedback); and d) identifying and correcting instances of similar errors at other places in the
paper.
Timing: 5-10 minutes of tutorial, divided any way that makes sense, given the above
information
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Discussion
• Briefly—characteristics of each of the three writers
• Returning tutors—any other types of grammar-seeking writers you’ve worked with?
• How do you tell the difference (quickly!) between the three types?
• Returning tutors—strategies you’ve used with any of the three types
• What if the writer is a grad student who really just needs the editor’s list but doesn’t want
to pay for proofreading help? How do you identify this type of writer? How do you get
him or her to accept the idea of using the list and paying for an editor?
• Best or worst experiences with writers who want grammar help? What worked (or
didn’t)?
Take-Aways
• Hard copy of the sample papers to look at more closely; feel free to ask questions later if
anything comes up.
• Hand-out about the three types of students and grammar
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Chapter Ten: Personal Interactions & Other Options
Interviews
This activity helps tutors gain first-hand information about the needs of L2 writers and the
difficulties of writing in a second language. This information can widen tutors’ perspectives and
deepen their understanding of the writers they tutor.
Required Materials:
•

A focus for the interview. Ideally, all activities will be centered around some sort of
goal. Interviews, by their very nature, can lead nowhere or somewhere very interesting,
depending on how they are structured. Providing tutors with initial questions (see below)
can help to focus what they learn, but this requires that the staff member in charge of the
activity clearly defines the goal in advance.

•

Access to an international student. Ideally, tutors will know someone they can interview.
If not, the staff in charge of this training should be prepared to help individual tutors
identify an interviewee. Alternately, one or more international students could be invited
to a staff meeting for a panel discussion or group interview. Even if the international
students in question are highly competent in English, tutors will gain a new perspective
from hearing about their experiences. Tutors may interview a friend or colleague who is
an international student; although they are already acquainted, they may never have
talked about that particular aspect of their lives before.

•

A copy of one of the Interview Assignment Sheets (see Appendix A, page 256).

Activity Directions:
1. Identify an interviewee and arrange a time to meet.
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2. Look over the Interview Assignment sheet so that you are familiar with the questions. Jot
notes on any further questions you might want to ask.
3. Conduct the interview. Jot notes as you go, or (with permission from the interviewee)
record the conversation for later playback.
4. After completing the activity, tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing
(e.g., to a writing center discussion board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff
meeting).
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

Share the information that you learned about your interviewee.

•

What was the most interesting or surprising aspect of what you heard?

•

Will the things you learned affect your tutoring style in any way? What way? If not,
why not?

Expected Outcomes:
There are a variety of useful outcomes from an exercise of this sort. Depending on their
personal circumstances, tutors may know international students only as writers or as students
rather than as friends. Alternately, they may know them mainly as friends, rather than as
students or writers. The interview can help to widen tutors’ perspectives, allowing them to see
various dimensions of the writers they will be working with in the writing center. In addition,
the writers who are interviewed may share information that enables tutors to internalize useful
strategies or common needs of L2 writers.
Tutor comments range from language-specific aspects of dealing with grammar to the
cultural aspects of writing and participating in an academic setting.
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Tutors learn about internal conflicts experienced by international students: “[My
interview] helped to make me more aware that for international students, their challenges
don’t consist solely of the English barrier; instead, other issues, like differences in culture
and socializing, are closely related and can pose significant challenges. . . . I think this
was illuminating when it comes to tutoring international graduate students here in the
Lab—they have to struggle with a kind of conflict or disparity between their academic
expertise and their novice status in an English-speaking, American context. Being
sensitive to this kind of internal conflict can be really helpful because, for me at least, it
helps me remain more conscious of the human experience of being an international
student” (Amanda).

•

Tutors learn about disparity between languages: “. . . It was really interesting to hear
how Korean language works; she said that Korean spoken language doesn’t use
pronouns/subjects, so when she writes in English she’ll write the latter half of the
sentence first, and then go back and add in the subject. I think that’s a smart way to deal
with that, but it would be pretty time-consuming . . . .” (Sue).

•

Tutors receive confirmation that writing center methods can be efficacious for L2
writers: “My interview with M, a college senior born in France that has been largely
fluent in both English and French for a few years now, largely confirmed most of what
we have been learning in ESL training. He emphasized how much it helped him to focus
on content creation and planning layouts of papers rather than having grammar lessons. I
especially remember when he said that being understood, to him, was so much more
important than speaking perfectly. Having intelligent conversations is about substance
more than style, he said, and he wanted to be able to contribute to academic and personal
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discussions in just that way. I think this directly translates to what we try to foster at the
Writing Lab—we are not just grading, correcting, or giving grammar lessons but serving
as sounding boards for language and writing skill development. It was truly rewarding to
have [him] confirm our methods!” (Corrie, undergrad).
Small Group Discussions
This activity provides tutors with different perspectives on the training material and helps them
think about aspects of that material and its connection to tutoring that they may not have
previously considered.
Required Materials:
•

Tutors should bring to the discussion any materials (e.g., notes, checklists, reflections)
they have generated from various other training activities.

•

Tutors should be prepared to discuss their tutoring experiences (good and bad).

•

Discussion leaders should have a focus in mind and should have prepared some questions
related to that focus with which the discussion can be started or guided.

•

Discussion leaders should consider a number of factors when setting up the groups:
experience in the writing center, year in school, major, apparent extroversion or
introversion, previous experiences with L2 writers, etc.

Activity Directions:
1. If the entire training program occurs in a group (e.g., at a staff meeting), group interaction
will occur more or less automatically. If, however, much of the education is
individualized, then tutors who prefer to learn through talking with others will be
disadvantaged. Small group discussion times should be built into the schedule at least a
couple of times a semester. These involve two to four tutors meeting with a facilitator
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(whoever is running the program) at an announced day and time and with some
knowledge of what will be discussed.
2. Questions can include theoretical issues (e.g., should writing centers be language centers
and allow an increased focus on language and mechanics?) or practical issues (e.g., what
strategies have the tutors found for working with writers who are adamant about wanting
grammatical help?). The discussion should also allow time for tutors to share tutorials
which went extremely well or tutorials which were terrible (and they should explain any
strategies they used to address the problem). In addition, for new tutors especially, time
should be reserved for sharing questions or concerns about tutoring international students.
3. Ideally, tutors will talk to one another so that the session moves beyond just facilitatorled question-and-answer.
Questions for Discussion and Reflection:
•

The focus you choose will depend on the nature of the training (e.g., is everyone doing
the same thing at the same time, or is it individualized?) and its scope (e.g., how many
topics have been covered since the last time the group met?).

•

A narrow focus (e.g., meeting to discuss one particular activity) requires the leader to
prepare questions to ensure that the expected outcomes will occur.

•

A broad focus might include asking tutors to share what they have been learning recently
or what they have found most interesting or most useful to their own tutoring. In
addition, tutors might be asked to use their tutoring experiences to define the term
successful tutorial within whatever categories the leader chooses (e.g., with native
speakers, with non-native speakers, with any speakers).
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Expected Outcomes:
The expected outcomes of a discussion will depend largely on the goals of the leader in
setting the topics. Generally speaking, some individuals prefer to talk over ideas rather than to
write them, so discussions in a small group setting can help to balance a more writing-focused
program. In addition, small group meetings such as this can help to provide tutors with other
perspectives on the work they have been doing (e.g., what response did other tutors have to a
particular reading or assignment?). Discussion leaders may also use the time to redirect tutors’
thinking about the session’s topic as well as to encourage self-reflection.
Producing Materials 46
This type of activity helps tutors consolidate their own learning by interpreting material for use
by other tutors or audiences.
In an ongoing training program, written reflection or group discussion can occasionally
be replaced with the production of materials. Tutors can reshape what they have learned into
something that can be used to teach others.
1. Documents—If your writing center houses a collection of materials to be shared with
writers or others, tutors can create handouts or web pages of the material they have
learned, and these can be added to this collection. For instance, information learned
about error correction in L2 writing can be translated into a document for instructors who
include a writing component in their courses.
2. Presentations—Tutors can create presentations based on the material they have learned.
These might be shared at future staff meetings, offered as workshops for students or

46

Since teaching someone else is a good way to increase one’s own retention of material, asking tutors to create
materials for someone else is a logical addition to a training program. In addition, see Vega-Rhodes (2012) for a
brief comment on asking tutors to update existing materials.
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instructors, or turned into an online resource for people who cannot be present for an inperson workshop. For instance, a slide show on the cultural aspects of citation could be
downloaded for use in a mentor group for new teaching assistants, or a group of tutors
might create videos (filmed during a staff meeting) about the various things a request for
grammar help might actually mean.
3. Long-term Projects—Experienced tutors often already possess the skills needed for
working with L2 writers. New tutors often need the same training that the experienced
tutors completed in a previous year. One way to accommodate these differences is to
arrange for experienced tutors to spend the entire training time on a long-term project.
a. Focus—The project should have a focus that is specific to working with L2
writers and that is an area where the tutor lacks knowledge. For example, a tutor
might wish to delve more deeply into the error correction debate in the field of L2
writing, to concentrate on the needs of L2 writers for specific types of writing
(e.g., research writing, science writing, business writing), or to research methods
for supporting L2 writers in writing-related courses. Tutors themselves may
suggest potential topics based on their own interests. One of our tutors recently
proposed a project studying learning disabilities among L2 writers, which I was
happy to allow.
b. Methods—Tutors should spend a large portion of the training time gathering and
reading information from whatever sources are available and relevant (e.g.,
journal articles, observations, interviews).
c. Output—The project should result in some form of output, usually written. The
expected output should be agreed upon prior to the start of the project.
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Depending on the amount of time available for the training and on the amount of
research and reading required for acquiring a knowledge base from which to
work, the output might take the form of a usable resource (e.g., an instructor FAQ
on best practices for working with L2 writers), or it may merely be a proposal for
such a resource, including rationale, focus, materials to be included, and audience.
Alternately, the project could take the form of participation in a research project,
e.g., one that examines tutor responses to writers’ documents. The output, in this
case, would be the responses to the documents plus tutor commentary or
reflection on the experience of responding to documents in this way.
Expected Outcomes:
Requiring tutors to produce materials helps them consolidate their learning. As in other
subject areas, those who teach the material to others gain a better grasp of the information
themselves. This type of activity requires tutors to determine what their audience lacks—a form
of self-exploration since the audience may be other tutors in similar circumstances—as well as to
impose a degree of order onto a large amount of interrelated material.
Tutors who participated in the training activity mentioned under Output (the research
project collecting tutor comments on documents) responded to the activity in a variety of ways.
Some commented on practical things they learned about themselves (e.g., I am a stickler for. . .)
or the writers. Others took the opportunity to ponder the writers’ thought processes and the
tutors’ roles in the writers’ work.
•

On the difference between grammatical correctness and clarity: “For this project, I was
more thorough than I am for my students' drafts [this tutor was also an instructor in firstyear composition] in that I ordered/listed the changes (as required by the sheet we filled
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out). For tutoring, I certainly don't do this. I ask the client what he/she wants to talk about
and we'll focus mostly just on that along with other issues I might see along the way. This
is especially true if they come in asking for grammar and there are bigger issues. I feel
like (perhaps recently even?) when ESL students say ‘grammar’ sometimes they also
mean clarity. I always try to rephrase/repeat what they're looking for during the agenda
setting portion and often I'll say, ‘Okay, so it sounds like you want to make sure it's
understandable, clear, professional, and avoid those little errors’ and they almost always
say ‘yes, yes!’ This lets me ask more questions about thesis statements, topic sentences,
etc. I'll say ‘I'm not sure what you mean by this’ and it's usually not a grammar problem.
For this exercise though, I looked at everything. It does make me wonder a few things.
(1) What do clients actually see in their papers? What clients ask for is not always what
is the most needed changes. . . . (2) What do they actually fix in their papers? . . . (3) Is it
our responsibility to point out these other issues beyond what they ask for? . . . I really
enjoyed this project overall. Thanks for letting me work on it this semester!” (Eleanor).
•

On acquiring self-knowledge through the activity: “This activity increased my
appreciation for the opportunities afforded by in-person tutorials . . . . Without first
having a conversation with the writer, it was hard for me to prioritize the comments that I
made. . . . One thing that surprised me is few of my comments in the first activity focused
on grammar; rather, organization, vocabulary, and style were more common. Similarly, in
the second activity I was surprised by how little I highlighted [grammar errors in] the
papers. . . . I’m still thinking through what I've learned about myself as a tutor through
this process. I do know that it's helped me to question what ‘grammar’ means to me; the
highlighting activity suggested to me that many of my suggestions for improvement don't
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fall under the categories listed in the highlighting guide. However, I'd be likely to still
address these if a student came in asking for grammar help. This activity has encouraged
me to better distinguish between grammar and style preferences during my tutorial, and
make it clear to the client when we are discussing Grammar and when we are discussing
other, and sometimes more subjective, stylistic issues” (Stephanie).
Exploring Online Resources
The Internet offers a plethora of options for L2 training, from the very scholarly and
potentially theoretical (e.g., online peer-reviewed journals) to the extremely practical (e.g., ESL
exercises for students). When creating an educational program or resource, consider not only
using Internet sources as they are meant to be used (e.g., practice one’s own grammar using
grammar exercises) but also looking at them as an indicator of something else (e.g., using the
grammar exercise pages to explore the contrast between how a writer might have been taught
and how he or she is currently being expected to write). After completing their exploration,
tutors should reflect on the experience, either in writing (e.g., to a writing center discussion
board) or in a verbal discussion (e.g., during a staff meeting).
1. Writing Center Web pages—These online faces of the writing center community can
offer a wealth of information about working with international students, as well as an
indication of the extent of the felt need for such help. Ideally, tutors would scan web
pages from a variety of centers guided by some sort of training-provided focus (e.g.,
program possibilities, information for instructors). Listed below are a number of
common categories of information available on writing center web pages:
a. Instructor FAQs on topics related to L2 writing or to international students in the
classroom
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b. Tutor FAQs about tutoring non-native speakers
c. Information about the variety of writing center programs that are available
d. General information about disconnects between North American academics and
international students’ previous academic experiences
2. Online Tutorials & Exercises—Web pages of this sort tend to focus on a limited topic
that is currently problematic and is also treatable in some way. Ideally, tutors would do
more than merely read or complete exercises. For instance, tutors presumably already
know how to cite sources and realize that plagiarism is unacceptable in the university;
however, plagiarism tutorials can be used for a number of other reasons: to examine the
assumptions that are made about why students plagiarize, to evaluate the likelihood that
the site will be effective for a particular population (e.g., international students), or to
collect a variety of ways to present the same information (which can be useful if a writer
they work with is struggling with a concept). Listed below are a few examples of typical
online materials that may be available at any one time:
a. Plagiarism Tutorial sites aim to instruct students in correct citation and the
avoidance of plagiarism. Additionally, in some cases, such tutorials also serve as
a certification mechanism (i.e., a student caught plagiarizing might be instructed
to complete the tutorial and present the certificate to the office which polices
academic dishonesty on campus). As explained above, such sites can be
examined in multiple ways during a training program.
b. Grammar Exercise sites aim to provide students with practice using certain
grammatical constructions. The sites are not usually aimed at college- or
graduate-level writing, so the examples may not be sufficiently erudite for anyone
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at an advanced English level. In a tutor training program, they can be used as a
way for tutors to practice grammar they struggle with explaining, but they can
also be used as a way for them to think about the potential problems experienced
by a writer who may have learned English using such exercises.
c. Vocabulary test sites claim to help users improve their English vocabulary or to
identify an individual’s vocabulary level. 47 Tutors can explore the sites, try out
the tests, compare their own answers with the answers of L2 writers, and gain
further understanding of how differences in vocabulary might effect writing.
Expected Outcomes:
Allowing—and indeed encouraging—tutors to explore online resources immerses them
in possibility. What do other writing centers do to help L2 writers? How might I approach this
or that topic or skill with a writer? The activity can be a way for tutors to stumble onto
information they were not even aware they lacked or to happen upon a great idea for a special
program to offer writers. They might either learn new information or might be inspired to
develop new material that others might one day use.
Tutor comments about online vocabulary tests demonstrate the wide range of possibility
that online resource review can have. Such resources can clarify the situation of international
writers—their struggles, their lack of confidence, the impact a limited vocabulary can have on
communicating thoughts—but they can also heighten awareness of potential tutoring strategies—
the focus on vocabulary limitations as a teachable moment or the use of synonyms to aid
understanding.

47

One of my favorite options is testyourvocab.com (Baldwin, 2010-2017) because it is easy to use and because the
developer writes a blog in which he talks about the stats he is collecting.
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On confidence as an aspect of vocabulary: “The vocabulary test was really interesting.
Because I was the type of kid who literally read the dictionary and still keeps a list of
‘cool words’ on my phone, I scored fairly high on the vocabulary test. One of my friends
who took the test (and the only one who really gave me feedback afterwards), A, scored
half of what I did but far above the average for non-native speakers. . . . One of the other
main differences in our reaction to the test was our anxiety produced. Despite both being
writers and loving words, we had very different levels of anxiety during and after the test.
I felt more casual about the experience and, if I hadn't scored as highly as I would have
liked, probably would have chalked it up to being ‘off’ on that day or being unfamiliar
with the particular words in that set. Overall, I feel very confident in having a good
vocabulary. However, A, despite having double the score of the average non-native
speaker (according to the test summary), was anxious that he did not score high enough
and that he perhaps took the test wrong. So even though A has won awards for his writing
and runs a press, he was far less confident in his vocabulary than I was . . .” (Brenda).

•

On vocabulary limitations as teachable moments: “This was a pretty fascinating
experience. . . . I asked a graduate international student to take the test; there was only
about an 8,000 word difference between us, but it still got me thinking about how these
differences might show up during a tutorial, particularly for an undergraduate student
whose vocabulary range might be much less. In terms of their writing and in terms of
explaining what kind of help they need, non-native speakers might have a significantly
harder time expressing what they want to say. This suggests that addressing non-native
speakers' vocabulary in a tutoring session requires tutors to think beyond the
directive/non-directive dualism. We can actually aid engaged students by introducing
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them to new terms they were unfamiliar with and by listening closely to what they're
trying to say (as opposed to simply taking them at face value when they say ‘I need help
with grammar’). I'll keep this in mind!” (Edwin).
•

On the impact a limited vocabulary might have for a student: “As was the case for many
of the other tutors, there was a gap between my vocabulary and that of my interviewee,
but because he has been studying English for over a decade and he reads copiously, the
gap was about 10-15k words instead of the 20-25k gap others reported. Still, this
emphasized the point that a person can study a language for half of their life and still
have a vocabulary limit in certain areas. While I believe that you don’t need an allencompassing vocabulary to write solid content or meaningful/beautiful prose—indeed it
is oftentimes much more difficult to write a simple, coherent passage than a complex,
flowery one—I can see better now how limited word-smith skills can be frustrating for a
student. For example, if a student feels repetitive using a certain term over and over, it
may be because they have a limited vocabulary. As a tutor, I need to recognize that as a
teachable moment where I can bring my skills as a native speaker and use them to help
my student” (Corrie, undergrad).

Self-Reflections
Tutors can be asked to reflect on themselves as tutors. On a large scale, this might look
like the literacy autobiography suggested by Casanave (2004). Casanave notes that “our internal
beliefs and predispositions tend to be less clearly visible and articulable than those we can trace
to external influences. They thus merit careful attention through self-observation, interaction
with colleagues, reflective journal writing, and open discussion with students” (2004, p. 12).
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Providing time for tutors to reflect on some of those beliefs and predispositions as they relate to
international students and L2 writers can lead to improved ability to work with these writers.
1. Set professional development goals for the semester. 48 Consider the following questions:
a. What do you struggle with or are least comfortable with when working with
international students?
b. Which of your L2 tutoring skills do you think are weak (or non-existent)?
c. What knowledge do you think you currently lack about multilingual writers or
tutoring multilingual writers?
d. If you could learn anything or improve your tutoring in any way (specifically
related to L2 writers), what would it require for you to do that? What would you
need to learn? What skills would you need to practice?
2. Reflect on where you started as a tutor of L2 writers. Try to reconstruct your starting
attitude toward the thought of tutoring large numbers of international students.
a. What did you already know about tutoring international students?
b. What background experiences did you bring with you?
c. Were there things you worried about?
d. How confident were you of being able to acquire what you needed to know along
the way?
3. Reflect on your own culture. 49 Think about what sort of cues are used on a regular basis.
Think about what sort of assumptions you make—things that fall into the that’s just the
way it is category.

48

The idea of having tutors set professional development goals as part of their L2 training came from Molly
Rentscher’s presentation at the 2016 International Writing Centers Association conference.
49
At this point, presumably tutors have read material about different aspects of culture or have learned something
about difficulties international students experience with culture clashes.
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a. What might it be like to interact with your culture if you did not have those
assumptions?
b. In addition, you might consider the size of your culture. Is it shared by a majority
of your fellow citizens? Only your immediate family? Or are you a culture of
one?
c. Have you had moments when your culture very clearly clashed with someone
else’s (a writer’s, a student’s, a friend’s)?
4. Reflect on your own experiences learning a second language.
a. What was it like to learn a second language? If you lived in another country
during that time, discuss that as well.
b. How does your experience learning a second language mesh with any of the
readings you have done?
c. How does your experience learning a second language help you as you tutor L2
writers? Do you find yourself consciously using that experience in some way? If
not, how could you use it?
5. Think back over recent tutorials with international students. Pick one that was either
excellent or horrendous (or maybe merely good or bad). Tell the story of the tutorial—
the characters, events, plot, resolution. 50 Be sure to include whatever is relevant of a
character’s (in this case your) thoughts and feelings. Read other tutors’ stories and write
a response to them. Look for any unconscious assumptions they might be making. What
might have been the effect of such assumptions? Have you ever had similar

50

The inspiration for having tutors think about their tutorials as stories complete with characters and plot came from
a single line in Hayes & Crisostomo (2012) describing a web dialog forum as “online storytelling” (p. 80).
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assumptions? What was the outcome in your situation? What strategies might they have
used?
Expected Outcomes:
One of the things I share with prospective new tutors is that international students are
students first and international second; in other words, they share the same hopes (for an A+ on
their paper) and fears (that the question they want to ask is dumb) that the prospective tutors
themselves experience. This can help prospective tutors move past their own fears about
working with a large number of L2 writers so that their sessions can be more productive. Selfreflections can help to accomplish this same goal by enabling tutors to put themselves into the
shoes of the writers (what was it like when you were learning a second language?) or by looking
for similarities despite the cultural differences (what cultural cues do you use?).
When tutors reflect on where they started, they tend to highlight their anxieties.
Information such as this can serve a dual purpose: tutors think back over their experiences (and,
perhaps, are able to see how far they have already come), and senior staff gain insight into
potential ways to focus initial education to meet those expressed needs.
•

On preconceived notions causing worry: “. . . Before this semester I had no experience
tutoring, let alone tutoring international students. I would say my single largest
preconceived notion was that most international students would come in for help with
grammar, and specifically for editing and proofreading. I had this expectation in part
because during my very first semester as a terrified Masters student teaching international
students for the first time, I was often guilty of ‘off-loading’ concerns related to grammar
to the Writing Lab. . . . As a first time tutor, I worried about being able to answer
specific, complex questions about grammar or providing detailed rules. I was confident
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that I could take a look at a document and offer suggestions to the writer, but I was less
assured in my ability to recall specific information. . . . ” (Jason).
•

On the problem of explaining something known only instinctively: “[Despite having] had
the opportunity to teach English in South Korea for several months . . . . I was still feeling
a bit overwhelmed and even under prepared to ‘effectively’ tutor international students.
Part of my hesitance, I think, stems from a lack of confidence in feeling like my
instruction is actually beneficial. Additionally, I often worry because some of the things I
know about the English language are sometimes hard to articulate. In other words,
sometimes phrasing just ‘sounds right’ as a native speaker, but I'm unsure of how to
communicate why this is so. Moments like these have always been stressful for me as a
tutor because I know such an explanation isn't helpful for international students. . . . . A
constant concern for me that sometimes emerges when talking to international students is
my fear of not being able to understand what they are saying to me. I know this means I
need to listen actively and carefully, but it's always something I worry about” (Erica).

•

On tutoring despite lacking knowledge: “I was really nervous about tutoring international
students because I didn't want to teach them the wrong way or not have a good enough
answer for them. I still have these concerns, but now I see how willing and ready they are
to learn. Some students already see and know what they want to fix but still need a little
help figuring out how to do that. I have a great respect for international students because I
have enough issues learning a foreign language, let alone learning and writing other
things in another language. . . . I've also been worried about tutoring international
students because I want to help them the best they can and they usually want to learn as
much as they possibly can but sometimes it is just difficult. Like you said, I'm also an
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editor so it is difficult to not get caught up in the grammatical errors of the paper when
there are other things to focus on” (Sandie, undergrad).
Tutoring Narrative
This activity helps tutors think about their professional growth over the long term and how to share that
with a wider audience (e.g., in future job interviews). It will be most useful with tutors who have several
years of experience.
Potential Materials:
Any number of the following may be used for this activity. The choice depends on whether it will be a
single activity or an entire module.
•

Explanation of the work and a rationale for it (see Appendix B, page 258)

•

Day 1, or The Early Weeks reflection sheet (see Appendix C, page 259)

•

Transcription information and directions (see page 202)

•

Storytelling information and directions (see Self-Reflections on page 248)

•

Writer/L2 Literacy Interview Questions (see Appendix D, page 260)

•

SWOT Observation document (any paper with space for an observer to note Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats)

•

Philosophy of Tutoring Questions (see Appendix E, page 262)

•

Tutoring Goals Inventory (information in Appendix E, page 262)

Activity Directions:
The directions for tutors will depend on which materials are used. A semester-long comprehensive
activity might work as follows:
1. Read the explanation.
2. Complete the Day 1, or The Early Weeks guiding questions.
3. Read over all reflections written for prior training. Take note of struggles working with L2
writers and any resolution to them (e.g., new strategies to use). Write a reflection about those
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struggles. Why did those particular things cause you trouble? How did you resolve the problem?
Do you still struggle with the same things? What strategies do you employ? What are your
current strengths as a tutor of L2 writers and how do you know (e.g., has anyone else commented
on it)? What are your current weaknesses or struggles?
4. Complete the transcription activity for one of your tutorials (see page 202). Choose a minimum
of 10 minutes to transcribe and comment on, and try to choose purposefully.
5. Write a story about one to five of your best tutorials with L2 writers (see page 248). Which ones
really stood out as excellent sessions (for any reason)? Write these as a story (character, plot,
dialog, etc.), and title them descriptively.
6. Interview an L2 writer that you have personally worked with about his or her L2 literacy.
7. Write a story about one to five of your worst tutorials with L2 writers (see page 248). Which
ones really stood out as terrible, horrible, no-good, very-bad sessions (for any reason)? Write
these as a story (character, plot, dialog, etc.), and title them descriptively.
8. Have a fellow tutor observe one of your sessions with an L2 writer. The observer should use the
SWOT form to jot notes during the session. Write a short response to the observer’s notes.
9. Write a reflection on the most influential moments of your tutoring of L2 writers. What event
helped you the most in your professional development: staff meeting, practicum, intensive
training, certain tutorials, casual conversation with another tutor?
10. Complete a Philosophy of Tutoring Exercise and write a tutoring philosophy. Note: you may
find it helpful to read about teaching philosophies as a way to get started. Remember that you
may use any of the material you have already completed as source material.
11. Complete a teaching goals inventory twice: once for teaching and once for tutoring. Reflect on
your answers using the following questions: Which items end up being essential or irrelevant to
tutoring? Are any of the important tutoring items dependent on the document (e.g., more
important for a grad school application, less important for a First Year Composition essay)? Are
any of them dependent on the writer? On you? What were the differences between tutoring and
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teaching, in your assessment? How easy or difficult was it to think about tutoring in these terms
(remember, the original intent of the inventory was for teaching a class)? In what ways was it
helpful to think about tutoring in these terms? How do strategies you use for tutoring result in
meeting these goals? Is there a direct correlation between what you marked as goals on the
inventory and the strategies you normally use?
12. Write a tutoring narrative along the lines of a literacy narrative. If you are unfamiliar with
literacy narratives, read about them, e.g., from a website like this one from Norton:
https://www.wwnorton.com/college/english/write/fieldguide/writing_guides.asp#BOLD01
Remember that this is creative nonfiction, so be creative. Tell a good story. You might use any
of the previously-developed material as you work on this.
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Appendix A: Interview Assignment Sheets

Interview Assignment 1
Interview any international student you know about their experiences studying in the U.S.
Turn in your interview notes and the written response (details below).
Demographic Information about the Interviewee
Nationality/Language:
School Classification (freshman, sophomore, grad, etc.):
Number of years in the U.S.:
Number of years in the U.S. prior to attending college/grad school:
Number of years studying English prior to arrival:
Potential Questions to Ask (Do Not Limit Yourself to These):
• Initial experiences in the U.S., both good and bad
• Thoughts about writing in their native language (e.g., how did they learn, what sort of
strategies do they use when faced with a writing task, likes, dislikes)
• Thoughts about writing in English (e.g., what they are good at, what they need help with,
how similar or different is it to writing in the L1, hardest or easiest part of writing in
English, what sort of strategies do they use when faced with a writing task)
• Thoughts on what has been easiest or hardest about switching from writing mostly in
their native language to writing mostly in English
• Most useful thing that has happened in a writing tutorial or most useful piece of writing
advice or help they have received from anyone (e.g., instructor, friend)
• One thing they wish every instructor/tutor/etc. knew
Instructions for the Written Response:
When you are done, write a brief response in which you think about connections between the
answers from your interview and anything you have observed in the Writing Lab (either during
your time as a tutor or during your time in the practicum).
Post your written response to the course discussion board and turn in the interview notes
using the turn-in feature of the assignment.
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Interview Assignment 2
Interview any international student you know about their experiences studying in the U.S.
Turn in your interview notes and the written response (details below).
Demographic Information about the Interviewee
Nationality/Language:
School Classification (e.g., freshman, sophomore, grad):
Number of years in the U.S.:
Number of years in the U.S. prior to attending college/grad school:
Number of years studying English prior to arrival:
Potential Questions to Ask (Do Not Limit Yourself to These):
• Thoughts about learning English as a new language (e.g., how they learned, what sort of
strategies they apply when trying to grasp a new concept or term)
• Thoughts about learning English away from an English-speaking context vs. once they
arrived in the U.S.
• Thoughts about methods of learning English (e.g., how they were taught, how they wish
they had been taught, comparison with how they learned the native language as a child)
• Thoughts about what sort of preparation they had for studying abroad (e.g. linguistically,
culturally, etc.).
• Thoughts about learning oral English vs. written English (e.g., which was easier, why,
methods, usefulness overall)
• Thoughts about how they perceive their own fluency (e.g., how do they assess themselves
and why, what do they base that assessment on)
Instructions for the Written Response:
When you are done, write a brief response in which you think about connections between the
answers from your interview and anything you have observed in the Writing Lab (either during
your time as a tutor or during your time in the practicum).
Post your written response to the course discussion board and turn in the interview notes
using the turn-in feature of the assignment.
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Appendix B: Tutoring Narrative Materials

Explanation and Rationale
"Our internal beliefs and predispositions tend to be less clearly visible and articulatable than
those we can trace to external influences. They thus merit careful attention through selfobservation, interaction with colleagues, reflective journal writing, and open discussions with
students" (Casanave, 2004, p. 12).

The goal of this module is for you to spend time giving this careful attention to your internal
beliefs about tutoring, the writers you work with, and yourself as a tutor (as distinct from
yourself as a teacher). The various activities will allow you to build up a portfolio of material
that you will then use to create a tutoring autobiography and a tutoring philosophy statement.

Although a tutoring autobiography or philosophy may never be requested in a job search,
completing this module offers the following benefits:
•

Clarity of thought about the various roles you play with respect to students (tutor vs.
teacher)

•

Increased consciousness about the foundations of what you do/say in tutorials

•

Collection of most-commonly-used strategies, your "favorites", so to speak

•

Language that you CAN use to talk about your tutoring experience on a CV or in a cover
letter or during an interview
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Appendix C: Day 1, or The Early Weeks

Reflect on where you were professionally and personally on Day 1 of tutoring L2 writers.
Complete the following sentences as a way to capture your thoughts and feelings from way back
when.
When I first started tutoring L2 writers,
My biggest fear was . . .
I thought I knew . . .
I worried about . . .
I wondered whether . . .
I expected that . . .
I believed the writers were . . .
I believed I was . . .
I planned to . . .
I hoped . . .
I thought I could . . .
I wanted to . . .
I...
They . . .
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Appendix D: Writer’s L2 Literacy Interview

Interview a writer you have tutored. Specifically, you are collecting information about their L2
literacy experiences. The questions below should be considered a starting point only—feel free
to go beyond these questions if you wish. When you are finished, use the questions at the end to
write a reflection about what you learned. You will turn in the entire document (both notes and
reflection).
Demographic information:
• Academic classification
• Country of origin
• Number of years in the U.S.
• Preferred first language
• Number of languages fluent in
• Numbers of years studying English
L2 Literacy Questions:
• How and when did you first learn English?
• If as a 2nd language, what was hardest about it? What was easiest?
• What sort of input did you find most useful for improving your English literacy? (If the
writer doesn’t know what you mean, you might suggest some of the following as ideas:
media, books, classes, conversation with native speakers, etc.)
• How did learning English change your life, and was it a positive thing or a negative
thing?
• How and when did you first start writing in English?
• If as a 2nd language, what was hardest about it? What did you most like about it?
• Was there a person who most influenced your English writing and/or general English
literacy?
• Do you have any memories of successes or failures in English writing and/or general
English literacy? Would you share them?
• What are your feelings about writing in English? Is it easy? Difficult? Why?
• What do you think are your strengths and weaknesses in writing in English?
• What sort of input have you found most useful for improving your English writing? (If
the writer doesn’t know how to answer, you might suggest some of the following as
ideas: class assignments, teacher comments, peer feedback, reading, Writing Lab, etc.)
• What role has the Writing Lab played in your English writing skills?
• What role has the Writing Lab played in your general English literacy (as opposed to
writing ability)?
• What sort of input/help proves most useful for improving your writing?
• What would your ideal tutor be like (behavior, type of talking, nonverbal communication,
content, whatever else)?
• What do you wish all Writing Lab tutors knew about tutoring L2 writers?
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Reflection Questions for You:
Write up a brief summary of your interview notes—a sort of writer’s literacy biography—to
provide a general overview of what you learned from this writer. Then, write a reflection in
which you consider the connections between that literacy narrative and your tutoring of the
writer. You might start by thinking about the following questions, but you do not need to be
limited to them:
•

How have you seen the literacy narrative play itself out in tutorials you have conducted
(preferably with that writer, but if that is not possible, then generally with L2 writers)?

•

How do you adjust tutoring strategies because of the L2 literacy narrative the writer has?

•

How aware are you usually about the backgrounds of writers you work with, in terms of
English literacy?

•

What surprised you about this particular writer? (e.g., disparity between how things go in
a tutorial and the writer's English language background experiences...)

•

To what extent did the writer’s opinions about best input for literacy improvement match
your assumptions about what would be best (or your own experiences with literacy
improvement)?

•

To what extent do tutorials provide that sort of input? If they don’t, can they? Should
they?

•

What was your reaction to the writer's preferences for tutoring style or content or to the
writer's estimate of the role tutoring played in overall literacy?
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Appendix E: Philosophy of Tutoring Exercise 51
Answer the questions below as completely as you can. These questions are meant to help you think about
your attitudes, values, and beliefs about writing tutoring. You may answer these for tutoring generally, or
you may focus specifically on tutoring L2 writers. If you answer the questions generally, include at least
a few notes where you indicate if things are different when tutoring L2 writers or if there are additional
considerations when tutoring L2 writers.
1. Why do you tutor the way you do?
2. What is your concept of tutoring? What values, beliefs, aspirations, etc. inform the work you do
as a tutor?
3. How is tutoring different from teaching? How is it similar? How do you transition from one role
to the other, especially if your daily schedule puts one right after the other in a single day?
4. What would a perfect tutorial look like to you? What makes it perfect?
5. What should writers expect of you as a tutor?
6. How would an outside observer see your interactions with writers?
7. What is a tutoring strategy you frequently use? Why this and not another strategy?
8. What are your goals for writers you tutor? How do you know if those goals are being met?
9. How do you decide if a tutorial is successful? How do you know if you have tutored effectively?
10. What do you do to ensure that your tutoring is facilitating writer learning rather than just
improving the document?
11. How has your thinking about tutoring changed over time, and why has it changed? Have your
attitudes about tutoring and writers changed over time?
12. What metaphor would you use to describe the role of tutor (especially for L2 writers)?
13. How do you decide how much guidance or input to give on a high-stakes document such as a
graduate school application? What factors do you consider?
14. What is the role of a tutor when the obvious or expressed need is for grammatical or other
sentence-level help? How do you decide whether to or how much to address these concerns?

Tutoring Goals Inventory
https://fm.iowa.uiowa.edu/fmi/xsl/tgi/data_entry.xsl?-db=tgi_data&-lay=Layout01&-view

51

Questions borrowed from Center for Educational Innovation (2015) and Center for Teaching (2017) and revised
to fit tutoring settings.
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There are two important caveats with lists such as this: They quickly become out of
date; 52 and not all of these materials express contemporary sensibilities. When educating
graduate student tutors, in particular, it is important to introduce them even to conflicted aspects
of the issues surrounding L2 student writers. Troubling historical readings should be paired with
more recent scholarship, and the assignments given for those readings should in some way
require the student to confront the disparities in understanding between the present and the past.
Note, also, that for many undergraduates, published equals true, so use readings (especially
outdated ones) with care.
Cross-cultural Communication
This category covers cultural aspects of writing as well as interpersonal communication.
In addition, it includes such topics as the cultural aspects of assignments and other academic
documents.

Adichie, C.N. (2009, July). The danger of a single story [Video File]. Retrieved from
http://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story#
Bell, D.C., & Youmans, M. (2006). Politeness and praise: Rhetorical issues in ESL (L2)
writing center conferences. The Writing Center Journal, 26(2), 31-47. Retrieved from
http://www.jstor.org/stable/43442248
Connor, U. (1996). Contrastive rhetoric: Cross-cultural aspects of second-language writing.
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press.
Connor, U. (2011). Intercultural rhetoric and teaching. In Intercultural rhetoric in the writing
classroom (pp. 63-89). Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.

52

This bibliography is already somewhat out-of-date, as I began it in 2015. It is still useful as a starting point; just
don’t count on it to provide all the resources you might need.
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Flaitz, J., Eckstein, L.K., Kalaydjian, K.S., Miranda, A., Mitchell, D.A., Mohamed, A., . . .
Zollner, L.E. (2003). Understanding your international students: An educational,
cultural, and linguistic guide. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
Garner, M., & Young, C. (2003, January). More than verbs and tenses: The many facets of ESL
conferencing. The Writing Lab Newsletter, 27(5), 1-4. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Gebhard, J.G. (2010). What do international students think and feel? Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press. (In particular, pp. 43, 46-48, and 110-114).
Harris, M. (1997). Cultural conflicts in the writing center: Expectations and assumptions of
ESL students. In C. Severino, J. Guerra, & J. Butler (Eds.), Writing in multicultural
settings (pp. 220-233). New York, NY: Modern Language Association.
Kaplan, R.B. (1966). Cultural thought patterns in inter-cultural education. Language Learning,
16 (1-2), 1-20. [This article should be read in conjunction with Severino (1993).]
doi:10.1111/j.1467-1770.1966.tb00804.x
Leki, I. (1991). Twenty-five years of contrastive rhetoric: Text analysis and writing
pedagogies. TESOL Quarterly, 25(1), 123-143. doi: 10.2307/3587031
Li, X. (2014). Are “cultural differences a mere fiction”?: Reflections and arguments on
contrastive rhetoric. Journal of Second Language Writing, 25, 104-113. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2014.06.004
Liu, Y. (1996). To capture the essence of Chinese rhetoric: An anatomy of a paradigm in
comparative rhetoric. Rhetoric Review, 14(2), 318-335. Retrieved from
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/465859
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Miller, L. (2007). Internationals writing in English: An introduction to contrastive rhetoric.
Retrieved from http://www.scribd.com/doc/2339047/Cultural-Differences
Pease, A., & Pease, B. (2006). The definitive book of body language. New York, NY: Bantam
Dell.
Reid, J. (2008). Students' myths about academic writing and teaching. In Writing
myths: Applying second language research to classroom teaching (pp. 177-201). Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
Robertson, W. (Writer and Director), Burton, V.T. (Director), & Ede, L. (Director). (2005).
Writing across borders [DVD]. Available from http://writingcenter.oregonstate.edu
/writing-across-borders
Severino, C. (1993). The doodles in context: Qualifying claims about contrastive rhetoric. The
Writing Center Journal, 14(1), 44-62. Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy
.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43441939
Shen, F. (1989). The classroom and the wider culture: Identity as a key to learning English
composition. College Composition and Communication, 40 (4), 459-466.
doi:10.2307/358245
Sims, B.R., & Guice, S. (1992). Differences between business letters from native and non
native speakers of English. The Journal of Business Communication, 29(1), 23-39.
Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu
/10.1177%2F002194369202900102
Storti, C. (1999). Figuring foreigners out: A practical guide. Yarmouth, ME: Intercultural
Press, Inc.
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Wong, S. D. (1992). Contrastive rhetoric: An exploration of proverbial references in Chinese
student L1 and L2 writing. Journal of Intensive English Studies, 6, 71-90.

Grammar, Proofreading, Vocabulary, and Sentence Structure
This category combines what are sometimes called “lower order concerns.” For second
language writers, because these can hinder understandability, they often become “higher order
concerns.”

Bander, R. G. (1971). American English rhetoric. New York, NY: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., pp. 130-132.
Bates, L., Lane, J., & Lange, E. (1993). Writing clearly: Responding to ESL compositions.
Boston, MA: Heinle & Heinle.
Bitchener, J., & Knoch, U. (2010). Raising the linguistic accuracy level of advanced L2 writers
with written corrective feedback. Journal of Second Language Writing, 19, 207-217.
Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2010.10.002
Brown, D. (2010). Reshaping the value of grammatical feedback on writing using colors.
[PowerPoint Slides]. Retrieved from http://www.slideshare.net/danbrown333/color
grammar-feedback-by-dan-brown
Ferris, D.R. (2011). Treatment of error in second language student writing. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
Folse, K.S. (2009). Keys to teaching grammar to English language learners. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press.
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Graff, G., & Birkenstein, C. (2006). They say, I say: The moves that matter in academic
writing. New York, NY: W.W. Norton & Company.
Hinkel, E. (2004). Teaching academic ESL writing: Practical techniques in vocabulary and
grammar (especially pp. 65-94, 313-335). Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Kim, E.J. (2012). Providing a sounding board for second language writers. TESOL Journal,
3(1), 33-47. doi: 10.1002/tesj.2
King, K.B. (2007). The writing template book. (pp.1, 4-8). Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press.
Kolln, M. (1999). Rhetorical grammar (3rd ed., pp. 105-109). Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon.
Lane, J., & Lange, E. (1999). Writing clearly: An editing guide (2nd ed.). Boston, MA: Heinle
& Heinle.
Lane, J., & Lange, E. (2012). Writing clearly: Grammar for editing (3rd ed.). Boston, MA:
Heinle, Cengage Learning.
McCarthy, M., & O'Dell, F. (2008). Academic vocabulary in use. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press.
Myers, S. A. (2004). Reassessing the “proofreading trap”: ESL tutoring and writing instruction.
The Writing Center Journal, 24(1), 51-70. Retrieved from Retrieved from
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43442189
Nakamaru, S. (2010). Lexical issues in writing center tutorials with international and USeducated multilingual writers. Journal of Second Language Writing, 19, 95-113.
Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2010.01.001
Oshima, A., & Hogue, A. (2014). Longman academic writing series: Paragraphs to essays (4th
ed., pp. 112-113). White Plains, NY: Pearson.
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Raimes, A. (2004). Grammar troublespots: A guide for student writers (3rd ed.). New York,
NY: Cambridge University Press.
Severino, C., & Deifell, E. (2011). Empowering L2 tutoring: A case study of a second
language writer’s vocabulary learning. The Writing Center Journal, 31(1), 25-54.
Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43442356
Swales, J.M., & Feak, C.B. (2012). Academic writing for graduate students (3rd ed.). Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
Turner, J. (2011). Rewriting writing in higher education: The contested spaces of proofreading.
Studies in Higher Education, 36(4), 427-440. doi: 10.1080/03075071003671786
Van Beuningen, C. (2010). Corrective feedback in L2 writing: Theoretical perspectives,
empirical insights, and future directions. International Journal of English Studies, 10(2),
1-27. Retrieved from http://revistas.um.es/ijes/article/view/119171
Zwier, L.J. (2002). Building academic vocabulary. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.

Grammar—The Error Debate
Ferris and Truscott have engaged in a debate addressing the pros and cons of grammar
correction. Although this list does not include the entirety of the debate, it does provide a
starting point for examining the two sides of the issue, in the order in which they were published.

Truscott, J. (1996). The case against grammar correction in L2 writing classes. Language
Learning, 46, 327-369. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-1770.1996.tb01238.x
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Ferris, D.R. (1999). The case for grammar correction in L2 writing classes: A response to
Truscott (1996). Journal of Second Language Writing, 8, 1-10. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1060-3743(99)80110-6
Truscott, J. (1999). The case for "the case for grammar correction in L2 writing classes": A
response to Ferris. Journal of Second Language Writing, 8, 111-122. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1060-3743(99)80124-6
Ferris, D.R. (2004). The "grammar correction" debate in L2 writing: Where are we, and where
do we go from here? (And what do we do in the meantime?) Journal of Second
Language Writing, 13, 49-62. Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2004.04.005
Truscott, J., & Hsu, A.Y-P. (2008). Error correction, revision, and learning. Journal of Second
Language Writing, 17, 292-305. Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2008.05.003

Plagiarism and Citation
Although the information included here could easily fit into other categories, it warrants
its own because it is so significant in university-level academic writing.

Bloch, J. (2008). Plagiarism in an inter-cultural rhetoric. In U. Connor, E. Nagelhout, & W.V.
Rozycki (Eds.), Contrastive rhetoric: Reaching to intercultural rhetoric (pp. 257-274).
Philadelphia, PA: John Benjamins Publishing Company.
Bloch, J. (2012). The problem of plagiarism. In Plagiarism, intellectual property and the
teaching of L2 writing (pp. 1-23). Bristol, UK: Multilingual Matters.
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Hayner, A., & Bartzis, O.L. (2012, June). “Cheating” or “sharing”? Academic ethics across
cultures. Handout from a presentation at the NAFSA Indiana State Conference,
University of Notre Dame.
Keck, C. (2014). Copying, paraphrasing, and academic writing development: A re-examination
of L1 and L2 summarization practices. Journal of Second Language Writing, 25, 4-22.
Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2014.05.005
Pecorari, D. (2003). Good and original: Plagiarism and patchwriting in academic secondlanguage writing. Journal of Second Language Writing, 12, 317-345. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2003.08.004
Pecorari, D. (2016). Writing from sources, plagiarism, and textual borrowing. In
R.M. Manchón & P.K. Matsuda (Eds.), Handbook of Second and Foreign Language
Writing (pp. 329-347). Boston/Berlin: De Gruyter.
Russikoff, K., Fucaloro, L., & Salkauskiene, D. (2003). Plagiarism as a cross-cultural
phenomenon. The CATESOL Journal, 15(1), 127-142. Retrieved from
http://www.catesoljournal.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/CJ15_russikoff.pdf
Shi, L. (2006). Cultural backgrounds and textual appropriation. Language Awareness, 15(4),
264-282. Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/10.2167/la406.0

Plagiarism Online Tutorials
A number of online tutorials exist that aim to help students understand plagiarism in
order to avoid running afoul of their institution’s academic honesty policies. Some are better
than others. Having tutors look at these (and usually that means going through the tutorial
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themselves) is one way for them to see how the gatekeepers conceive of the problem and
whether or not this conception appears relevant for L2 writers.
•

https://library.acadiau.ca/research/tutorials/you-quote-it-you-note-it.html

•

https://www.indiana.edu/~academy/firstPrinciples/index.html

•

https://plagiarism.arts.cornell.edu/tutorial/exercises.cfm

•

https://librarybestbets.fairfield.edu/academicintegritytutorial

Second Language Acquisition
This category offers material dealing with aspects of acquiring a second language that do
not readily fall under cross-cultural communication or writing.

Bigelow, M., & Tarone, E. (2004). The role of literacy level in second language acquisition:
Doesn’t who we study determine what we know? TESOL Quarterly, 38(4), 689-700.
Retrieved from https://www.jstor.org/stable/3588285
Brown, H.D. (2007). Principles of language learning and teaching, 5th edition. White Plains,
NY: Pearson Education.
Brown, S., & Larson-Hall, J. (2012). Second language acquisition myths. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press.
Manchón, R.M., & Williams, J. (2016). L2 writing and SLA studies. In R.M. Manchón & P.K.
Matsuda (Eds.), Handbook of Second and Foreign Language Writing (pp. 567-586).
Boston/Berlin: De Gruyter.
Mitchell, R., & Myles, F. (2004). Second language learning theories, 2nd edition. London, UK:
Hodder Arnold.
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Ortega, L. (2012). Epilogue: Exploring L2 writing—SLA interfaces. Journal of Second
Language Writing, 21, 404-415. Retrieved from
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2012.09.002
Polio, C. (2012). The relevance of second language acquisition theory to the written error
correction debate. Journal of Second Language Writing, 21, 375-389. Retrieved from
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2012.09.004
Williams, J. (2012). The potential role(s) of writing in second language development. Journal
of Second Language Writing, 21, 321-331. Retrieved from
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2012.09.007

Second Language Writing
This category includes a variety of topics related to writing in a second language:
cultural aspects, linguistic aspects, etc.

Andrade, M.S., & Evans, N.W. (2013). Principles and practices for response in second
language writing. New York, NY: Routledge.
Bitchener, J., & Ferris, D.R. (2012). Written corrective feedback in second language
acquisition and writing. New York, NY: Routledge.
Blau, S., Hall, J., assisted by Sara Sparks. (2002). Guilt-free tutoring: Rethinking how we tutor
non-native-English-speaking students. The Writing Center Journal, 23(1), 23-44.
Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43442160
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Carson, J.E., & Kuehn, P.A. (1992). Evidence of transfer and loss in developing second
language writers. Language Learning, 24(2), 157-182. Retrieved from
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-1770.1992.tb00706.x
DePalma, M.J., & Ringer, J.M. (2011). Toward a theory of adaptive transfer: Expanding
disciplinary discussions of “transfer” in second-language writing and composition
studies. Journal of Second Language Writing, 20, 134-147. Retrieved from
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2011.02.003
di Gennaro, K. (2013). How different are they? A comparison of Generation 1.5 and
international L2 learners’ writing ability. Assessing Writing, 18, 154-172. Retrieved
from https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asw.2013.01.003
Glasman-Deal, H. (2010). Science research writing for non-native speakers of English. London,
UK: Imperial College Press.
Hall, C. (1990). Managing the complexity of revising across languages. TESOL Quarterly,
24(1), 43-60. Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu
/stable/3586851
Hartse, J.H., & Kubota, R. (2014). Pluralizing English? Variation in high-stakes academic texts
and challenges of copyediting. Journal of Second Language Writing, 24, 71-82.
Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2014.04.001
Manchón, R.M. (2011). Situating the learning-to-write and writing-to-learn dimensions of L2
writing. In R.M. Manchón (Ed.), Learning-to-write and writing-to-learn in an additional
language (pp. 3-14). Philadelphia: John Benjamins Pub Co.
Manchón, R.M., & Matsuda, P.K. (Eds.). (2016). Handbook of second and foreign language
writing. Boston/Berlin: De Gruyter.
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Marzban, A., & Jalali, F.E. (2016). The interrelationship among L1 writing skills, L2 writing
skills, and L2 proficiency of Iranian EFL learners at different proficiency levels. Theory
and Practice in Language Studies, 6(7), 1364-1371. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.17507/tpls.0607.05
Matsuda, P.K., Cox, M., Jordan, J., & Ormeier-Hooper, C. (Eds.). (2011). Second-language
writing in the composition classroom: A critical sourcebook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St.
Martin’s.
Neumann, H. (2014). Teacher assessment of grammatical ability in second language academic
writing: A case study. Journal of Second Language Writing, 24, 83-107. Retrieved
from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2014.04.002
Ortega, L. (2011). Reflections on the learning-to-write and writing-to-learn dimensions of
second language writing. In R.M. Manchón (Ed.), Learning-to-write and writing-to
learn in an additional language (pp. 237-250). Philadelphia: John Benjamins Pub Co.
Paltridge, B., & Starfield, S. (2007). Thesis and dissertation writing in a second language. New
York, NY: Routledge.
Reid, J., Folse, K.S., Schuemann, C.M., Byrd, P., Bunting, J., Hyland, K., . . . Matsuda, P.K.
(2008). Writing myths: Applying second language research to classroom teaching. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
Severino, C. (1993). The sociopolitical implications of response to second language writing and
second dialect writing. Journal of Second Language Writing, 2(3), 181-201. Retrieved
from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/1060-3743(93)90018-X
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Silva, T., & Leki, I. (2004). Family matters: The influence of applied linguistics and
composition studies on second language writing studies: Past, present, and future. The
Modern Language Journal, 88(1), 1-13. Retrieved from
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3588714
Sullivan, P., Zhang, Y., & Zheng, F. (2012). College writing in China and America: A modest
and humble conversation, with writing samples. College Composition and
Communication, 64(2), 306-331. Retrieved from
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43490754
Ur, P. (2012). A course in English language teaching (2nd ed.). Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press.
Weissberg, R. (2006). Connecting speaking & writing in second language writing instruction.
Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press.
You, X. (2008). From Confucianism to Marxism: A century of theme treatment in Chinese
writing instruction. In U. Connor, E. Nagelhout, & W.V. Rozycki (Eds.) Contrastive
rhetoric: Reaching to intercultural rhetoric (pp. 241-256). Philadelphia, PA: John
Benjamins Publishing Company.
Zawacki, T.M., Hajabbasi, E., Habib, A., Antram, A., & Das, A. (2007). Valuing written
accents: Non-native students talk about identity, academic writing, and meeting
teachers’ expectations. Retrieved from http://writtenaccents.gmu.edu/
monograph/valuing-written-accents-second-edition.pdf
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Training Tutors
A fair amount of literature exists that offers methods for training tutors. Although it is
seldom L2-specific in its focus, much of the material can easily be adjusted for use in an L2
training program.

Agee, K., & Hodges, R. (Eds.). (2012). Handbook for training peer tutors and mentors. Mason,
OH: Cengage Learning.
Devet, B. (1997). Untapped resources for training writing lab consultants. The Writing Lab
Newsletter, 21(10), 15-16. Retrieved from https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Estes, S., & Martina, A. (2010). Taking tutor training online. The Writing Lab Newsletter,
35(3/4), 1-5. Retrieved from https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Hall, J., & Kennedy, A. (2007). Tutor journals: A collaborative approach to training. The
Writing Lab Newsletter, 31(8), 1-6. Retrieved from https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Johnson, K.G., Roggenbuck, T., & Conzo, C. (Eds.). (2019). How we teach writing tutors: A
WLN digital edited collection. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/digitaleditedcollection1/
Litman, A. (2008). A culture of collaboration: Reflections on conferences and tutor training.
The Writing Lab Newsletter, 32(9), 6-7. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Munger, R.H., Rubenstein, I., & Burow, E. (1996). Observation, interaction, and reflection:
The foundation for tutor training. The Writing Lab Newsletter, 21(4), 1-5. Retrieved
from https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
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Nowacki, J.C. (2012). An ongoing ESL training program in the writing center. Praxis: A
Writing Center Journal, 9(2), 1-4. Retrieved from http://www.praxisuwc.com/ongoing
esl-92
Smith, J.B. (2005). Tutor training as reflective practice: Problem setting and solving. The
Writing Lab Newsletter, 29(8), 13-15. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Thonus, T. (2014). Tutoring multilingual students: Shattering the myths. Journal of College
Reading and Learning, 44(2), 200-212. doi: 10.1080/10790195.2014.906233

Tutoring L2 Writers
A fair amount of literature exists that deals with tutoring international students. Although
there will be overlap with the other categories, this category separates out the material that is
specifically about tutoring.

Bruce, S., & Rafoth, B. (2009). ESL writers: A guide for writing center tutors (2nd ed.).
Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook Publishers.
Cogie, J. (2006). ESL student participation in writing center sessions. The Writing Center
Journal, 26(2), 48-66. Retrieved from
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43442249
Cumming, A., & So, S. (1996). Tutoring second language test revision: Does the approach to
instruction or the language of communication make a difference? Journal of Second
Language Writing, 5(3), 197-226. Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1060
3743(96)90002-8
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Enders, D. (2013). The idea check: Changing ESL students’ use of the writing center. The
Writing Lab Newsletter, 37(9/10), 6-9. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Fitzpatrick, R., Hansen, K., Hartley, D., Jamsen, K., & Levin, K. (2013). For Writing
consultants: Guidelines to working with non-native speakers. Retrieved from
http://writing.umn.edu/tww/responding/WorkingNonnativeSpeakers.pdf
Ganguly, S. (2004). Learning through trial and error: Working with ESL students at the writing
center. The Writing Lab Newsletter, 29(2), 10-12. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Hall, J. (2013). The impact of rising international student usage of writing centers. The Writing
Lab Newsletter, 38(1-2), 5-9. Retrieved from https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
Harris, M., & Silva, T. (1993). Tutoring ESL students: Issues and options. College
Composition and Communication, 44(4), 525-537. Retrieved from
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context=writinglabpubs
Powers, J.K. (1993). Rethinking writing center conferencing strategies for the ESL writing. The
Writing Center Journal, 13(2), 39-48. Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy
.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43441929
Reynolds, D.W. (2009). One on one with second language writers: A guide for writing tutors,
teachers, and consultants. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
Schendel, E. (2012). We don’t proofread, so what do we do? A report on survey results. The
Writing Lab Newsletter, 37(3-4), 1-6. Retrieved from
https://wlnjournal.org/resources.php
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Severino, C., & Cogie, J. (2016). Writing centers and second and foreign language writers. In
R.M. Manchón & P.K. Matsuda (Eds.), Handbook of Second and Foreign Language
Writing (pp. 453-471). Boston/Berlin: De Gruyter.
Thonus, T. (1993). Tutors as teachers: Assisting ESL/EFL students in the writing center. The
Writing Center Journal, 13(2), 13-26. Retrieved from
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/stable/43441927
Thonus, T. (2004). What are the differences? Tutor interactions with first-and second-language
writers. Journal of Second Language Writing, 13, 227-242. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2004.04.012
Williams, J. (2004). Tutoring and revision: Second language writers in the writing center.
Journal of Second Language Writing, 13, 173-201. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2004.04.009
Williams, J., & Severino, C. (2004). The writing center and second language writers. Journal of
Second Language Writing, 13, 165-172. Retrieved from
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jslw.2004.04.010

Tutoring—Writing Center Online Materials
Writing center online materials that can be useful for educating tutors include handouts
on teaching or tutoring L2 writers, strategies for addressing grammar, or background information
on SLA and SLW. Having tutors investigate other writing center websites can help them see
how programs at their own center fit into the larger picture of increased international enrollment
in American academia. One site I use a lot with tutors is from UNC-Chapel Hill’s writing
center: https://writingcenter.unc.edu/faculty-resources/linguistically-diverse-students/
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